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A b strac t
This thesis examines the performance bounds for information transfer over time- 
varying communication channels. The critical step in determining these bounds 
is how to properly exploit non-stationary propagation conditions. Model-based, 
state-space approach incorporates information of the propagation conditions, in 
the form of a predetermined state equation model, in addition to the channel out­
put observation. We find that the model-based, state-space approach to system 
design is superior in capturing the dynamics and time correlation properties of 
time-varying channels than the observation-only-based approach, which considers 
only the channel output observation process.
We look at the tracking performance of the model-based, adaptive filters over 
time-varying communication channels. We develop an extended Godard-Kalman 
algorithm with adaptive model parameters identification for model-based, adap­
tive filtering over time-varying communication channels. The presented algorithm 
enables adaptive identification of model coefficients and model-based adaptive 
channel equalization without prior channel estimation. We show, through theory 
and simulations, the tracking performance superiority of the extended Godard- 
Kalman algorithm, compared to the same algorithm with fixed model coefficients 
and to standard observation-only-based LMS and RLS adaptive algorithms.
To better understand the effect of channel time variations we are led to 
model time-varying communication channels with the simplest non-trivial model 
amenable to analysis. We develop a new channel model, called the time-varying 
binary symmetric channel (TV-BSC), which is the basic binary state-space model 
that captures the essential attributes of general time-varying channels. Using this 
model we identify and quantify the effects of time-varying channel process uncer­
tainty (entropy) on the achievable mutual information.
We examine whether there exists an optimal time-varying channel estimation, 
in terms of achievable mutual information rate. We are led to perform a proper 
quantification of source redundancy information, which is explicitly or implicitly
vii
viii
used for channel estimation. We show the existence of optimal blind estima­
tion, using finite-state Markov model-based approach. However, we prove that 
the maximal mutual information rate, assuming the optimal blind estimation of 
an unknown, time-correlated channel in the presence of channel noise, is strictly 
below the channel information capacity. This result implies that imperfect knowl­
edge of the channel, due to noisy channel estimation, essentially affects mutual 
information performance of the channel estimation based decoding solutions for 
time-varying channels.
Finally, we look at capacity achieving detection strategies for information 
transfer over time-varying channels. We prove that AR (autoregresive) model- 
based multiple-symbol differential detection scheme theoretically preserves the 
time-varying channel information capacity when the observation interval ap­
proaches infinity. We find that the differential decoding implicitly uses a se­
quence of innovations of the channel process time correlation and this sequence 
is essentially uncorrelated. It enables utilization of multiple-symbol differential 
detection, as a form of block-by-block maximum likelihood sequence detection for 
capacity achieving mutual information performance. Simulation analysis corrob­
orates theoretical results, showing that multiple symbol differential ML detection 
of BPSK and QPSK practically achieves the channel information capacity with 
observation times only on the order of a few symbol intervals.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
“It’s all a wonderful thing. Wireless is coming to mankind in its full meaning like 
a hurricane some of these days. Some day there will be. say, six great wireless 
telephone stations in a world system connecting all the inhabitants on this earth 
to one another, not only by voice, but by sight. It’s surely coming” Nikola Tesla 
“Nikola Tesla sees a wireless vision” New York Times, Oct. 4, 1915 p. 4, col. 3
1.1 Background and M otivation
The vision of wireless communications supporting information exchange between 
people or devices is the telecommunications frontier of the next few decades [1]. 
The various wireless applications (such as voice, Internet access, multimedia, 
distributed control, etc.) and wireless systems (such as cellular telephone systems, 
wireless LANs, wide area wireless data systems, ad-hoc wireless networks, etc.) 
over different coverage regions (building, campus, city, regional, global) are all 
components of the wireless vision [2,3].
The current and emerging wireless systems of today, coupled with the vi­
sion of applications that wireless can enable, ensure a bright future for wireless 
technology. In general, the wireless vision is based on three tendencies: a much 
broader range of products, data transmission with a higher rate for already ex­
isting products and higher user density [3]. These trends motivate and determine 
the direction of the research in this thesis.
1
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1.2 Technical Issues o f th e  W ireless V ision
Technical issues of the wireless vision encompass limitations that arise from con­
siderations of the particular technology chosen for wireless system implementa­
tion. Many technical challenges must be addressed to enable wireless applications 
of the future. Most notably there are [3]:
• Multipath propagation
• Spectrum limitations
• Energy limitations
• User mobility
These challenges extend across all aspects of wireless system design, including 
network design with cross-layer protocol design, wireless terminal and circuit 
design with minimum power consumption.
1.3 Fundam ental Issues of the W ireless V ision
While technical limitations are related to technological constraints, fundamen­
tal limitations of the wireless vision arise from physical laws. Understanding of 
the fundamental issues is essential for determining the feasibility of a particular 
wireless technology with respect to the absolute physical limits.
Wireless mobile multimedia communications, enabling people to communicate 
with anyone, anywhere and at any time using a range of multimedia services, are 
fundamentally limited by the information capacity of the wireless communication 
channel. In general, the channel information capacity can be defined as a measure 
of how much information can be transmitted over the channel with a negligible 
probability of error.
The information capacity of the wireless channel is determined by the channel 
information transmission resources, which are time, bandwidth and power (signal 
to noise ratio). Furthermore, the use of spatial processing introduces space as a 
new degree of freedom, offering enormous potential to improve performance and 
this is depicted in Figure 1.1.
The analysis of information theoretic channel capacity determines perfor­
mance bounds on the maximum information transfer rate of a communication 
link. Furthermore, the information capacity allows analysis of the effects on the
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1. S - Space
2. T - Time
3. B - Bandwidth
4. P - Power (Signal to Noise Ratio)
Figure 1.1: Information transmission resources of the wireless channel
transmission rate of the system setup and channel model, along with providing a 
benchmark for real system implementation and design of transmitter and receiver 
algorithms.
Trying to increase the capacity or data rate by simply transmitting more 
power is extremely costly. This is due to the logarithmic relationship between the 
capacity of the wireless link and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver [4].
A more effective way of improving the data rate is to increase the signal band­
width, along with the transmitted power. However with the frequency spectrum 
being rapidly allocated, it is a scarce and very expensive resource, especially 
at the frequencies of interest, where the propagation conditions are favorable. 
Moreover, increasing the signal bandwidth beyond the coherence bandwidth of 
the wireless channel results in frequency selectivity. Although well established 
techniques such as equalization and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
(OFDM) [5] can address this issue, their complexity grows rapidly with signal 
bandwidth.
A significant advancement for increasing capacity performance has been the 
use of spatial processing and the development of smart antennas, which consist of 
an antenna array combined with signal processing in both space and time [6,7]. 
Traditionally, the use of antenna arrays was to provide spatial diversity against 
fading [8]. Signal fading, arising from multipath propagation caused by scattering, 
has always been regarded as an impairment that has to be migrated. However, 
a successful application of smart antennas at both the transmit and the receive
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ends of the communications link has shown that multipath interference can be 
exploited to establish multiple parallel channels operating simultaneously and in 
the same frequency band [9-11]. This multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) 
system provides much higher data rate without requiring additional power or 
bandwidth over the single antenna case.
1.4 T im e-varying M obile W ireless C om m unica­
tion  Channels
Mobility is an inherent feature of most wireless systems and has important con­
sequences for system design. As a signal propagates through a wireless channel, 
it experiences random fluctuations in time if transmitter, receiver or surrounding 
objects are moving because of changing reflections and attenuation. Hence the 
characteristics of the mobile wireless communication channels appear to change 
randomly with time, which makes it difficult to design reliable systems with guar­
anteed performance.
The time-varying channel places fundamental limitation on the performance 
of mobile wireless communication systems. Design of mobile wireless networks 
differs essentially from wire line network design owing to the time-varying nature 
of the mobile channel. This channel is an unpredictable and difficult communi­
cations medium.
From the information theory point of view, the time-varying channel process 
can be regarded as a stochastic process that exists in addition to the channel 
noise process and the actual information transmission. Furthermore, the channel 
process is an underlying stochastic process that is not directly observable, but can 
only be observed through other stochastic processeses that produce the channel 
output sequence of observations [12]. Thus, the observation of the channel process 
is affected by both the channel noise and the information source.
This leads us to revisit some basic assumptions of the classical (Shannon) 
information theory in order to analyse mutual information performance bounds 
for communication systems over time-varying channels.
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1.5 L im itations of U se o f C lassical (Shannon) 
Inform ation Theory
The communication channel information capacity formula
C = B ■ log(l + j j )  (1.1)
where B is the channel bandwidth and S /N  is the signal to AWGN (Additive 
white Gaussian noise) power ratio, was given by Shannon [13]. The information 
rate R , which could be transmitted over the channel with vanishingly small prob­
ability of error must satisfy the inequality R < C. Capacity formula (1.1) is 
derived under the following set of assumptions:
AT. infinite signal time delay (or very long signal delay)
A2: existence of a powerful channel coding/decoding scheme
A3: stationary (time-invariant) channel model with bandwidth B
A4: known communication channel parameters
As far as wire-line communication channels can be considered time-invariant, 
the four mentioned assumptions listed above for the derivation of the Shannon 
formula are closely satisfied.
For wireless communication system with channel matrix H  with random in­
dependent complex elements, it was shown in [9] that the capacity is given by
C =  log |/„ R + — H H h \ (1.2)
77-t
where 77 is average SNR at any receive antenna. The capacity formula (1.2) 
is derived for a MIMO wireless communication system with nt transmit and 
71r receive antennas. For the single-input single-output system (tit =  tir = 1) 
with a single channel process /in, assumed constant over the symbol interval, 
formulation (1.2) can be easily simplified as
C = log(l +r]\hn \2). (1.3)
It is important to notice that the capacity formulas (1.2) and (1.3) are derived 
assuming perfect channel state information (CSI) is known at the receiver (and 
unknown at the transmitter).
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The main difference between capacity formulations (1.2) (and (1.3)) and the 
definition of Shannon (1.1) is a random channel model in (1.2) represented by a 
stochastic channel matrix H . Hence, the capacity given by (1.2) is also random 
and represents an instantaneous capacity for a particular realization of H . With 
the capacity defined as a random variable, it is necessary to consider how to best 
characterize it. Two simple summaries are often used, the ergodic capacity [11,14] 
and the outage capacity [9,15,16].
The ergodic (or average) capacity is the average of all occurrences of C and 
is defined as
where Eh [’] is the expectation over all possible channel realizations H .
The outage capacity Cout is defined as the data rate that can be guaranteed 
with a high level of certainty. Let pout be the outage threshold, then define the 
outage capacity Cout>p for which
Furthermore, if the communication channel is unknown and time-varying, as 
in mobile wireless communication systems, Assumption A3 and Assumption A4 
require particular attention. Non-stationary wireless communication channels 
violate the concept of signal spectrum and consequently the concept of signal 
bandwidth required in Assumption A3 [17]. Moreover, stochastic process uncer­
tainty (entropy) of time-varying communication channels disregards Assumption 
A4, since time-varying channel parameters estimation reduces the information 
transmission rate.
The real difficulty in establishing capacity results for time-varying channels 
stems from imperfect knowledge of the channel rather than its time-varying na­
ture, although it is the time variations in the presence of channel noise that render 
estimation difficult [18].
1.6 T im e-varying C hannel U ncertainty, Entropy  
and T im e C orrelation
The channel process uncertainty of a stochastic time-varying channel process (im­
perfect knowledge of the channel) increases the amount of uncertainty at the re­
ceiver about the sent information symbol and consequently, reduces the informa-
Cerg = Eh [C] (1.4)
p ( c  <  C o u t.p ) Pout* (1.5)
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tion capacity of time-varying communication channels relative to time-invariant 
ones. The channel process entropy is a measure of the channel uncertainty [13].
Time correlation or the dependence of the current channel condition on past 
channel conditions induces memory into the time-varying channel process. In gen­
eral, channel process time correlation (memory) decreases the channel uncertainty 
and increases the channel information capacity of time-varying communication 
channels. Channel process memory can be used to predict the upcoming channel 
quality and improve the overall performance of the communication system [19,20]. 
Alternatively, ignoring the channel process memory results in (significantly) lower 
mutual information performance [19].
It is important to notice that the channel process memory can exist inde­
pendently of the inter-symbol interference phenomenon, although, both produce 
correlation in the output observation process [20].
1.7 C hannel E stim ation  and D ifferential D etec­
tion  over T im e-varying C hannel
1.7.1 Channel Estimation
Time-varying channel process estimation reduces channel process uncertainty 
possibly enabling utilisation of the standard optimal decoding solution (either 
maximum-likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) sequence detection 
[21]), originally developed for time-invariant channels assuming a perfect chan­
nel knowledge. Channel estimation algorithms should be able to exploit channel 
process memory to improve channel process estimation.
T ra in in g -b a se d  (ex p lic it) ch an n e l e s tim a tio n
Training-based (explicit) channel estimation of time-varying channels is performed 
by sending a known header (training sequence) for each block of data. During the 
information transmission a switch is made to the decision directed mode. The 
training sequence does not carry any information from the information source 
and a regular inclusion of the training sequence (header) obviously reduces the 
information transmission rate [22].
The training-based channel estimation can be easily quantified, in information 
transmission sense, based on the structure, length and frequency of inclusion of 
training sequences.
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B lin d  ch an n e l e s tim a tio n
Blind channel estimation is based on the identification of the channel process 
by observing only the output of the system [23,24]. The input process is an 
unobserved random process with known distribution [23] and one has only the 
statistical properties of the input process and output observation process to use 
to estimate the channel [25]. Blind estimation algorithms typically exploit a 
functional which is a measure of how modified is the distribution of an input 
sequence when filtered by the channel transfer function [26]. However, there is 
no modification in the case of Gaussian input distribution [26]. Furthermore, 
under average power constraints, the Gaussian noise is the signal with maximum 
entropy [13] and it is exactly the transmitted signal with Gaussian distribution 
that is required to achieve maximum channel information capacity [13]. Hence, 
the existence of a convergent blind equalization algorithm is always conditioned on 
the information signal being less Gaussian-like, more structured and consequently 
“less informative”.
The questions this thesis seeks to answer in blind estimation relate to quanti­
fying the amount of implicit information from input signal redundancy required 
to achieve mutual information rate. Typically in applications there is already 
input signal redundancy outside the designer’s control, and one is concerned with 
devising algorithms (typically directed at forming channel estimates) to exploit 
that signal information.
1.7 .2  D ifferentia l D etec tio n
Differential AL-phase shift keying (DMPSK), namely differential detection of a 
phase modulated signal, can be considered as an alternative to coherent detection 
for ML coding over time-correlated, time-varying mobile communication channels.
From symbol-by-symbol DPSK detection over time-invariant AWGN channels 
one might be indoctrinated with the idea that coherent systems are fundamentally 
superior to non-coherent systems. However, in [27], it is shown that, at least 
theoretically, there is not a fundamental advantage of using (multiple-symbol) 
DPSK or coherent PSK, in terms of achievable mutual information rate.
This thesis considers AR (autoregressive) model-based DMPSK as an alter­
native to coherent detection for ML coding over time-correlated, time-varying 
communication channels. However, the model-based differential detection, ex­
amined in this thesis, has a much more general meaning than the conventional 
(multiple-symbol) differential detection. Our research shows that the model-
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based differential detection is able to exploit channel process innovation in order 
to provide capacity achieving performance. While the AR(1) model-based dif­
ferential detection still has the conventional form, more complex channel models 
(such as AR(p)) presuppose more complex, generalized forms of the model-based 
differential detection.
This research is motivated by the fundamental findings by Gallager [28] that 
the time-varying channel process is not completely observable in the presence 
of channel noise. Imperfect knowledge of the channel essentially affects mutual 
information performance of the standard channel estimation based decoding so­
lutions which are optimal assuming perfect channel knowledge [18]. Therefore, 
there might be a fundamental advantage of using differential detection instead 
of channel estimation for an unknown time-varying channel in the presence of 
channel noise.
1.8 C hannel M odeling o f T im e-varying Com m u­
nication Channels
Essential prerequisites for addressing information theoretic issues of time-varying 
channels is characterizing properly the time-varying channel and developing an 
application-independent model of such a channel. Time variation of channels 
proves to be very difficult to model and circumscribe [18]. Usually, the different 
approaches to broad classes of problems related to information transmission over 
time-varying channels are only different because they have been created from 
different models for the time-variation. Of more concern, these approaches are 
verified through simulations whose time-variation uses the same model and, as a 
consequence, the generalization of results can be questionable [29].
For instance, the model of a Gaussian arbitrarily varying channel model [30] 
delivers results too pessimistic in terms of the capacity, and further does not 
adequately capture the fading channel model [31], [32]. On the other hand, the 
Finite-State Markov Channel (FSMC) model is much closer in describing the 
time-varying fading channel model [20].
In the following subsections, we review channel models that are widely used 
to describe time-varying fading channels.
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1.8.1 C la rk es  T im e -v a ry in g  F ad in g  C h a n n e l M o d e l
Clarkes time-varying fading channel model is a widely accepted statistical model 
for non-dispersive wireless mobile fading channels [33]. Clarkes channel model 
is in a relatively good match with the physical fading phenomenon observed in 
practical mobile communication systems [34]. By assuming absence of line of sight 
and a continuum of scatterers in the vicinity of the omnidirectional mobile receiver 
antenna, the multiplicative fading channel gain in Clarke’s model is complex­
valued Gaussian process [34],
Although Clarke’s channel model is realistic and has been found to accurately 
match field measurements of physical channels [21], mutual information perfor­
mance in Clarke’s correlated fading model is difficult to evaluate, due to autocor­
relation properties of amplitude and phase process [21]. A natural solution is to 
use approximations of Clarkes channel model, whose information capacities are 
mathematically tractable and computable.
1.8.2 B lock  T im e -v a ry in g  F ad in g  C h a n n e l M o d e l
The block fading channel model describes channel time variations in a quasi-static 
way. The fading channel gain is assumed to be unknown but constant over the 
observation block of T  symbol periods, after which it jumps to a new independent 
value for another T  symbols, and so on [35,36]. Despite the relative simplicity of 
the block fading channel model, its information capacity and capacity-achieving 
input distribution with no receiver and transmitter CSI had been an open research 
problem until recently. Major results have been reported in [36] for the general 
case of multiple-antenna block fading communication links and in [37,38] for the 
case of non-coherent, phase-distortive block fading channels.
The block fading channel model can be suitable for relatively slow (highly 
time-correlated) time-varying channels. However, there is only a single identifying 
parameter of the channel, namely the block length. In faster fading channel 
conditions, the assumption of constant fading channel gain within a block becomes 
inaccurate and more complex channel models are required.
In addition, given an infinitely long block, the block-model degenerates to the 
time-invariant channel and, hence, an overall information capacity analysis when 
observation interval approaches infinity does not make sense. Thus, in order to 
analyze mutual information performance related to channel process time correla­
tion, one needs more realistic models which capture the channel time correlation 
properties (dynamics).
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1.8 .3  In depend en t T im e-varying  Fading C hannel M od els
Independent time-varying fading channel model is a memoryless channel whose 
statistical law may vary with time in a totally arbitrary and unknown manner 
during the channel usage [32]. Thereby, the independent fading channel model 
is a simple model that is suitable for describing very fast (time-uncorrelated) 
fading channel conditions. The fading channel gain process is assumed to be a 
memory less and i.i.d process in consecutive channel usages. Since there is no 
memory in successive fading channel gains, computation of the channel capacity 
is greatly simplified. However, when the physical fading process is correlated, the 
capacity analysis assuming an independent and unknown fading channel model 
would only provide lower bounds to the maximum achievable information rate 
through the channel [19]. Yet, the model, itself, is too general and does not truly 
capture the physical reality of correlated fading channels, where channel time 
variations are often neither spontaneous nor arbitrary.
1.8 .4  F in ite -s ta te  M arkov C hannel (F SM C ) M od el
A hnite-state Markov channel model [28] is a truly time-varying channel that 
allows channel time variations at consecutive channel usages, according to a cor­
related stochastic Markov process. Assuming the FSMC transition probabilities 
are independent of the input, the FSMC process exhibits a memory which comes 
from the dependence of the current channel state on past channel states [20].
FSMC’s have been used extensively in the literature to model time-varying 
wireless communications channels [39-41], including Rayleigh fading channels [42, 
43], Ricean fading channels and Nakagami fading channels [41,44,45]. FSMC’s 
have also been used for the design of communication receivers in wireless time- 
varying communication systems [21,42,46-48]. One of the earliest and simplest 
recorded usages of the FSMC model to describe time-varying channels is traced 
back to the work by Gilbert [49], in which he used a two-state, first-order Markov 
model to describe bursty telephone channels and calculate their information ca­
pacity. Gilberts model was further analysed by Elliott [50] and the channel model 
is now referred to as the Gilbert-Elliott channel. FSMC’s varying between any 
finite number of binary symmetric channels (BSC’s), as well as quantized ad­
ditive white noise FSM channels with symmetric PSK inputs and time-varying 
noise statistics or amplitude and phase fading, are of a particular importance for 
time-varying communication channel modeling and system analysis [20].
Unlike the block fading channel model with a single identifying parameter,
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there are a number of varying parameters that can determine the FSMC accuracy 
to model more complex time-varying channels, such as the number of channel 
states, the state transition structure and the memory order. Thereby, the FSMC 
is a suitable model when the rate of channel time variations is neither very slow 
to be considered block fading nor very fast to be considered independent fading 
and when more complex channel models are required to describe the time-varying 
fading channel. In fact, the two most important advantages of using an FSMC 
model to describe time-varying communication channels are the generality and 
mathematical tractability.
1.9 M odel-based A pproach for M obile Com m u­
nication System  D esign
The principal objective of the model-based approach for the communication sys­
tem design is to exploit additional knowledge of the propagation conditions to 
better relate received signal to the transmitted signal and thereby, to reduce the 
transmitted signal uncertainty. In addition to the observation equation, model- 
based algorithms use the channel model, generally in state equation form, to 
improve communication system performance over time-varying channels [25].
As we demonstrate in this thesis, if the model captures dynamics of the prop­
agation conditions, the model-based approach can provide a very good perfor­
mance in non-stationary environments. However, modeling radio channels is a 
complicated task and the complexity of the solution to Maxwell’s equations needs 
to be reduced to an appropriately reduced set of parameters to make it mathe­
matically amenable. A stochastic description helps to overcome the complexity 
of the real propagation environment, provides a focus on the critical broad at­
tributes and tends to average out nuisance parameters. A system design based on 
a stochastic channel model will only achieve average performance — but it will 
achieve this performance at a wide variety of sites. In contrast, a system designed 
with full knowledge of the propagation conditions at a certain site would be able 
to exploit these conditions, resulting in superior performance but at the cost of 
reduced robustness.
Thus, the key word here is “model”. As a concrete example, well aligned 
to one of our major research directions, is the case of flat-fading, time-varying 
channels. In this thesis we assume the time variations are such that the model 
doesn’t degenerate into (the easier cases of) independent fading or quasi-static
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fading. That is, when the variations are of the order of 10’s of symbol periods we 
have a more challenging case because there is the possibility of exploiting channel 
identification but the amount of data to do so is limited. In this we have a belief 
that the channel variations have some smoothness or low pass character (which 
implicitly is a model). Hence, we can only anticipate estimating a low number of 
parameters commensurate with the limited data. As such the more standard di­
rect parametrization of the correlation coefficients (such as in the Clarke’s model) 
is inappropriate as they are strictly infinite in extent. In statistical language we 
are seeking a parsimonious representation.
M odel-based  approach for adaptive a lgorithm  design
Model-based (Kalman) adaptive algorithm design [25,51-53] for communication 
systems over time-varying channels is considered as a practical implementation 
of the model-based approach, described above.
When an adaptive filtering algorithm operates in a nonstationary environ­
ment, the algorithm is required to track statistical variations in the environ­
ment [25,51,52,54,55]. A distinguishing feature of the model-based (Kalman) 
adaptive algorithm is the notion of a channel (state) process equation which gen­
erally describes the dynamics of the channel time variations and potentially pro­
vides superior tracking performance relative to observation-only-based adaptive 
algorithms [56,57].
The main issue for the model-based adaptive algorithm design is to capture 
the dynamics of channel time variations by the channel process (state) equation, 
which is crucial for the overall performance of the system [56,57]. As we demon­
strate in this thesis, this issue involves determining the nature of state, the form of 
the state equation (model) for state time variations as well as the state equation 
coefficients.
1.10 Q uestions to  be A nsw ered in th is T hesis
The course of carrying out this research identifies a number of open questions as 
being important for the theory and practice of the reliable information transfer 
over time-varying mobile communication channels. Most of these questions are 
opened by a rather general discussion in the previous introductory sections. In 
this section, we summarize the questions which we conclusively address in this 
thesis.
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• Adaptive model-based signal processing over time-varying communication
channels: Model-based approach for the adaptive signal processing incor­
porates additional knowledge of the propagation conditions, in the form of 
a predetermined model, into the structure of the adaptive algorithm.
1. What is the degree of performance improvement that can be achieved?
2. What are the physical and information theoretical foundations for 
these improvements?
3. What is the price, in terms of complexity, to achieve these improve­
ments?
• Time-varying communication channel uncertainty modeling: The time
variation of channels proves very difficult to model and circumscribe [18]. 
However, model design can be purposely formulated for information through­
put performance analysis, enabling significant model complexity reduction. 
A well known example is the Binary symmetric channel (BSC) which is rel­
evant to time-invariant AWGN channels. That is, the essential qualitative 
elements of information theory for time-invariant AWGN channels can be 
efficiently explained using the BSC model.
1. Is it possible to define an analogy to the BSC for the time-varying case, 
i.e., to define the basic model which captures the essential non-trivial 
behavior of a time-varying channel?
• Model-based channel estimation over time-varying communication channels: 
All channel estimation algorithms use channel resources for channel estima­
tion [22], explicitly or blind. Furthermore, the channel process is not com­
pletely observable given channel noise [28]. However, the lack of perfect 
knowledge of the channel affects the achievable mutual information per­
formance of the standard optimal decoding solutions which assume perfect 
channel knowledge [18].
1. How much information for the channel estimation would achieve the 
optimum in information transmission over an unknown time-varying 
channel (optimal estimation)?
2. What is the mutual information performance of the model-based sys­
tem assuming an optimal estimation in the presence of channel noise?
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• AR Model-based differential detection over time-varying communication chan­
nels: When analyzing mutual information performance of differential detec­
tion over time-varying flat fading channels, the literature limits attention to 
two extreme eases of modeling, either assuming independent time-varying 
fading channel gain [58], or the block fading model [58,59]. However, an 
AR (Markov) model is more effective in capturing the realistic, non-extreme 
channel time correlation properties (dynamics) and at the same time it pro­
vides mathematical tractability needed for mutual information performance 
analysis.
1. What is the mutual information performance of AR model-based dif­
ferential detection over an unknown time-varying channel?
2. Is there any fundamental advantage of using differential or channel 
estimation based detection for an unknown time-varying channel in 
the presence of channel noise?
1.11 Thesis Structure
The thesis flowchart in Figure 1.2 outlines the structure of this thesis. Two 
different approaches are used:
1. A signal processing approach is used in Chapter 2 to test the MSE (mean 
squared error) performance of model-based adaptive algorithms for adaptive 
multiuser detection, relative to observation-only-based algorithms.
2. The rest of the thesis (Chapters 3-5) provides an information theoretic anal­
ysis of mutual information performance bounds for model-based communi­
cation systems design over time-varying channels. This analysis is essen­
tially motivated by the superior performance of the model-based adaptive 
algorithms demonstrated in Chapter 2.
1.11.1 Outline of this Thesis
In the following, the chapters of this thesis are outlined:
Chapter 2 examines the tracking performance of the model-based, adaptive 
filters over time-varying communication channels. The improved tracking per­
formance can provide a significant improvement in bit error rate (BER) of the 
communication system employing the algorithm. A Godard-Kalman algorithm
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Figure 1.2: Thesis Flowchart
with adaptive model parameters identification is presented for model-based adap­
tive filtering over time-varying communication channels. The presented algorithm 
enables model-based adaptive channel equalization without prior channel estima­
tion. An adaptive identification of AR model coefficients is performed to over­
come the issue of determining model coefficients which capture the dynamics of 
unknown time-varying channels. Experimental MSE performance of the adaptive 
algorithms are simulated in a multi-user environment, assuming a vector AR(1) 
model for the optimal filter weighs. Superior performance of the Godard-Kalman 
algorithm with adaptive model identification is demonstrated, comparing to the 
same algorithm with fixed model coefficients and to standard observation-only- 
based LMS (Least Mean Square) and RLS (Recursive Least Square) adaptive 
algorithms.
Chapter 3 uses an information theoretic approach to develop a new model 
called the time-varying binary symmetric channel (TV-BSC) which is the basic 
model that captures the essential attributes of general time-varying channels. The 
TV-BSC is used to conclusively address, in principle, some fundamental issues
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related to the information theory of time-varying communication channels, such 
as channel process uncertainty and entropy, observable channel process entropy, 
separation of entropies, channel estimation and non-coherent detection. These 
issues are essential for developing optimal detection strategies over time-varying 
communication channels. While non-triviality of the TV-BSC makes our results 
indicative of the general case, simplicity makes them more obvious and easy to 
understand.
Chapter 4 shows the existence of optimal blind estimation, in terms of achiev­
able mutual information rate, for finite-state Markov model-based coherent de­
tection with blind channel estimation. A proper quantification of source redun­
dancy information, implicitly used for channel estimation, is performed. This 
enables an optimal tradeoff between input signal entropy rate reduction (source 
redundancy) and channel process entropy rate reduction (channel estimation) to 
be determined. The maximal mutual information rate, assuming the optimal 
blind estimation and the presence of channel noise, is shown to be strictly be­
low the ergodic channel information capacity. It is also shown that this capacity 
penalty, caused by noisy time-varying channel process estimation, vanishes only 
if the channel process is known (perfect channel state information assumption) 
or memoryless (channel estimation cannot improve system performance).
Chapter 5 looks at capacity achieving detection strategies for information 
transfer over time-varying channels. Mutual information performance analysis of 
AR model-based multiple-symbol DMPSK is provided. It is shown that the AR 
model-based differential detection implicitly uses a sequence of innovations of the 
channel process time correlation and this sequence is essentially uncorrelated. It 
enables utilization of multiple-symbol differential detection, as a form of block- 
by-block maximum likelihood sequence detection for capacity achieving mutual 
information performance. It is proven that AR(1) model-based non-coherent 
scheme theoretically preserves the channel information capacity when the obser­
vation interval approaches infinity. Simulation analysis corroborates theoretical 
results, showing that multiple-symbol differential ML detection of BPSK and 
QPSK practically achieves the channel information capacity with observation 
times only on the order of a few symbol intervals.
1.11.2 C ontribu tions o f th is  T h esis
This section summarizes the four main contributions of this thesis. However, 
each chapter provides a more detailed summary of contributions made within the
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chapter.
• It is shown through theory and simulation the superiority of model-based 
adaptive algorithms relative to observation-only-based adaptive algorithms, 
such as LMS and RLS, when applied to tracking time-varying channels. 
An adaptive identification of autoregressive (AR) model coefficients is per­
formed to overcome the issue of determining model coefficients which cap­
ture the dynamics of unknown time-varying channels.
• The TV-BSC model is developed, a basic system analysis tool for commu­
nication systems of time-varying channels and a time-varying analog to the 
binary symmetric channel. It is shown that the TV-BSC is unique as the 
simplest binary state-space model that exhibits a non-trivial influence on 
capacity due to the channel uncertainty.
• It is shown the existence of the optimal training rate, in terms of achievable 
mutual information rate, for Markov-model based blind channel estimation. 
The maximal mutual information rate, assuming the optimal estimation 
and the presence of channel noise, is shown to be strictly below the er- 
godic channel information capacity, approaching the capacity only if the 
channel process is known (perfect channel state information assumption) or 
memoryless (channel estimation cannot improve system performance).
• It is shown that there is actually a fundamental advantage of differen­
tial AR model-based detection over coherent detection when the channel 
is time-varying and when there is noise. This is established by showing a 
model-based differential scheme which is capacity achieving, in contrast to 
the coherent case where we have the fundamental findings by Gallager that 
time-varying channel processes are not completely observable given chan­
nel noise. Imperfect knowledge of the channel essentially affects mutual 
information performance of the coherent detection, as shown in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2
Extended Godard-Kalman  
Filtering with Adaptive M odel 
Identification
This chapter uses an adaptive signal processing approach to analyse a high-level 
implementation of the model-based principle for adaptive filtering over time-varying 
communication channels. The encouraging performance of the model-based adap­
tive algorithms shown here motivates the information theoretic analysis in later 
chapters of the thesis.
2.1 Introduction
Background and Motivation - Adaptive algorithms are often used in non-stationary 
environments where they are required to track time variations in an unknown 
time-varying system or channel. Observation-only-based adaptive algorithms, 
such as LMS and RLS, use only the channel output observation equation and 
a priori information of training sequence (or previous decisions) to estimate fil­
ter coefficients [25,51,52,54,55]. Therefore, their overall performance in non- 
stationary environments, where the dynamics of the channel are unmodeled, is 
not so promising [60-62]. However, a model-based approach exploits additional 
information of the propagation conditions, in the form of a predetermined model, 
to improve tracking performance over time-varying channels [63]. The dynamics 
of the channel time variations are generally described in state equation form, in 
addition to the observation equation [25,51,52,54,55].
If the model captures the dynamics of the propagation conditions, the model-
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based adaptive algorithms can provide very good performance in non-stationary 
environments [56,57]. A stochastic description helps to overcome the complexity 
of the real propagation environment, provides a focus on the critical broad at­
tributes and tends to average out nuisance parameters. Finite AR models [64,65] 
are often considered as proper stochastic description of the channel dynamic in 
the form of linear difference (differential) state equations. At this stage it is im­
portant to note that, while the channel time variations are caused by moving 
objects in the environment (the Doppler effect), the channel model parameters 
are physically linked to the acceleration of the moving objects as well as the 
changing physical environment due to the motion of the transmitter and/or re­
ceiver. Furthermore, due to the mass inertia effect, the acceleration and physical 
environment change are usually slow enough (at the time-scale of the higher rate 
data) that the model parameters (but not channel parameters) can be considered 
constant in time.
The model-based approach to adaptive filtering usually lends itself readily to 
a Kalman filter formulation or the problem of jointly solving the process and 
measurement equations [52,53]. However, the direct Kalman problem formula­
tion for the adaptive equalization over an unknown channel with ISI requires 
information of the channel [66]. This can be achieved by using observation-only 
based adaptive algorithms such as LMS or RLS to provide the required channel 
estimate [67-69]. In [68] this technique is extended to adaptive equalization over 
non-stationary communication channels. Even though the model-based Kalman 
filtering theory is used and the system is adaptive, the whole approach has the cru­
cial drawback of not recognizing the dynamics of time-varying channels, neither 
by Kalman state (process) equation nor by observation-only adaptive algorithms 
used for the channel estimation [56, 57]. However, capturing the dynamics of 
channel time variations by the Kalman process (state) equation is essential for 
the overall performance of the system [56,57].
Since the channel output observation equation is linear in the state process, 
assuming a known input sequence (training sequence during the training period 
or sequence of tentative decisions in decision directed mode), the Kalman filtering 
problem can be directly formulated for channel process estimation of an unknown 
time-varying channel [65,70-72]. In [73] the problem of channel tracking and 
equalization for MIMO time-varying frequency-selective channels is considered, 
by using Kalman estimation. Given that the Kalman process equation is the 
channel state equation, the dynamics of the channel time variations are explicitly 
incorporated into the structure of the algorithm. However this approach assumes
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separate explicit channel estimation followed by equalization and data detection, 
which may not be optimal in terms of information rate in the presence of channel 
noise, as our analysis reveals in Chapters 4 and 5.
A specific approach to the Kalman equalization, originated from [66] and 
named the Godard-Kalman approach [69], uses the state vector to be the “true” 
(optimal) tap weights of the equalizer. Optimal tap weights are calculated to 
minimize the expected mean squared distortion of the filter output [66]. Since 
time-invariant channels are considered in [66], the optimal tap weights are con­
stant in time and the state transition matrix is the identity matrix. However, 
if the channel is time-varying then the optimal tap weights are time-varying as 
well. Therefore, the Godard-Kalman approach can be extended to time-varying 
channels by defining properly the optimal tap weights transition matrix to im­
plicitly capture the dynamic of the time-varying channel process [56,57]. This 
approach enables adaptive model-based (Kalman) equalization without prior sep­
arate channel estimation. However, the issue of determining model coefficients to 
capture the dynamics of the optimal weights time-variations still remains [56,74]. 
In this chapter, an adaptive identification of AR model coefficients is performed 
to overcome this issue.
Contributions - The main contributions of this chapter may be summarized 
as follows:
1. We extend and generalize the Godard-Kalman model based adaptive ap­
proach [66] to adaptive filtering over time-varying communication channels. 
This approach enables model-based adaptive equalization without prior sep­
arate channel estimation. Furthermore, the dynamics of the time-varying 
channel are implicitly captured by modeling time-variations of optimal filter 
weights, in the form of AR Kalman process equation.
2. We perform RLS-based adaptive identification of AR model coefficients as 
an integral part of the extended Godard-Kalman approach. The adaptive 
model identification, for a given model order, enables adaptive model based 
equalization without any a-priori information of fading conditions.
3. We prove by theory and simulation the superior experimental MSE per­
formance of Godard-Kalman algorithm with adaptive model identification 
compared to one with fixed model coefficients and to standard observation- 
only-based LMS and RLS algorithms.
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2.2 A d ap tiv e  M o d e l-b ased  (K alm an ) F ilte r in g  
T h eo ry
2.2.1 M od el-b ased  D esign
The main idea behind the model-based adaptive algorithm design is to use the 
information of the propagation conditions to stochastically describe the time- 
varying channel process using the channel state equation [25,52,56,57]. The 
observation equation and the state equation define a state-space formulation of 
a communication system over time-varying communication channels. A discrete 
time, state-space model can be expressed as follows
Vn S n X n  T Tin (2.1a)
Sn+i — HSn +  Qn (2.1b)
where y n is the observable output of the channel, Sn is the channel process 
matrix, x n is the input of the channel, n n is observation noise and Qn is channel 
process noise matrix, all at the time instant n. Furthermore, H  is the channel 
transition (system) matrix.
The observation (measurement) equation (2.1a) describes the observation vec­
tor and relates the observable output of the channel y n to the channel process 
matrix Sn. The channel process matrix Sn is defined as the minimal set of data 
that is sufficient to uniquely describe the unforced dynamical behavior of the 
channel by the state (process) equation (2.1b).
2.2.2 S ta tem en t o f th e  K alm an F ilter in g  P rob lem
The Kalman filtering problem is the problem of jointly solving the state (process) 
and observation (measurement) equations for the unknown state matrix in an 
optimal manner [25,52].
The Kalman filtering problem may be formally stated as follows [52]: Use the 
entire observed data t / l r .., y n to find, for each n > 1, the minimum mean-square 
estimate of the state at the time i. The problem is called filtering if i = n, 
prediction if i > n and smoothing if 1 < i < n.
The concept of state is fundamental for the Kalman filtering theory formu­
lation [52] and it is not necessarily related to the channel process Sn in (2.1). 
For instance, the Godard-Kalman formulation [66] defines the state as the vector 
of optimal filter coefficients which are calculated to minimize the expected mean
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squared distortion of the filter output. Furthermore, the use of Kalman filtering 
presupposes that the system under consideration is described by a set of linear 
difference (differential) equations [66]. However, the observation equation (2.1a) 
is not necessarily linear in channel input x n.
2.3 G o d a rd -K a lm a n  A d a p tiv e  A lg o rith m s for 
T im e-v ary in g  C h an n e ls
2.3.1 G odard-K alm an approach
A direct Kalman formulation for the adaptive filtering for the communication 
system (2.1) (solution in x n) over an unknown time-varying channel with ISI is not 
possible due to non linearity of the observation equation (2.1a) in channel input 
x n. The straightforward solutions requires information of the channel (channel 
estimation).
Alternatively, the Godard-Kalman approach [66] to the Kalman equaliza­
tion [69] uses the state vector to be the “true” (optimal) tap weights of the 
equalizer. Optimal tap weights are calculated to minimize the expected mean 
squared distortion i?[|e(n)|2] of the filter output x n [66], where
n i  ( 2-2)
and
Xn = Vn- (2-3)
Vector u>n in (2.3) is the vector of the adaptive filter coefficients, y n is the ob­
servable output of the communication system/the filter input sequence and xn in 
(2.2) is the training sequence (or sequence of tentative decisions), a priori known 
to the receiver.
We use u;°pt to denote the optimal (“true”) filter coefficients, which minimize 
the E’flenl2] of the error (2.2). While in time-invariant environments the optimal 
coefficients u°pt =  u>opt are constant in time [66], if the channel is time-varying, 
then u;°pt becomes time-varying as well.
The main reason for adopting the Godard-Kalman algorithm for adaptive 
model-based equalization over time-varying channels is the possibility to use the 
information of the propagation conditions to describe how “true” filter coefficients 
cj°pt vary with time. Here we assume first order Markov or vector AR stochastic
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model for the time-varying “true” coefficients u;°pt
«S fl =  H “ T  + (2-4)
where H is a diagonal p x p transition (system) matrix, p is the filter length arid 
qn is a white noise sequence with var(g) = a*I.
The filter output observation equation is given by
Xn = Vn +  en (2-5)
where en = xn — (u)^>t)Hy n is the “true” noise with the variance o\.
The observation equation (2.5) and the state equation (2.4) form the state- 
space model for the Kalman filtering problem statement. The iterative solution 
can be derived, as shown in Appendix A, in the following form
u)n H u)n—\ I \nvn
Vn =  Xn ~
=
“ <T? +  ySP
Pn = HPn. 1HT + a p  -  +  y"P„- lVn)K ^
(2.6 )
with initial conditions given by P(0) =  PQ.
The main advantage of the Godard-Kalman adaptive approach is adaptive 
filtering (equalization) without prior separate channel estimation.
2.3 .2  RLS as a D egen erate  M od el-b ased  A d ap tive  A lgo­
rithm
By assuming H — I and q = 0, the stochastic model for time-varying “true” 
weights (2.4) becomes the trivial and deterministic time-invariant model =  
u>°pt =  u>opt. Furthermore, assuming that “true” noise in (2.6) decays as time 
proceeds in the sense of o \n =  of An, 0 < A < 1, then the model-based adaptive 
algorithm (2.6) is reduced back to the RLS adaptive algorithm [25]
Un  =  U n - 1 +  A n ^ n  
Un =  Xn -  U n - l V n  
_
1 + X-'y^Pn-lVn
Pn = X-'Pnl
(2.7)
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Thus, we have the insight that the RLS algorithm does not explicitly recognize the 
time-varying nature of the optimal weight vector cj°pt and consequently cannot 
offer good (tracking) performance in non-station ary environments.
2.3.3 Adaptive M odel Identification for the Kalman-Godard 
Filter
While the Godard-Kalman adaptive approach implicitly captures the dynamics 
of time-varying channels, the issue of determining model coefficients still remains.
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Figure 2.1: Godard-Kalman adaptive filtering with adaptive model identifica­
tion
In Figure 2.1 we propose the Godard-Kalman filtering with the adaptive model 
coefficient H identification. Due to the physical foundation of the channel process 
time-variations and mass inertia effects, time variations of the system matrix H 
are usually slow enough (at the time-scale of the higher rate data) that H can be 
considered time-invariant. According to Section 2.3.2, the RLS algorithm is well 
suited to adaptively estimate the time-invariant system matrix H , Figure 2.1, as 
follows
Hn+l T Knzzn
( f f n ^ n - l )  V n  
=  A- ]Pn- i y n 
1 +  A_12/*Pn-l2/n 
Pn =  A“1Pn_1 — \ ~ lKnDn Pn-\
(2.8)
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We emphasise that the RLS algorithm is ill-suited to adapting (time-varying) 
u>°pt, but through the state-space formulation well-suited to adapting the (time- 
invariant) state transition matrix H.
2.4 A d a p tiv e  A lg o rith m s P e rfo rm a n c e  A nalysis
Detailed performance analysis of the observation-only based LMS and RLS algo­
rithms and the AR(1) model-based Godard-Kalman algorithm over time-varying 
channels are provided in Appendix B. This Section revisits major results from 
Appendix B in order to compare the algorithms’ performance.
2.4 .1  LM S P erform ance A nalysis
C onvergence
The first order LMS convergence criterion is given by
|1 — qAu| < 1 , u = 1 ,2 ,... ,p, i.e., 
Amin ^  0 and oAmax 2
where \ u, u = 1 ,2 ,... ,p are eigenvalues of Ry = E[yny ^], Ar 
minimum and maximum eigenvalue of Ry, respectively.
The time constant for convergence is given by
-1
T =
lo§(^+i)
(2.9)
and Amin are the 
( 2 . 10)
where k =  Ama x / A min is condition number of Ry [25].
Convergence criterion (2.9) depends on the Ry eigenvalue spread and, con­
sequently, on the time-varying channel conditions. Since near-far effect usually 
causes a large Ry eigenvalue spread which significantly increases the time con­
stant (2.10) and reduces the speed of convergence, then LMS is very near-far 
sensitive [60,61].
Second order stab ility  and tracking
The LMS algorithm relative steady state excess MSE or misadjustment due to 
noisy adaptation to time-varying “true“ weights
17  _  ^ 2  ^  „ ,2
A /tot — =  ?  +  * -  £ £ k £  +  0 ( o 8 )2 cto <7? 2 
2 '
— V io ise  +  V a g  +  O ( a 0 ) (2 . 11)
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where E00 =  lim^oo ,E[|en|2]; a2 is the “true” noise variance; p = tr(Ry)/a2; 
(72 is the variance of y n\ tr(Ry) = trace(Ry) is the sum of the eigenvalues of 
Ry\ cr2 = a2/ 72; 7 is “true” speed of change of the time-varying “true” weights, 
Appendix B; and a 0 = otcr* is the normalized step size. The expression Mnoise 
in (2.16) is the excess MSE due to noise adaptation and M\&g is the excess “lag” 
terms due to the time-varying optimal weights.
Clearly Mtot (2-11) has an optimum wrt ao [25], namely
1\ r r 7 cr77cry
A/opt = P— —  for a 0,opt =  — —
Oe
The second order stability requires [25]
Mtot = ^  + 7
2 2cr:cC pv y
a 0 <j 2 2
-  -(- O(a0) <
(2 . 12)
(2.13)
In general, there is a conflict between speed of convergence, the steady state 
fluctuation and the excess lag fluctuation (tracking). The normalized step size 
ao = a a2 should be chosen to provide an appropriate tradeoff [60,61].
2.4 .2  R L S P e rfo rm a n c e  A n a ly s is
C onvergence
The first order RLS convergence criterion is given by
0 < ^0 < 2 (2.14)
where po — 1 ~ A is the forgetting factor. The time constant for convergence is 
given by
-1
log 11 -  ßo\'
The convergence criterion (2.14) and the time constant for convergence (2.15) 
do not depend on filter input y n statistics. Consequently the RLS is near-far 
resistant [60,61]. As a Newton method algorithm, the RLS provides a fast initial 
convergence. However, in non-stationary environments, this fast initial conver­
gence usually has to be traded-off to improve stability and tracking, as it is shown 
in simulations, Section 2.5.
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Second  o rd e r  s ta b il i ty  a n d  tra c k in g  an a ly s is
The relative steady state excess MSE or misadjustment for the RLS algorithm 
with time-varying “true” weights is
A/tot PMo 72 ° l a l  P2 Mo a\ 2
+  0 ( / 4 )  — M noise +  A /]ag +  O f / 4 ) (2.16)
While expressions (2.11) and (2.16) have similar form, they are essentially 
different in terms of the tracking performance due to essential difference of q0 
and hq. The normalized step size a0 = ctay in (2.11) depends on filter input y n 
statistics. The forgetting factor po in (2.16) does not depends on y n statistics, 
but determines the RLS algorithm memory.
The second order stability requires [25]
A/tot A /noise T  A/jag <
1
3
(2.17)
Furthermore, /io,opt and A/opt can be found to be [25]
A /op t P l°nay for /io,opt
^ C r j  (Jy (2.18)
2.4 .3  M o d e l-b a se d  A lg o r ith m  P e rfo rm a n c e  A n a ly s is
C o n v ergence
The first order convergence criterion is given by
0  p A m ax < 2 (2.19)
where p = o2rj/o\.
The time constant for convergence for convergence is given by
( 2 .20)
where k =  Amax/Amin is condition number of Ry. Time constant for convergence 
(2.20) depends on eigenvalue spread but much more weakly than for LMS. For 
example, for conditional number k =  16, the LMS time constant is equal to 8 
and the model-based algorithm time constant (2.20) is 3. Thus, the model-based 
adaptive algorithm is much less near-far sensitive than LMS [56,57].
-1
i —1
«2+1
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Second  o rd e r  s ta b ility  a n d  tra c k in g  an a ly sis
The relative steady state excess MSE or misadjustment for the model-based adap­
tive algorithm with time-varying “true” weights is
A/tot — ------2— 1 — ^~7rP +  ----2 0(p2) =  ATnoise +  M\ag +  0 (p 2) (2.21)o* 2 2 p af
1
where cy = tr(Ry)/p.
Furthermore, popt and Mopt can be found
Mapt = pcy^  for popt =  — . (2.22)
ae at
The second order stability requires Aftot =  Mnoise + M\ag < |  [25]. In addition
cy = -tr(Ry) = -  ^  A u <  - AuP = (2.23)
leads to Mopt(Kalman) < Mopt(RLS) and Afopt(Kalman) < A/opt(LMS), which 
means that model-based adaptive algorithm offers superior tracking to LMS and 
RLS [56,57].
2.5 Sim ulation Study
2.5.1 S ystem  M od el for S im ulation  S tu d y -A d a p tiv eM M S E  
M ultiuser R eceiver
The adaptive MMSE multiuser receiver structure Figure 2.2, presented in [75,76], 
consists of a bank of adaptive MMSE FIR filters along with the centralized (ML) 
detector part of the receiver for data detection. The number of users in the cell 
of interest K  is assumed to be known. However, the number Ki  of intercell 
interferers (7 i,/2 , .../x7 in Figure 2.2) is unknown [76].
While the non-linear centralized ML detection improves significantly the per­
formance of the adaptive MMSE multiuser receiver [76], it does not influence the 
tracking performance of the adaptive filters during the training period (the train­
ing sequence is a priori known at the receiver). Since we focus on the tracking 
performance of adaptive algorithms assuming an a priori known input sequence, 
without loss of generality, we consider only the bank of adaptive MMSE filters 
(the linear front-end of the receiver).
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The discrete-time received sample vector or the observation of adaptive filter 
inputs at time n, y n can be expressed as follows
V n  FnXn T Tln (2.24)
where Fn is the matrix of sampled system signatures which includes spreading 
sequences and channel signatures, nn is AWGN and xn contains the transmitted 
symbols.
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Figure 2.2: The Adaptive MMSE-ML Receiver
The output of the MMSE filter for the kth user, k =  1,..., K  at the time n is
X k,n =  ^ k  (2-25)
where y k n is discrete time received samples of kth user at the time n, c a r e  
the adaptive filter coefficients of kth user at the time n.
The coefficients cj are obtained adaptively during the training period, by 
minimizing the MSE, -E[|efc)Tl|2],
ßk,n  (2.26)
where xk n^ is the kth user training sequence at the time n, a priori known to the 
receiver. After the training period, the coefficients oj can be kept fixed during 
data detection. Alternatively, in a decision directed mode, these coefficients can 
be updated by tentative decisions. In non-stationary environments, the training 
period must be repeated regularly.
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2.5.2 Sim ulation resu lts
Experimental MSE performance of LMS, RLS and model based  algorithms
1 -  RLS
2 -  LMS
3 -  Model based (Kalman) algorithm with 
adap. model identification H =<J> l;<|> =0.8
h =[1 0.5 0 .25 0.125];
Number of users: 8;
Figure 2.3: Experimental MSE performance over the range of fp  Ts'. 1- LMS 
algorithm; 2- RLS algorithm: 3- Model-based algorithm with adaptive AR(1) 
model parameters identification and initial model parameters H i = <f>Q • /; </>0 — 
0 .8 ;
We use the MATLAB multiple path fading channel rayleighchan .m, 8-users, 
spreading gain of 8. The multipath channel consists of four-spaced channel taps 
with initial values h = [1 0.5 0.25 0.125]. The channel noise variance is given by 
= 0.25. The feedforward filter for each user consists of 32 taps. User k = 1 is 
the user of interest. Simulations are performed for a range of normalized fading 
rates f D Ts .
Figure 2.3 based on the average square error performance (experimental MSE) 
corroborates the theoretical performance analysis provided in Section 2.4. For 
medium and high-medium speed fading conditions, the model-based adaptive 
algorithm with adaptive model identification provides superior tracking perfor­
mance to LMS and RLS and the LMS algorithm outperforms the RLS which 
provides very limited tracking performance at medium and high-medium speed 
fading conditions. On the other hand, if the channel is very slow (quasi time- 
invariant) with fo  Ts —> 0, then the superior initial convergence speed of RLS 
provides a performance advantage compared to LMS, given the reduced tracking
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requirements. Even more, overall performance of the RLS approaches that of the 
model-based algorithm, since the model-based algorithm structure converges to 
the RLS algorithm.
Experimental MSE performance of LMS, RLS and model based algorithms
-*—  1-Model-based adaptive algorithm H1 =<))- l;<>=0.8
2-Model based adaptive algorithm 
■v with adap. model identification H =<> I;4> =0.8
h =[1 0.5 0.25 0.125];
Number of users: 8;
Figure 2.4: Experimental MSE performance over the range of Jd Ts '- 1- Model- 
based algorithm with fixed AR(1) model parameters H i = (ft ■ /; (f) =  0.8; 2- 
Model-based algorithm with adaptive AR(1) model parameters identification and 
initial model parameters Hi = (j)0 ■ I ; 0O — 0-8
Figure 2.4 based on the experimental MSE shows the superiority of the model- 
based approach with adaptive model identification over the same approach with 
fixed model parameters for a range of Jd Ts- Furthermore, the model-based 
approach with adaptive model identification does not use any a-priori information 
of the fading conditions. At medium fading rate foTs  =  5 • 10-5, performance 
of the adaptive approach with fixed model parameters gets closer to the adaptive 
model identification case, since the given fixed model Hi =  cf) • /; 0 =  0.8 is well 
suited for medium speed fading conditions.
C h ap te r 3
T im e-varying B inary  Sym m etric  
C hannel for C hannel U n certa in ty  
M odeling
From this chapter forward, this thesis uses an information theoretic approach 
to analyze mutual information performance bounds for model-based communica­
tion systems over time-varying channels. This chapter presents a basic theoretical 
model for time-varying channel uncertainty analysis and defines separation of en­
tropy principles which assist in the understanding of the information transmission 
over time-varying communication channels.
3.1 Introduction
Background and motivation - Essential prerequisites for addressing information 
theoretic issues of time-varying channels are characterizing properly the time- 
varying channel and developing an application-independent model of such a chan­
nel. However, the time variation of the channels proves to be very difficult to 
model [18].
As an alternative to modeling a communication channel at the physical level, 
model design can be formulated for the purpose of system performance analy­
sis. When formulated in this way, as we do in this chapter, the intention is to 
reveal the limits to information throughput and provide a theoretical framework 
for optimal solution at the application level. Further, this approach enables sig­
nificant model complexity reduction which is better suited to providing insight 
into fundamental theoretical communication issues. A well known example is the
33
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BSC which is relevant to time-invariant AWGN channels. That is, the essential 
qualitative elements of information theory for time-invariant AWGN channels can 
be efficiently explained using the BSC model. Therefore, it should be of interest 
to find an analogy to the BSC for the time-varying case. That is, to find the 
basic model which captures the essential non-trivial behavior of a time-varying 
channel.
Contribution — This chapter uses an information theoretic approach to time- 
varying communication channel modeling, focusing on channel process uncer­
tainty modeling and mutual information performance analysis. The main contri­
butions of this chapter may be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the TV-BSC model, which is basic binary time-varying, state- 
space model. We show that qualitatively the TV-BSC characterizes the 
important attributes of more general time-varying channels related to a 
non-trivial influence on capacity due to the channel uncertainty.
• We define separation of entropies principles for information transmission 
over time-varying channels. Then we use non-triviality and reduced com­
plexity of the TV-BSC model to demonstrate how these principles affect 
the achievable mutual information rate over time-varying channels.
3.2 T im e-varying C hannel U ncerta in ty  M odel­
ing
The channel process of a time-varying communication channel is an underlying 
stochastic process that is not directly observable at the channel output [12]. In 
general, the observation of the channel process is affected by both the channel 
noise uncertainty and the information source uncertainty. Thereby, the observable 
channel entropy rate is not necessarily the same as the entropy rate of the channel 
process itself.
The observable channel process entropy rate 7i0b{S) of the time-varying chan­
nel process S  at the receiver side can be expressed as:
n ob(S) =  c CSI -  (3.1)
where C is the information capacity of an unknown time-varying channel and Ccsi 
is the information capacity of the same channel with the perfect CSI assumption.
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In order to model the time-varying channel process uncertainty (entropy), 
we identify the following basic, non-trivial features of the channel uncertainty 
affecting the information transfer over time-varying channels:
FI: The channel process uncertainty of a stochastic time-varying communica­
tion channel increases the amount of uncertainty at the receiver about the 
sent information symbol and, consequently, reduces the channel informa­
tion capacity compared to equivalent time-invariant, ones.
F2: Perfect CSI eliminates the channel uncertainty and thereby, the channel 
uncertainty does not affect Ccsi.
F3: Channel process time correlation induces memory into the channel process 
which decreases the channel process uncertainty compared to an equivalent 
memoryless channel.
F4: The stochastic model structure of the channel process determines the max­
imum channel process entropy.
Here we are developing a system analysis tool rather than a model of a physical 
channel. Therefore, we define some basic criteria for the model design which 
should provide significant complexity reduction, make results of our analysis more 
general, obvious and easier to understand and avoid misleading results. However, 
it is still essential for the model to capture all basic non-trivial features of time- 
varying channels, listed above.
Criterion 1 . If the channel process entropy of the stochastic time- 
varying channel is equal to zero (no channel uncertainty) then Ccsi 
should not depend on the channel (model) transition structure.
As we will show in Section 3.6, Criterion 1 enables a time-invariant model, 
with the information capacity Ccsi, to be recognized as a special case of the 
time-varying model, when channel process entropy is equal to zero. Thereby, 
one can effectively use the time-invariant model as a reference, analyzing channel 
uncertainty effects upon the information transmission over time-varying channels.
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Criterion 2. When the time-varying communication channel is un­
known and arbitrarily time-varying (time-uncorrelated), its informa­
tion capacity should be equal to 0.
Criterion 2 means the model structure should not a priori reduce channel 
process uncertainty. This criterion is particularly related to Feature F4 and it 
should make the channel uncertainty analysis general rather than model specific. 
In statistical language we are seeking a parsimonious model, which is able to 
overcome the complexity of the real propagation environment by providing a 
focus on the critical broad attributes.
3.3 F in ite-sta te  M arkov C hannels
3.3.1 S ta te-sp ace M od el for T im e-vary ing  C om m unica­
tion  C hannels
The state-space channel model applies to general discrete and continuous time- 
varying channels, whose variation is governed by a stochastic process taking values 
over a state space of time-invariant channels.
Continuous time state-space model
Variation of the continuous-time state-space channel is governed by a continuous­
time stochastic process S(t); t > 0 with state space C. Each channel state c £ C 
indexes a time-invariant continuous-time channel, and S(t) is called the channel 
state at time t.
Discrete time state-space model
The variation of the discrete-time state-space channel is determined by a discrete­
time stochastic process Sn with state space C. The state space is a set of discrete 
memoryless channels with common input and output alphabets, denoted by X  
and y ,  respectively.
3.3 .2  F in ite -s ta te  M arkov C hannel S tructu re
In general, the state-space model places no restrictions on the stochastic process 
Sn. However, if the stochastic process Sn is Markov with stationary transition
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probabilities, and its state space C = {c0,c2, . . .  ,Cm- i } is finite, then the state- 
space model is called a finite-state Markov channel.
The state transition structure of the FSMC model is uniquely defined by the 
initial state probabilities vector r  and the state transition matrix P  [39], where
r = [rk = p(S0 = ck)] (3.2a)
P = [Pmk = P(Sn+l = Ck\Sn = Cm)} (3.2b)
for k, m  =  0 , . . . ,  M  — 1.
The channel state law in each channel state ck G C is determined by the 
conditional input/output probabilities p(Y\X, S  = ck), where X , Y  and S denote 
the input, output and state processes, respectively.
3.3 .3  U n ifo rm ly  S y m m e tric  V a riab le -n o ise  F S M C
A discrete memoryless channel is output symmetric if the rows of the matrix of 
input output probabilities Qij = p(y = j \x = z), j  € y ,  i € X  are permutations 
of each other and the columns of Q are permutations of each other [20]. A FSMC 
is uniformly symmetric if every channel state ck £ C is output symmetric [20].
A FSMC is a variable noise channel if there exists a function </> such that 
for Zn = <i>(Xn,Yn), p(ZN\XN) = p(ZN), and Z N = (Zl tZ2t. . . f ZN) is a 
sufficient statistic for S N = (Si, S2, •. . ,  Sn ) (so S n is independent of X N = 
(Xu x 2, . . . , X N) and Y N = (Yu Y2, . . . ,  YN) given Z N) [20].
Uniformly symmetric, variable noise FSMC’s as a class include channels vary­
ing between any finite number of binary symmetric channels (BSC’s), as well as 
quantized additive white noise channels with symmetric PSK inputs and time- 
varying noise statistics or amplitude and phase fading [20]. As such, this model 
class is of a particular importance for time-varying communication channel mod­
eling and system analysis.
3.3 .4  F S M  C h a n n e l P ro c e ss  E n tro p y
The entropy rate of the channel state process S  of the FSMC is given by
H(S) = lim ~H{Sny,Sn (Si, S2, . . . ,  (3.3)
n —>oo Tl
For uniformly symmetric, variable noise FSMC’s, under a uniform i.i.d. input 
distribution assumption, the channel information capacity is given by [20]
c  = \og\y\-n(z) (3.4)
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Information capacity of the binary symmetric channel (BSC)
NON-INVERTING BSCs 
BSCni {p < 0.5)
INVERTING BSCs 
BSCi (p > 0.5)
CbSCi (p) -  ^BSCni (1 _  p),
+ 1 bit of information / 
for state estimation!/
3  0.6
cß 0.53
0.4
Figure 3.1: The information capacity of the binary symmetric channel with 
crossover probability p (non-inverting BSC) and crossover probability 1 — p (in­
verting BSC)
With CSI knowledge, (3.4) becomes
Ccsl = logl^l -  (3.5)
Based on (3.4) and (3.5), the observable channel entropy rate H0b{S) is
Hoh(S) = H{Z) -  H(Z\S) = H(S) -  H{S\Z)  (3.6)
It is important to note that in the presence of channel noise, 7i(S\Z) > 0 and 
' H o b ( S )  < ^ (5 ), i.e., the observable channel process entropy rate is smaller than 
the actual channel process entropy rate.
3.4 T im e-v ary in g  B in a ry  S y m m etric  C h an n e l
Treatment of many information theoretic issues relating to the time-varying com­
munication channels would be easier if it was possible to extend the BSC for the 
time-varying case. That is, to find the basic model which captures the essential 
non-trivial behavior of time-varying channels.
Figure 3.1 shows the information capacity of the BSC. The discrete memo­
ryless BSC with the crossover probability p, 0 < p < 0.5 (non-inverting BSC)
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and the discrete memoryless BSC with the crossover probability 1 — p (inverting 
BSC) have the same information capacity, despite the fact that if the channel 
state is unknown, then one needs one bit of information for the inverting channel 
state estimation. Since one bit of information is negligible in comparison to ac­
tual information transmission, the inverting BSC estimation does not reduce its 
information capacity.
Following the last observation, let us assume that a two state Markov channel 
can change its state between the non-inverting BSC state, i.e., c0 =  BSCni and 
the inverting BSC state, i.e., C\ = BSCi, Figure 3.2, with the state transition 
probabilities given by
where 0 < q < 1.
Furthermore, one needs up to one bit of information for the channel state 
estimation for each channel state alteration. This amount of information can 
significantly reduce the channel information capacity, especially if the channel 
changes its state frequently (q is close to 0.5). Thus, in addition to the uncertainty 
of observation due to channel noise (modeled by the cross-over probability p), the 
state transition probability q models the channel process uncertainty.
In the above analysis, we basically use an intuitive approach to develop the 
concept of the time-varying binary symmetric channel (TV-BSC), Figure 3.2. 
The name of the model emphasizes an analogy to the BSC model.
Apart from the intuitive approach, the TV-BSC has a strong information 
theoretical foundation. By defining c0 =  0 and C\ =  1, the TV-BSC can be ana­
lytically recognised as the basic binary time-varying state-space model, described
P { P n + 1 Cl|*Sn C0 ) p ( S n + i  C o l^ h  C l)  q
p{^n+1 c0|5n Cg) p(Sn+\ ci\Sn C i )  = 1 q
(3.7)
(3.8)
by
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
where © is modulo-2 addition, vn and r/n are the channel (observation) and system 
noise process, respectively. Additionally, Sn,v n,r]n £ {0,1}, Pr(vn = 1) = p, 
and Pr(r]n = 1) = q.
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Non-inverting BSC Inverting BSC
a) Time varying binary symmetric channel (TV-BSC) model
A
R e r .  I
channel state estimation channel state estimation channel state estimation
b) Channel state process S„
Figure 3.2: Time-varying binary symmetric channel model and channel state 
process Sn estimation
3.5 T V -B S C  vs. G ilb e r t E llio tt  M odel
The Gilbert-Elliot channel [19] is a stationary two-state uniformly symmetric 
variable noise Markov channel. The states are designed as discrete memoryless 
BSC’s with crossover probability pc (0 < Pg < 0.5) for the good state and 
Pb (0 < Pg <  0.5) for the bad state, where pc  < Pb • The state transition 
probabilities, from the bad state to the good state and vice versa, are given by g 
and 6, respectively. The channel memory g is defined in [19] as
g = \  - b - g  (3.10)
The TV-BSC bears some superficial resemblance to the Gilbert-Elliot channel. 
However, the TV-BSC exhibits some non-trivial features of time-varying channels 
not captured in general by the Gilbert-Elliot channel [22].
We make the following comments:
1. While the Gilbert-Elliot channel physically models channel amplitude time 
variations [19], the TV-BSC effectively models 0 or n phase ambiguity of 
the received BPSK signal, due to channel phase time variations, as we will 
show in Chapters 5. Channel estimation (see Chapters 4) or differential 
detection (see Chapters 5) are required to resolve this phase ambiguity 
since phase-locked loop devices fail to do so [77].
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However, apart from modeling time-varying channels on the physical level, 
much more important for this analysis is the difference between these two models 
from the system analysis point of view.
2. Cc SI of the Gilbert-Elliot channel depends, in general, on the channel tran­
sition structure [19]. However, as we will show in the following section the 
TV-BSC captures Criterion 1, Section 3.2, i.e Ccsl of the TV-BSC does not 
depend on the channel transition structure.
3. The following section will show that the TV-BSC captures Criterion 2, Sec­
tion 3.2, i.e. the information capacity of a memoryless TV-BSC is equal to 
zero. Thus, any approach for the information transfer over TV-BSC, which 
ignores channel process time correlation (memory) results in zero mutual 
information rate. On the other side, memoryless Gilbert-Elliot channels 
still can have a relatively high information capacity, especially ones with 
high good-to-bad ratio [19]. Thereby, effects upon the mutual information 
performance of channel process time correlation are diminished for these 
channels and may be misleading if applied for algorithm design for more 
general time-varying channels.
3.6 Inform ation T heoretic A nalysis o f th e TV - 
BSC M odel
3.6.1 In form ation  C apacity  o f th e  T V -B S C
In general, the information capacity of the TV-BSC, Figure 3.3, is given by 
Gallager’s formula [28]:
C = maxX(V, Y)  = lim max — • I ( X n, Y n) (3-11)
where 1( X, Y)  is the mutual information rate between the input process X  = 
(Vi, V2, V3, . . . )  and the output process Y  =  (Yi, Y2, Y3, . . . )  and p(X)  is the 
channel input distribution. In addition, I ( X N, Y N) is the mutual information 
between the input and output processes X N = (Vi, X2, . . . ,  X^ )  and YjV = 
(Yi, V2, . . .  Yjv), respectively, after n time instants. The TV-BSC is uniformly 
symmetric variable noise channel and the capacity is achieved with an input 
distribution p(X)  that is uniform and i.i.d. [20]. Furthermore, for binary signaling
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Information capacity of the time-varying binary symmetric channel
Cbsc =  1 — H p ) i P =  0-01
Cbsc =  1 — h(p ), p =  0.05
Figure 3.3: The information capacity of the TV-BSC, determined by p (uncer­
tainty of observation due to channel noise) and q (channel process uncertainty)
over the TV-BSC Gallager’s formula (3.11) can be simplified as [20]
c =  1 -  H(Z)  =  1 -  lim ^ H ( Z N) (3.12)
N —+00 J \
where Zn = X n © Yn is the channel error sequence. We use three basic methods 
for calculating the TV-BSC information capacity, based on (3.11) and (3.12).
Method 1 exploits the recursive sum-product algorithm [78] for calculating 
H( ZN) in (3.12), which is an application of the BCJR algorithm [79] to hidden 
Markov models. However, the complexity of the direct computation of H( Z N) 
is exponential in N  and the sequence 1/N • H( ZN) converges rather slowly [80]. 
Still (3.12) can be used for the information capacity calculation of a short memory 
(fast) TV-BSC, assuming a small finite n observation interval, as we will show in 
due course.
Method 2 significantly reduces the computational complexity of (3.12), based 
on the recursion formula for calculating the error distribution conditioned on past 
errors ipn = p(Zn\Zn~1) [19]. The information capacity is given by
C = lim 1 — E[h(pn)\ (3.13)
n—>oo
where E[h(pn)] is the expectation over the binary entropy function h(ipn) of the
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error distribution <pn which is given by
h(iPn) =  Vn • log2(v?n) -  (1 -  Ifn) • log2(l -  (fn) (3.14)
Method 3- The statistical method proposed in [80] can be used for the TV- 
BSC capacity calculation. Moreover, the statistical method might be particularly 
useful for the information capacity calculation for models based on further em­
bellishment on the TV-BSC model, such as with additional states. This method 
consists essentially of sampling both a long input sequence T71 and correspond­
ing output sequence yn, followed by the computation of logppr71), logp(yn) and 
log(p(xn, yn)) by means of a forward sum-product recursion [78]. Then
i ( X n, Y n) = -  log2 (p{xn,yn)) -  -  log2 (:p(xn)) -  -  log2 (p(yn)) (3.15)n n n
and, finally
J(X , Y) = lim T(Vn, Y n). (3.16)n—*oc
3.6 .2  T V -B S C  a n d  C h a n n e l P ro c e s s  U n c e r ta in ty  M o d e l­
ing
The information capacity graph of the TV-BSC Figure 3.3 is symmetric in q 
and, from this point forward, without loss of generality, we limit our attention to 
q < 0.5. Consistent with the stationary distribution we choose the initial state 
probabilities p(So =  Co) = p(So = C \ )  = 0.5.
Based on the state equation (3.9b), the entropy rate 'H(S) of the TV-BSC 
state process S  can be expressed
H(S) = h(q) (3.17)
Furthermore, combining (3.6) and (3.17), the observable channel entropy rate can 
be expressed as
Ho\>(S) = h( q) - H( S/ Z)  (3.18)
The information capacity of the TV-BSC with perfect CSI assumption Ccsi 
can be calculated as the statistical average over the two states of the correspond­
ing channel capacity as
Ccsi =  p(co) • CC0 +p(ci) • CCl = Cbsc • (p(co) +p(ci)) = 1 -  h{jp) (3.19)
V
=i
where and CCl are the non-inverting and inverting states information capacity, 
respectively. Furthermore, CCo = CCl = Cbsc5 where Cbsc =  1 — h{p) is the
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information capacity of the BSC with the crossover probability p. Therefore, 
Ccsl given by (3.19) is independent on q and, thereby, the TV-BSC captures 
Criterion 1, Section 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. The only non-trivial, two-state binary symmetric FSM model cap­
turing Criterion 1, defined in Section 3.2 is the one consisting of the non-inverting 
and inverting BCS states.
Proof. The information capacity of a two-state binary symmetric model with CSI 
assumption is given by
l
CCSI =  EptciO Cc* (3.20)
k=0
where p(ck) is the probability of the channel state Cfc, k =  0,1 and Ylk=oP(ck) ~  
1. Furthermore, CCk is the information capacity of the channel state c*. Since 
expression (3.20) depends of p(c*), in general, the capacity Ccsi depends on the 
channel transition structure (3.9b). Thus, criterion 1 is captured if and only if 
C cq =  CCl. Then C csi =  CCl =  CC2. Additionally, Ccx =  CC2 is satisfied if and 
only if both channel states correspond to the same BSC (trivial case) or two 
channel states Co and C\ correspond to the non-inverting and inverting BSC. □
Based on (3.1) and (3.19), the information capacity of TV-BSC can be ex­
pressed as
c  =  Ccsl -  n ob(S) =  1 -  h{p)- U ob(S) =  Case -  Wob(S) (3.21)
Thus, the information capacity of the TV-BSC is the information capacity of the 
BSC reduced by the observable channel entropy rate Tt0b{S), which exists due to 
stochastic channel time variations. Thereby, the BSC can be recognized a special 
case (or the time-invariant equivalent) of the TV-BSC, when CSI is available.
Due to the underlying Markov nature, the TV-BSC has the channel memory 
which depends on q. Since it can be shown, by induction on k, that
p(Sk = £|S0 = 0 ~  P(Sk =  ?|S0 ^  (1 -  2 • (3.22)
for £ G {c0,Ci}, the measure of the TV-BSC memory can be expressed as persis­
tence of the channel state Sq =  £ in time, which is determined by
// =  1 — 2 • q (3.23)
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If the current channel state is very persistent (g —► 0), then the TV-BSC exhibits 
a long memory (/i —» 1) and C —> Ccsl as 'Hob(S) 0- We use the term “slow” 
TV-BSC. If the TV-BSC frequently changes its state (q —> 0.5), then the TV-BSC 
exhibits a short memory (// —> 0) and we use the term “fast” TV-BSC.
For q = 0.5, the memory (3.23) becomes // = 0 and the TV-BSC is memo­
ryless, i.e., the current channel state is independent of all previous states. The 
distribution of the channel state at the time instant k is then given by
p(Sn = ck) = E  p(Sn = cfcl^-i) ' P(s n-1 ) =  0-5 (3.24)
sn - 1
for k = 0,1. Furthermore, the mutual information I ( X N, Y N) can be expressed:
N N
I ( X n , Y n ) = J 2 n X u ,Y n) = Y ,W (Y „ ) -
n—1 n—1
N
=  £  [ -  £[iog(p(U ))] -  [-£ [io g (p (y „ |v ,))]]] =
n =  1 
N
= y y  1 + log2(0.5(p + (1 -  p))) = 0 (3.25)
n = 1
Thus, based on (3.11) and (3.25), if the TV-BSC is unknown and memoryless 
then the TV-BSC information capacity is equal to zero and, thereby, the TV- 
BSC captures Criterion 2 for model design, defined in Section 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. The TV-BSC is the only two-state binary symmetric model with 
one degree of freedom determining its state transition structure, which captures 
Criterion 2 for model design, defined in Section 3.2.
Proof. We denote Co and C\ two BSC states of a two-state binary symmetric 
model, with crossover probability p\ and P2 , (0 < P\,P2 < 1), respectively. The 
state transition structure has one degree of freedom, denoted by q. Since the 
channel is memoryless, f i = l  — 2q = 0=>q = 0.5. Furthermore, the stationary 
channel state probabilities at time n are given by p(Sn =  c q ) =  p(Sn =  C \ )  — 0.5. 
In order to achieve the channel information capacity, the input distribution p(X)  
is chosen to be uniform i.i.d [20]. The mutual information I ( X n, Y n) is now
n n
I ( X " , Y n) = Y J I ( XuYi) = Y W Yt) ~ H(Yi/Xi))
i = 1 i = 1
n
=  E d _  ■ (p i +P2)))
i = i
(3.26)
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TV-BSC inf. capacity, slow and fast capacity approximations
TV-BSC:
0.5
p  =  0.05
Figure 3.4: Information capacity of the TV-BSC and “slow” Csiow =  1 — h(p) — 
h(q) and “fast” C f a s t  = 1 — h(P) capacity approximations, where P = p + z —  2pz 
and 2  = p + q — 2pq
where h(-) is the binary entropy function. Thus, based on Expression (3.11), the 
channel information capacity is equal to zero iff I ( X n, Y n) = 0. That means 
h(0.5(pi + p2)) = 1 => pi + P2 = 1 =>• Pi = 1 -  P2- □
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 prove that the TV-BSC is unique as the basic (only 
two degree of freedom p and q define its structure) two state binary symmetric 
channel capturing Criteria 1 and 2 for model design, defined in Section 3.2.
3.6 .3  A sy m p to tic  C losed  F o rm  A p p ro x im a tio n s  for th e  
T V -B S C  In fo rm a tio n  C a p a c ity
Since it appears that there is no closed form expression for the information ca­
pacity of the TV-BSC, simple and accurate approximations can be very useful 
for further analysis.
Slow TV-BSC information capacity approximation
For slow TV-BSCs, as p —> 1 then H{S) = h(q) —> 0 and Hob{S) —> 0. Thus, 
by replacing 7t0b(«S') with H(S) = h(q), the TV-BSC information capacity (3.21)
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Y  = S - X  + N Channel output 
observation process 
entropy rate H(Y)
Noise process 
entropy rate H( N)
Information source 
process
entropy rate H(X)
Channel process 
entropy rate H(S)
Figure 3.5: Information transmission over time-varying channels and entropy 
rate of the channel output observation, determined by the information source 
entropy rate, channel process entropy rate and channel noise process entropy 
rate
can be accurately approximated as follows
Cslow =  1 -  h(p) -  h(q) (3.27)
Since 7i0b(S) <  H( S)  by (3.18), expression (3.27) is a lower bound of the 
TV-BSC information capacity (3.21) and becomes tight as p —> 1, Figure 3.4.
Fast T V -B SC  inform ation capacity  approxim ation
The information capacity of a fast TV-BSC can be approximated assuming a 
small finite N  observation interval in (3.11). The simplest N  =  2 approximation 
leads to a closed form expression
C U  -  1 -  h(P)  (3.28)
where P  = p + z —2pz with 2  =  p+q—2pq. Expression (3.28) is based on truncating 
the channel memory to two consecutive symbols. Thus, (3.28) is a lower bound 
of the TV-BSC information capacity and becomes tight as p  —> 0, Figure 3.4. In 
practice, two symbol memory truncating can be achieved by symbol-by-symbol 
differential detection, see Chapter 5.
3.7 Separation o f Entropies from  T V -B SC  O ut­
put O bservation
Referring to Figure 3.5, based on results from [13,19,20,28,81], we identify the 
following three separation of entropies principles for the information transfer over
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time-varying channels. The first principle follows from the Shannon coding the­
orem. While other two principles have a much more general meaning, due to an­
alytical tractability, they have been formally proven only at the level of FSMCs, 
as we will show in Chapter 4.
1. If the channel process entropy is equal to zero (perfect CSI is available), by 
proper encoding of the information, errors of the information induced by 
a noisy channel can be reduced to any desired level without sacrificing the 
rate of the information transfer [13]
2. If the channel information source entropy is equal to zero (an infinitely long 
training sequence is transmitted), the channel process can be estimated with 
arbitrarily small probability of error (for instance, by using the decision- 
feedback estimator, Chapter 4). However, in this case, the information 
transmission rate is equal to zero.
3. If the noise process entropy is equal to zero (noiseless channel), the channel 
process is completely observable at the receiver, enabling capacity achieving 
ML information detection.
The three separation of entropies principles reveal that if one of the entropy 
does not exist, the other two can be separately suppressed, allowing channel 
estimation and/or signal detection with overall capacity achieving mutual infor­
mation performance.
However, an unknown time-varying channel process is not completely observ­
able in the presence of channel noise, based on the channel output sequence of ob­
servations [28]. Furthermore, the basic Shannon channel coding theorem cannot 
be directly implemented due to lack of CSI. In other words, if all three stochastic 
processes (i.e., the information source, channel and noise) are unknown, their en­
tropies cannot be separated and separately suppressed based only on the channel 
output observation sequence. This essentially affects performance of the standard 
optimal ML/MAP decoding solutions which are originally developed for time- 
invariant channels (no channel process uncertainty), assuming perfect channel 
knowledge and an appropriate error protection coding for noise uncertainty sup­
pression. Consequently, they should be re-evaluated assuming stochastic channel 
time-variations and lack of perfect knowledge of the channel (CSI).
Figure 3.6 shows channel process entropy rate 'H(S) = h(q) and observable 
channel process entropy rate H0b{S) = Ccsl —  C  of the TV-BSC. Hypothetically,
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Channel process entropies and channel estimation for TV-BSC
<?CSI = Cpsc = 1 -  h{p)
TV-BSC:
p = 0.01
1 -  h(p) = h(q)
Figure 3.6: Channel process entropy rates H(S) = h(q) and observable channel 
process entropy rate HobiS) = Ccsi — C for the TV-BSC
the following mutual information rate would be achieved
Xestim = c csi -  H(S)  =  1 -  -  (3.29)
assuming a perfect channel state estimation which would reduce the channel 
process entropy rate 7i(S) = h(q) to zero. However, in the presence of channel 
noise (p > 0), 7i (S/Z)  > 0 and using (3.18) one can write
Hob{S) < H(S)  (3.30)
Consequently, based on (3.21)
2estim =  1 ~ h(p) -  h(q) < C (3.31)
Thus, the channel estimation (h(q) suppression), followed by data detection (h(p) 
suppression), should not be optimal in terms of achievable mutual information 
rate over the TV-BSC. Additionally, if the TV-BSC is fast (i.e., q —> 0.5, /i —> 0) 
and/or too noisy (i.e., p —► 0.5), such that h(q) > 1 — h(p), then the amount 
of information needed for the channel estimation is higher than the information 
capacity of the TV-BSC (denoted by the arrow in Figure 3.6). Thereby, the 
channel estimation can not be performed at all.
However, if the TV-BSC is very slow (i.e., q —> 0 and /i —> 1) then Hob(S) ~  
h(q) —> 0 and Testim —► C, Figure 3.6, which means the channel parameters esti­
mation, followed by the data detection, becomes optimal in terms of the mutual
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information rate, in accordance with the Shannon channel coding theorem and 
the first separation of entropies principle. Similarly, in the noiseless situation 
(p = 0), H0b(S) — H(S)  — h(q) and C — 1 — h(q), in accordance with the second 
principle.
C h ap te r 4
F in ite -s ta te  M arkov M odel-based 
C hannel E stim atio n
This chapter examines whether there exists an optimal time-varying channel es­
timation, in terms of achievable mutual information rate. An information theo­
retic analysis of FSM model-based channel estimation is provided for ML/MAP  
sequence detection over time-varying communication channels.
4.1 Introduction
Background and Motivation - Assuming the FSM channel transition probabilities 
(3.2b) are independent of the input, the FSM channel process exhibits a memory 
which comes from the dependence of the current channel state on past channel 
states [20]. Although reliable communication over a channel with memory is 
theoretically possible at any rate below capacity, the length (and therefore the 
decoding complexity) of implemented codes would depend on the length of the 
channel memory [28]. On the other hand, ignoring the channel process memory 
results in a (significantly) lower information transmission rate compared to the 
channel capacity [19]. Thus, the channel process memory should be effectively 
exploited in order to achieve the channel information capacity [82]. Channel 
state estimation algorithms for FSMC’s [19,20] exploit channel process memory 
to predict the upcoming channel quality and improve channel process estimation. 
Once estimated, the time-varying channel process memory is made amenable to 
the standard decoding solution for ML or MAP sequence detection [21], originally 
developed for time-invariant channels.
The FSM channel state estimator of the decision feedback decoder (DFD) for
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ML sequence detection [19], [20] uses previous decisions to estimate the current 
channel state. Although proven to achieve the capacity of the Markov channel 
under the assumption of correct past decisions, these receivers are vulnerable to 
error propagation [21]. Since the FSM channel state process cannot be completely 
estimated in the presence of noise [28], error propagation is unavoidable and 
consequently, the DFD is unreliable in applications. Adding a known header 
(training sequence) for each interleaving block of data solves the DFD reliability 
issue [46], but obviously reduces the mutual information rate. Therefore, the 
lack of perfect knowledge of the channel essentially affects the achievable mutual 
information performance of the decision feedback decoder.
Channel state process of the FSMC can be estimated without a regular in­
clusion of a training sequence by using blind estimation techniques. The blind 
estimation algorithms typically exploit a functional which is a measure of how 
modified is the distribution of an input sequence when filtered by the channel 
transfer function [23,25,26]. As we show in this chapter, the blind FSM chan­
nel estimation can be realised based on a recursive formula for the FSM state 
distribution conditioned on past outputs, under the assumption of independent 
channel inputs [81,83,84].
For the information capacity analysis of the FSM model-based channel esti­
mation it is essential to properly quantify the information used for the channel 
estimation. While the training-based channel estimation can be easily quanti­
fied, in an information transmission sense, based on the structure, length and 
frequency of inclusion of training sequences, it is not so obvious how to quantify 
information which enables blind estimation. This chapter uses the mutual in­
formation performance analysis to show where the implicit information enabling 
blind FSM channel estimation comes from and how to properly quantify that 
information.
Contributions - This chapter introduces the concept of blind FSM channel 
estimation and present the way to quantify implicit information, from input signal 
redundancy, which enables blind FSMC estimation.
1. It is proven that blind FSM channel estimation is enabled by information 
from the input signal redundancy. The input signal redundancy is involved 
by input signal entropy rate reduction [85], at the price of decreasing infor­
mation transmission rate.
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2. The existence of an optimal blind estimation rate* is shown, for the uni­
formly symmetric, variable noise FSMC’s, which achieves the maximum 
mutual information rate. For the Gilbert-Elliot channel [19] with memory 
fi =  0.995 and good-to-bad ratio g/b = 10, the optimal blind estimation 
rate is 0.029 bit, which means that 2.9% of information should be used for 
blind estimation to achieve the maximum mutual information rate.
3. It is shown that the maximum mutual information rate, assuming opti­
mal blind estimation, is below the channel information capacity, due to 
noisy time-varying channel estimation, and it approaches channel capacity 
as channel memory approaches its maximum (channel remains forever in 
the initial state). For the TV-BSC, the optimal blind estimation achieves 
0.7905 (79.05%) of the channel information capacity, for channel memory 
H = 0.95 and 0.8876 (88.76%) for y  = 0.995. For the Gilbert-Elliot chan­
nel, the optimal blind estimation achieves 0.808 and 0.898 of the channel 
information capacity for g/b = 2 and memory /i = 0.95 and y = 0.995, 
respectively.
4.2 Training-based C hannel E stim ation  and  
D ecision-feedback E stim ator for FSM C
The decision-feedback decoder (DFD) for FSMC’s, presented in [19,20], is an ML 
sequence decoder based on FSMC state estimation. The channel state estimator 
exploits the following recursive formula for 7rn(k) =  p{Sn = Ck\xn~l , yn~l), which 
is the state distribution conditioned on past input/output pairs
_ 7TnD(xn,yn)P
7r"+1 TTnD(xn,yn)I
where 7rn =  (7rn(0),. . . ,  nn(M — 1)), D(xn, yn) is a diagonal M  x M  matrix, with 
kth diagonal term p(yn/ x n, Cn = c^). I = [1 ,..., l]7 is a M-dimensional vector 
and P  is the matrix of the channel state transition probabilities (3.2b). Since nn is 
a sufficient statistic for the current output given all past inputs and outputs [20], 
the system, composed of a block interleaver, FSMC, DFD and deinterleaver, 
reduces the FSMC to a set of discrete memoryless channels and a conventional
*We use term blind estimation rate for the implicit information rate from the input signal 
redundancy which enables blind estimation.
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(Delay L)
Interleaved channel
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Figure 4.1: Decision-feedback estimator for training-based FSM channel esti­
mation: Training mode (switch position (1)); Decision directed mode (switch 
position (2))
ML sequence decoder can be implemented [20]. The ML decoder metric given the 
sufficient statistic 7rn, which is updated at each n, is m(xn,yn) = Y?j=i m {xj^yj)^ 
where the metric update m(xj,yj)  is given by [20]
M—1
m(xj,yj) = -  log [ P(Vj\xh s i = ck)Kj(k)} (4.2)
k=0
In [19,20] it is shown that if the error propagation is ignored, a system employing 
the DFD on uniformly symmetric variable noise channel is information-lossless. 
However, BER performance analysis in [46] reveals that the channel state estima­
tor in the DFD occasionally diverges (i.e., loses track of the channel) due to burst 
of decision errors. Consequently, a known header (training sequence) is required 
for each interleaving block of data in order to guarantee reliable performance [46].
Figure 4.1 shows training-based DFD channel estimator [81,83,84]. The 
training-based state estimator periodically includes training sequence (switch po­
sition (1)) in order to keep track of time-varying CSI ML metric function, which 
assumes perfect knowledge of channel state information (CSI). Between headers, 
the estimator operates in decision directed mode (switch position (2)), which uses 
feedback from the decoder output [19,20].
Figure 4.2 shows the ML metric function update m(xj,yj)  (4.2), for the 
training-based decision feedback estimator for the Gilbert-Elliot channel. In
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Metric function update
G-E channel:
g/b=10;
p=0.99;
eg=0.01;
eb=0.5;
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lost of track
_____ training mode (1)
(perfect feedback)
_  decision directed mode (2) 
(real feedback)
-------- CSI
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Figure 4.2: ML metric function update for the decision feedback training-based 
estimator for Gilbert-Elliot channel, for training mode (1) and decision directed 
mode (2). CSI ML metric update assumes CSI knowledge
training mode, the estimator keeps track of channel time variations, but no in­
formation is transferred. If only the decision directed mode is used, as proposed 
in [19,20], the estimator loses track of the metric function update, due to bursts 
of decision errors. Periodic training enables reliable information transmission, 
but reduces information transmission rate [81,83,84].
4.3 B lin d  F S M C  E s tim a to r
Here we introduce the concept of blind FSMC estimation, which is based on a 
measure of how modified is the input distribution when filtered by the FSMC 
transfer function.
Figure 4.3 shows the system model for MAP sequence detection over the 
FSMC. Since the channel estimation is performed by observing only the output 
yn of the system, the channel estimator in Figure 4.3 is blind. It is shown here 
that the blind FSMC estimator in Figure 4.3 needs a non-uniform i.i.d. input 
distribution (source with redundancy [85]) and consequently MAP detection [48] 
is used.
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Figure 4.3: Blind FSM channel estimator and MAP sequence detection
The implementation of the blind estimator in Figure 4.3 is based on the 
recursive formula for the state distribution conditioned on past outputs alone, 
pn(£) — p(Sn = C(\yn~l), under the assumption of independent channel inputs [20]
_ PnB (yn) P  A_ f  „  „, \  ( A  o \
P n+1 \  j  J p y P n i U n )  ( 4 -3 )
Pn^ yVn) I
where pn = [pn(0),. . . ,  pn(M — 1)] and B(yn) is a diagonal M  x M matrix, with 
kth diagonal term p{yn/ S n = c*,). The initial conditions for pn are given by (3.2a), 
i.e.,
Po = r = [p(S0 = c0) , . . . , p(S0 = cM- i)] (4.4)
Furthermore, for any i.i.d. input distribution p(X), pn converges in distribution 
and the limit distribution is continuous function of p(X)  [20].
The MAP metric function is based on statistic pn, and given by m(xn,yn) — 
Y^j=i m (xji Uj)-, with the metric update
M —1
m (xj ,yJ) = -  log [ y^ 2 p { y j \xj ,Sj = ck)pj{k)\ -  log [p{xj)] (4.5)
k= 0
Figure 4.4 shows tracking ability of the blind estimator (4.3) for binary sig­
naling over the Gillbert-Elliot channel. The CSI metric update in Figure 4.4 as­
sumes CSI knowledge. For the uniform i.i.d. input distribution (p(x = 0) =  0.5), 
the statistic p3 does not estimate the channel and metric update (4.5) does not 
keep track of CSI metric update. However, “unbalanced” input distributions 
(p(x — 0) 0.5) enable tracking of CSI metric. With more “unbalanced” input
distribution (jp(x = 0) = 0.7 vs. p(x = 0) = 0.6 in Figure 4.4), the blind estimator 
provides better tracking of the CSI metric.
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Metric function update
G-E channel:
g/b=5;
p=0.99
eg=0.01;
eb=0.5;
—2_p(x =o)=0.7
. 3 p(X=o)=o.a
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Figure 4.4: Metric function update (4.5) for blind channel estimator for binary 
signaling over the Gilbert-Elliot channel: 1. CSI metric assumes CSI knowledge; 
2. ” Unbalanced” input distributions p(x — 0) =  0.7; 3. ” Unbalanced” input 
distributions p(x = 0) = 0.6; 4. Uniform i.i.d. input distribution p(x = 0) =  0.5;
Lemma 4.1. For a uniformly symmetric, variable noise FSMC and a uniform 
i.i.d. input distribution, the recursive formula (4.3) converges toward the vector of 
stationary state probabilities r  — [p(c0) , .. .  ,p (cm- i )] which is obtained by solving 
the eigenvector equation P t t = t , where P is given by (3.2b).
Proof. Since each ck E C is output symmetric and the marginal p(xn) is uniform, 
then p{yn\Sn = ck) is also uniform [20], i.e., p(yn\Sn = ck) = 1 /|^ |, where y  is 
the output alphabet. Hence, for the uniformly symmetric variable-noise FSMC, 
with uniform i.i.d. input distribution, the blind estimator statistic (4.3) becomes
Pn+l (T)
^ = Q l P(yn\Sn =  Cj)p(Sn =  C j \ y n l )Pjt
Efcio1 P(yn\Sn =  Ck)p{Sn =  Ck \ y n ~ l )
1 M - 1 1 M —1 M - 1
(rpT (Pn(j)Pje)) /  Pn(k)) = y^  Pn(j)Pji
j=0 k=0 j=0
(4.6)
Thus, the recursive formula (4.3) for pn, converges toward the solution of the 
eigenvector equation Pr r = r , which is the vector of stationary state probabilities
T  =  [p(co), .. .,p(cM-i)]. □
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G-E channel:
et =  0.5;
g/b =  2;
H(p)(fi= 0.9995)
i.i.d. input distribution p(X)
Figure 4.5: Entropy rate 'H(p) of blind estimator statistic p for binary i.i.d. sig­
naling over the Gilbert-Elliot channel for different values of channel memory p
Lemma 4.2. For a uniformly symmetric variable noise FSMC and an input 
distribution that is uniform i.i.d., the statistic p of the blind estimator does not 
reduce the channel process entropy rate (p does not estimate the channel state 
process), i.e.,
H(p) = H(S)  (4.7) 
where 'H(p) is the entropy rate of p =  lim^ooPn.
Proof. Entropy rate of the stationary Markov channel process is given by [4]
H(S) = - J 2  TiPjlog = H(p) (4.8)
ij
where the second equality follows from Lemma 4.1 and initial conditions (4.4). □
Thus, with an input distribution that is uniform i.i.d., p cannot exploit the 
channel process memory and thereby estimate the channel process. Therefore, 
the cascade in Figure 4.3 which consists of the encoder, FSM channel, blind FSM 
channel estimator and decoder, assuming an input distribution that is uniform
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TV-BSC: 
p = 0.01;
n{pj[n = 0.9995)__
i.i.d. input distribution p(X )
Figure 4.6: Entropy rate 'H(p) of blind estimator statistic p for binary i.i.d. sig­
naling over the TV-BSC for different values of channel memory p
i.i.d. is reduced back to a memoryless channel, which has a (significantly) lower 
inherent Shannon capacity CNM then the original oneE
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the entropy rate 'H(p) of the statistic p, for 
binary signaling over the Gilbert-Elliot channel and the TV-BSC, respectively. 
For an input distribution that is uniform i.i.d. (p(x = 0) =  0.5), 'H(p) = H(S ), for 
any channel memory /i, given by (3.10) and (3.23), for the Gilbert-Elliot channel 
and the TV-BSC, respectively. An “unbalanced” input distributions, p(x = 0) ^  
0.5 reduces 'H.(p), in comparison to 7i(S), which means the statistic p estimates 
the channel process. More “unbalanced” input distribution (p(x =  0) closer to 1) 
provides more reduced 'H(p) and better channel estimation. Additionally, for the 
same non-uniform i.i.d. distribution, 'H(p) is more reduced for a longer memory 
channel compared to shorter memory channels (p = 0.9995 vs. p = 0.995 vs. 
p = 0.95).
Since it is exactly the uniform i.i.d. input distribution with maximum entropy
tSimilar structure to the decoder in Figure 4.4, named the output-feedback estimator is 
presented in [46]. However, it is not recognized that the output-feedback estimator is a blind 
estimator which needs a non-uniform i.i.d. input distribution (source with redundancy) to esti­
mate the channel state process. Since uniform i.i.d. input distribution is used (and thereby ML 
sequence detection), the whole structure is reduced back to a memoryless channel.
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rate that achieves the information capacity of uniformly symmetric, variable noise 
FSMC channel [20], the mutual information performance of blind estimator (4.3) 
needs further consideration.
4.4 M u tu a l In fo rm a tio n  P e rfo rm a n c e  A nalysis 
of th e  B lin d  E s tim a to r
The cascade from Figure 4.3, which includes interleaver, FSMC, deinterleaver 
and blind estimator is equivalent to a set of J parallel (t/, p)-out,put channels, 
where J is the interleaving depth. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the 
FSMC in Figure 4.3 is uniformly symmetric and variable noise. We use = yn 
to explicitly denote that yn is in the j th row and ^th column of the J x L 
sized deinterleaver. Similarly, pjx =  pn is the state estimate corresponding to 
yjj, Figure 4.3. We assume that the state estimator is reset every J iterations. 
Furthermore, y ^  = yn and yj,i+ \ — yn+ i are J iterations apart and so, pj^ = pn 
and pj,e+1 — Pn+i-
With asymptotically large deep interleaving J, yn and pn sequences are mem­
oryless (however, the channel output sequence y^ in Figure 4.3 is not memoryless 
unless the FSMC is memoryless) and the parallel (y, p)-output channels are mem­
oryless as
L
p(yL,pL\xL) = Y[p(yn,Pn\xn,yn \ p n 1
n —1 
L
=  JJ P{yn\PmXn,yn ', P™n — 1
n = l
L L
\p(yn\Pn,X„) ■ p(pn) =  flp(j/n ,Pn |ln) (4.9)
where the third equality follows from the fact that xn, yn and pn sequences are 
memoryless. Consequently, the mutual information rate of the parallel set is
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calculated as
l ( Y , p ; X ) =  lim l j ( Y J,pJ-X J)
J  —>oo
= Yim(H(YJ,pJ) - H ( Y J,pJ\XJ))
J—+ 0 0
= Jim [(H(YJ\pJ) + H(pJ)) -  (H(YJ\pJ, X J) + H(pJ\XJ))\
= l im (« (y -V )  - H ( Y J\pJ, X J))
J —> oo
1 i
=  Jim -  Y {H(Yn\Yn~ \ p n) -  H(Yn\Yn~ \ p n, X n))
n=  1
l J
=Jim - Y  {H(Yn\pn)-  H(Yn\Xn,pn)) (4.10)
n = l
where the fourth equality follows from the fact that
p{pJ\xJ) = p(pJ\xJ~l) = p(pJ) (4.11)
by definition of pJ and by memoryless property of the (y, p)-output channel. The 
last equality follows from the fact that [20]
H(Yn\Yn- \ p n, X n) = H(yn\Xn,pn, Y n- \ p n- \ X n~l ) =  H(Yn\Xn, pn) (4.12)
and from the fact that
H(Yn\Yn~ \ p n) = H(Yn\pn: Y n- \ p n~l) =  H(Yn\pn). (4.13)
4.4 .1  M u tu al In form ation  R a te  for U niform  i.i.d . Input 
D istr ib u tion
Assuming a uniform i.i.d. input distribution pQ(X), the mutual information rate 
(4.10) becomes
1 J
I (Y ,p;X ) = lim -  Y (H(Yn\pn)-
J —>oo J  L '  
n = 1
 ^ J  M —l
=  log |^ | -  Ihn log ^2  p(yn\xn, Sn =  ck)pn(k)\
n = l  k—0
 ^ J  M — l
-  log \y\ -  hrn  ^-  E [ ~ log S  p(ynlXn’ Sn = c^ )p(Sn = Cfc)]
n = l  k=0
1 ]
=  log \y\ -  Jim -  Y H( =  CNM(4.14)
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where CNM is the information capacity of the equivalent memoryless (interleaved) 
FSMC. The second equality in (4.14) follows from the fact that H{YJ\pJ) is 
maximized for an uniform and i.i.d. input distribution and this maximum value 
is equal log |V| [20, Lemma 5.1]. The third equality follows from Lemma 4.1 and 
the fact that p(pn) = p{Sn) for an uniform i.i.d. input distribution and the last 
equality follows from the fact that
n n
H{Yn\Xn) = Y  H(Yi\X, r - \  = Y  (4.15)
i=1 i=l
for a memoryless FSMC.
Expression (4.14) holds independently of the original FSMC process memory, 
except if CSI is available (see Lemma 4.5).
Hence, although uniform i.i.d. input distribution achieves the information 
capacity of the uniformly symmetric, variable-noise FSMC, the system model in 
Figure 4.3, implementing blind estimator, degenerates to a memoryless channel. 
It has a (significantly) lower inherent Shannon capacity CNM than the original 
channel [19]. As an illustration, for the time-varying binary symmetric channel, 
CNM =  0 [22].
4.4 .2  O p tim a l B lin d  E s tim a tio n  R a te
In order to increase the mutual information rate (4.10), one has to reduce the 
entropy rate H(Y\X,  p), by estimating the channel process based on the p statis­
tic. The entropy rate 77(p) of the p statistic, and thereby 7i(Y\X,  p), can be 
reduced by reducing the input signal entropy rate H(X)  (adding some source re­
dundancy [85]), as it is shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, for the Gilbert-Elliot 
channel and the TV-BSC, respectively.
On the other side, it is shown [20] that l-C{Y\p) achieves its maximum, which 
is 1/1 A|, for uniform i.i.d. input distribution. By reducing the input entropy rate 
H ( X ), the entropy rate H(Y\p) is reduced as well, decreasing the information 
transmission rate (4.10).
Thus, the mutual information rate X(T, p; X), given by (4.10), is a tradeoff be­
tween better channel estimation (H(Y\X,  p) reduction), which provides more reli­
able communication, and information transmission rate reduction (due to H(Y\p) 
reduction), both based on input signal entropy rate 'H(X) reduction. Figure 4.7 
and Figure 4.8 show the mutual information rate Z(T, p;X) and entropy rates 
H(Y\p) and H(Y\X,  p) for blind FSM channel estimator for binary i.i.d. signaling 
over the Gilbert-Elliot channel and the TV-BSC, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Mutual information rate T{Y,p]X)  and entropy rates H(Y\p)  and 
7i(Y\X, p) vs. input entropy rate H(X)  for binary i.i.d. signaling over the Gilbert- 
Elliot channel
For any i.i.d. input distribution p(X),  pn converges in distribution as p = 
Hindoo pn and the limit distribution p is continuous function of p(X)  [20]. Con­
sequently, T(Y,p\X)  is a continuous function of p(X).  This continuity allows 
us to find Tmax(Y, p’,X) ,  which is the maximum mutual information relative to 
all i.i.d. input distributions. Consequently, there is an optimal i.i.d. input dis­
tribution p0pt(X), with entropy rate Hopt{X),  which achieves maximum mutual 
information rate Xmax(y, p;X).
Definition 4.3. The optimal blind estimation rate is the information rate from 
the input signal redundancy which has to be implicitly used for blind FSM channel 
estimation, in order to achieve the maximum mutual information rate.
The optimal blind estimation rate can be expressed as follows
nopt = H o ( X ) - H opt(X)  (4.16)
where Hq(X)  is the entropy rate of the uniform i.i.d. input distribution Po{X).
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Figure 4.8: Mutual information rate I ( Y , p ; X )  and entropy rates H(Y\p)  and 
H( Y\ X,  p) vs. input entropy rate H( X)  for binary i.i.d. signaling over the TV- 
BSC
4.4.3 Existence of N on-triv ia l O ptim um
If Tmax(y, p ; X)  is achieved for popt(X)  =  Po{X),  then 1Zopt =  0, and the optimum 
is trivial. Thus, it is of interest to find conditions for existence of an non-trivial 
optimum 7Z opt >  0. Furthermore, expression (4.14) shows that for an uniform 
i.i.d. input distribution T{ Y, p \ X)  = CNM and so, a non-trivial optimum exists if 
and only if l max(Y, p;X)  > C NM.
Lemma 4.4. For a memoryless uniformly symmetric variable-noise FSMC the 
following holds
1 n m (Y)P; X ) = 1 ™ c ( Y; X)
over the set of all i.i.d. input distributions V( X) ,  where ZNM(Y, p] X)  is the mu­
tual information rate for parallel (y, p)-output channels assuming the memoryless 
FSMC and2p|Jlc(y’; X ) is the mutual information rate of the memoryless FSMC.
Proof It is shown [20] that:
j  j
H( YJ\pJ) =  £  H(Y,\Pi) = y  m y ,\  = (4.17)
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Since the FSMC is memoryless
k
H (Y k\Xk) =  Y  X ' - ^ Y ' - ' )
t = 1
k
=  Y H ( Y , \ X i )
i= 1
k M - 1
=  Y E[ -  log YP(y* l^ i. $  =  Cn)p(Si =
i = l  n = 0
k M - 1
=  ^ E [ - l o g ^ p ( y i | X i , S i  =  cn)pi(n)]
i—1 n—0
k
=  Y H (Yi\X-uPi) (4.18)
i=1
where the second last equality follow from the fact that the FSMC is memoryless 
and, thereby
pi(n) =  p{Si =  cn\yl~l ) =  p(Si =  cn) (4.19)
Combining (4.10), (4.17) and (4.18)
I NM(Y,p;X) =  lim [ - Y H { Y i \pi )]
n —+oo n  z— ' n L— '
i = l  i = l
i = l  i = l
=  Z$äSc (K; X ) (4.20)
where the second equality follows from the fact that
n n n
H (Y n) =  Y  H(Yl \Yi~l ) =  Y  E  H (y.l (4-21)
i = 1 i = l  i = l
and last equality follows from (4.18) and the fact that H {Y k) =  :=1 H{Yi) for
the memoryless FSMC. □
Therefore ZNM {Y, p \X )  in (4.24) is a convex function over the set of all 
i.i.d. input distributions V( X)  and it is maximized for an uniform and i.i.d. input 
distribution po(X) as
z££f O', Pi X )  =  CNM = log \y\ -  lim -  Y
n—>oo 77 £ '  i= 1
(4.22)
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Lem m a 4.5. For uniformly symmetric variable-noise FSMC with CSI assump­
tion the following holds
I CSI(y,p;X ) = 2 S c(r;X)
over the set of all i.i.d. input distributions V(X) ,  where XCSI(Y, p\ X ) is the mu­
tual information rate for parallel (y, p)-output channels with CSI assumption and 
-^ fsmcO^»^") s the mutual information rate of the FSMC with CSI assumption.
Proof. Assuming CSI at the receiver, the state process S  is uniquely determined 
by the initial channel state So and output sequence Y  [28]. However, by (4.4), 
t = po, so the state process S  is uniquely determined by the p0 and Y.
Thus, with CSI (4.10) becomes:
I cs' (Y, p-X)=X(Y, p;X\S)
=  Jim J  Y  ( H(Yn\p , S„) -  , Sn))
71=1
, j_
= Jim -  Y (H(Yn\S-  Sn)) (4.23)
n = l
where the last equality follow from the definition of pn. In addition, by assuming 
an i.i.d. input distribution
ZgjJIC( y ;X ) = Z F8McP',;* |S )
= lim -  H(Yk\Xk,Sk)\
k—>oo k  1 J
1 k 1 k
= h“ hE H{y ^  E h m x " 5*)]
^  ^  i = l  ^  i= 1
= 1  CSI(Y , p ; X)  (4.24)
where the third equality follows from the CSI assumption. □
Therefore XCSI(y, p;X)  in (4.24) is a convex function over the set of all i.i.d. in­
put distributions V( X)  and it is maximized for po(X) as
ZSäO'. p; X) =  c csl = log \y\ -  lim -  Y H(Yi St) (4.25)
n —>oo 77 L—'  
i = 1
Assuming the channel state probabilities are independent of the input, the 
memory of the FSMC is due to the Markov structure of the state transitions,
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Figure 4.9: Existence of non-trivial maximum XM,max(T, p; X) ^  C£q_e for blind 
estimation for binary signaling over the Gilbert-Elliot Channel
which leads to a dependence of Sn on previous values. The FSMC is memoryless 
if and only if Pkm — Pjm in (3.2b) for all k ,j  and m. In order to further inves­
tigate the dependence of the mutual information (4.10) on the channel process 
memory, one has to fix the FSMC state structure and transition structure ratios. 
For instance, for the Gilbert-Elliott channel it means that the state cross-over 
probabilities pc and pb and good-t,o-bad ratio p are fixed [19]. We use explicit 
notation XM(Y, p;X) and for the mutual information (4.10) and the channel 
information capacity, respectively, under this assumption.
Let /i denote a measure of the persistent channel memory which has maximum 
pmax, such that
G-E channel: 
g/b  =  5;
eb = 0 .5;
l£ SI (Y. p; X) > for p(X) € Pi(X)
lim P = Pq (4.26)
P  V m a x
where P is the FSM channel state transition matrix (3.2b) and Po has one element 
in each row equal to 1 (dominant element) and all other elements equal to 0. 
Convergence process (4.26), assuming fixed transition structure ratios, can be 
described as follows. In each iteration each element of matrix P, except the 
dominant ones, is divided by the same coefficient A (A > 1). The dominant
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element in each row is then calculated by subtracting the sum of all other elements 
in the row from 1.
Since expression (4.3) is linear in P, for p —> /imax it monotonically converges 
towards
HjLp1 P(yn\Sn =  Cj)p{Sn =  Cj\yn l )Pjj 
Efciö1 P(yn\Sn =  Ck)p(Sn =  Ck\yn~l )
lim Pn+i iß') = lim
M ^ m a x  M ^Mmax
P(lJn |*Sn Cr)/9n(?~) 
E j tö 1 P(»/r.|S'I1 =  Ck)pn(k)
P(r) (4.27)
A i M  +  E i f e l o , b r  r K ( 0
where m(k,r) = p(yn\Sn = ck)/p(yn\Sn = cr) and Pr  ^ =  1 is dominant ele­
ments of the f-th column of P0. Assuming i.i.d. input distribution p(X) which is 
not uniform, p(yn\Sn = ck), k = 0, . . . ,  M  — 1 is not uniform* and, thereby,
Thus, there is a monotonic convergence 
- + 0 0  pn (this convergence is proven in [20]),
Pn(r) + 'Ek=o\*rm (k ’r )Pn( #  1-
Hip) = where p =  lim,
for any i.i.d. input distribution which is not uniform, and thereby, monotonic 
convergence 7i(Y\X,p) to 7i(Y\X, S'), 7i(Y\p) to Ti{Y\S) and XM(y, p;X)  to 
X^SI(y, p]X),  for p —> pmax. The monotonic convergence of l ß(Y,p]X) to 
X^sl(y, p;X) is intuitively satisfactory, because for larger memory the expected 
dwell time in each state is larger and the next state can be better predicted. The 
quality of this assumption is asymptotically equal to that of a perfect predictor, 
which is equivalent to the side information.
For uniform i.i.d input po(X), (4.27) becomes l im ^ ^ ^  pn+ M  = PnW = 
pn(0) and, thereby, 'H(p) is a step function over the set of all i.i.d. input distri­
butions V(X),  i.e., 'H(p) = 'H(S) for p(X) = p0(X) and 7d(p) = 0 elsewhere.
Theorem  4.6. For any i.i.d. input distribution p(X) G V\(X), there exists po = 
f {p(X)) for which
2„,m ax( V , p , X ) > C ™ (4.28)
for a uniformly symmetric variable noise FSMC with memory p > po > 0. V\{X)  
is a subset o f V( X)  which excludes Po(X) and for which X^|gMC(y ; X) > C^M
Proof. Assuming C^ SI > C^M §, due to continuity of the mutual information 
function over the set of all i.i.d. input distributions V( X)  [20], there exists a
Tf p(yn\Sn — Cfc) is uniform i.i.d. under non-uniform i.i.d. input distribution assumption, 
then Cfc is “disconnected” and has zero information capacity. This case is trivial and it is not 
of interest for our analysis.
Tf C™  = C™  then there is no need to estimate the channel process
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subset V\{X)  of 'P(A), which excludes uniform i.i.d. input distribution po(X) 
and for which Z ^ SUC( Y 5 X)  > C^M. Based on Lemma 4.5, 2^SI(Y, p; X)  > C^M 
over V\{X)  (as shown in Figure 4.9 for the Gilbert-Elliot channel).
Due to a monotonic convergence of ZM(Y, p; X)  to 2^ SI(Y, p; X)  for p —> pmax 
there is a p0 — f(j>{X)) for which Zß(Y,pm, X)  > C^M for a uniformly symmetric 
variable noise channel with memory p > p0, (as shown in Figure 4.9 for the 
Gilbert-Elliot channel).
Due to continuity of ZM(Y,p;A) over the set of all i.i.d. input distributions 
V( X)  [20], MY,PX)> C*>M leads to I ^ ( Y , P, X)  > C ™  for €
and 7^ -opt >0- □
Theorem 4.6 confirms the existence of the optimal (non-trivial) blind estima­
tion rate for a uniformly symmetric variable noise channel with memory p > p™in, 
where p™in — min(p0(p(X)) for p(X)  £ V\(X).
Figure 4.10(a) shows the optimal blind estimation rate for binary signaling 
over the Gilbert-Elliot channel. For the channel memory p =  0.995 (given by 
(3.10)) and good-to-bad ratio g/b — 10, the optimal blind estimation rate is 
7Zopt — 0.029 bit, which means that 2.9% of information should be used for blind 
channel estimation in order to achieve the maximum mutual information rate. 
For the TV-BSC channel with p = 0.995 (given by (3.23)), the blind estimation 
rate is 7£0pt = 0.066 bit, Figure 4.10(b).
Furthermore, for the uniformly symmetric, variable-noise FSMC with CNM = 
0 (such as the TV-BSC as shown in Chapter 3), Vi(X)  — V(X)  excluding po(X) 
and po —> 0, for H(X)  —■> 0. It means that an non trivial optimum ZmSi^ {Y, p,X)  > 
CNM exists for any p > 0, Figure 4.11(b).
Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(b) depict optimal blind estimation for a range 
of values of channel process memory p, for binary signaling over the Gilbert- 
Elliot channel and the TV-BSC, respectively. As p —> 1 (the channel becomes 
slower), 7iopt ZCo and 7£opt —> 0. It means less training is needed for optimal 
performance if the channel is slower. At the same time, Xmax(Y, p\X)  —> Ccsi, 
which means the optimal blind estimator performs better if the channel is slower. 
For p = 1 channel stays forever in the initial state and Zma^ {Y, p\ X)  = Ccsi for 
Popt{X) =  po(X)  and 7Zopt = 0, which means that no channel resources have to 
be used for training. On the other hand, if the channel is memoryless (p = 0) 
then 7^0pt = 0 and Xmax(Y, p; X)  — CNM which means no channel estimation can 
improve the mutual information performance.
For the TV-BSC (Figure 4.11(b)), since v- bsc = 0, for any channel memory
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\i > 0 there is an non-trivial blind training rate 7Zopt > 0, for which Tmax(Y, p ,X) > 
C ^ y - b s c - If P — > 0 then 7dopt —> 0 and 7Zopt — > 1, which means all channel re­
sources has to be used for training and Tmax(Y, p, X)  —* C^viBSC = 0.
4.4.4 C apacity  P en a lty  due to  N oisy C hannel E stim ation
The capacity penalty of the MAP decoder using the optimal blind estimator, due 
to noisy channel estimation, can be expressed as follows
c -  T w j y ,  p; X)  =  c -  X(Y,p; X)\Popt{x)
i A
= [log |T| -  hbn — 5 2  H(Yn\pn)PoMX)]
n =  1
l N
~j™ . Jj52  [H (Yn\X-  ,(*)] (4.29)
n = l
where
1 NC = log \y\ -  Urn ^  7r„) (4.30)
n= 1
is the information capacity of the uniformly symmetric, variable noise FSMC [20]. 
H(Yn|An,7rn) in (4.30) does not depend on the input distribution for uniformly 
symmetric variable noise channel [20].
Assuming unknown stochastic input sequence A, H(irn) < H(pn) [4], by defi­
nition of 7rn and pn, with equality if and only if FSMC is known (CSI assumption) 
or memoryless. Consequently,
H(Yn\Xn,pn) > H(Yn |An,7rn) (4.31)
with equality if and only if FSMC is known (CSI assumption) or memoryless. 
Furthermore, by (4.17), 7i(Y\p) is a convex function over the set off all i.i.d input 
distribution and achieves its maximum, which is 1/|T |, for uniform i.i.d. input 
distribution po(X). Consequently,
1 N
log \y\ > t o  -  5 2  PoplW (4.32)
n = 1
with equality if and only if p0pt(X) =  p0(X Thus, by (4.31) and (4.32)
C > I max(K,p;X) (4.33)
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with equality if and only if FSMC is known (CSI assumption) or memoryless 
and with an input distribution that is uniform i.i.d. It means that the opti­
mal blind channel estimation in noisy environment achieves channel information 
capacity if and only if the channel process is known (CSI assumption) or memo­
ryless and with an input distribution that is uniform i.i.d. However, the optimal 
blind estimation rate is then equal to zero, which means that there is no need 
to estimate the channel in order to achieve the channel information capacity. 
Figure 4.11(a) shows that capacity penalty due to noisy Gilbert-Elliot channel 
estimation vanishes for /x = 1 (then Xmax(Y, p]X)  = Ccsl) and for /x = 0 (then 
l ma(Y,p- ,X)=C™).
Figure 4.12(a) and Figure 4.12(b), for the Gilbert-Elliot channel and the TV- 
BSC, respectively, corroborate that the maximum mutual information rate Xmax, 
assuming optimal blind estimation, is below the channel information capacity, 
due to noisy time-varying channel estimation. For the Gilbert-Elliot channel 
with memory /x =  0.95 and g/b =  2, the optimal blind estimation achieves 0.808 
(80.8%) of the channel information capacity C g - e - For the TV-BSC with the 
same memory /x =  0.95, the optimal blind estimation achieves 0.7905 (79.05%) 
of the channel information capacity C t v - b s o  However, for the Gilbert-Elliot 
channel with a longer memory /x =  0.95, the optimal blind estimation achieves 
0.898 (89.8%) of Cg- e- For the TV-BSC with memory /x =  0.995, the optimal 
blind estimation achieves 0.8876 (88.76%) of C t v - b s o  Thus, the optimal blind 
estimator performs better if channel is slower.
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Figure 4.11: Mutual information rate T(Y, p',X) for blind FSM channel estima­
tion for different values of channel memory p: Arrows denote maximal mutual 
information achieved by optimal blind estimation
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Figure 4.12: Capacity penalty C — Xmax(Vr, p\X)  due to noisy blind FSM esti­
mation for two different values of channel memory p = 0.95 and p =  0.995
C h ap te r 5
A R  M odel-based D ifferential 
D etec tion  over T im e-varying  
C om m unication  C hannels
This chapter looks at capacity achieving detection strategies for information trans­
fer over time-varying channels. AR(p) model-based differential detection of a 
phase modulated signal is considered as an alternative to channel estimation based 
detection (Chapter 4) for ML coding over time-correlated, time-varying commu­
nication channels.
5.1 Introduction
Background and Motivation- Differential detection creates dependency between 
consecutive receiver outputs [77], providing the possibility to use correlation be­
tween the phase distortion experienced by different transmitted PSK symbols. 
Conventional symbol-by-symbol differential detection exploits the phase distortion 
correlation only between two consecutive symbols and, consequently, suffers from 
a performance penalty (additional required SNR at a given bit error rate [86]) 
when compared to ideal (perfect carrier phase reference) coherent detection [77].
However, multiple-symbol differential detection [86], [87], [58] exploits the 
phase distortion correlation by using a sequence of iV + 1 samples to detect jointly 
N  transmitted symbols. In [27] the achievable information rates of DPSK over 
the AWGN is investigated. It is shown that, without interleaving, the perfor­
mance of coherent PSK is essentially achieved. Nevertheless, it is assumed that 
the channel phase is constant throughout the coded block and, given an infinitely
75
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long block, one has an equivalence to coherent detection. Thus, assuming a con­
stant channel phase throughout the coded block, at least theoretically, there is 
not a fundamental advantage of using DPSK or coherent PSK.
Motivated by the rather encouraging performance of the multiple-symbol dif­
ferential detection over the AWGN channel [88], [86], the error performance of 
multiple-symbol differential detection of PSK signaling over time-correlated, time- 
varying flat-fading Rayleigh channels is considered in [89], [90]. In [89] it is found 
that the BER performance of multiple-symbol differential detection approaches 
that of perfect coherent detection when the number of symbols N  used for detec­
tion approaches infinity. Even N = 2 multiple-symbol differential detection can 
already suppress the irreducible error floor associated with a conventional symbol- 
by-symbol differential detector [89]. Additionally, it is found that multiple-symbol 
differential detection is not sensitive to the mismatch between coding metric and 
channel’s statistics. Results from [90] confirms that the BER performance of 
multi-channel versions (detection with diversity reception) of the multiple-symbol 
differential detection approach that of coherent multi-channel receivers, without 
need for carrier recovery. Additionally, receiver complexity issues are successfully 
addressed in [87], [91].
However, mutual information performance of the multiple-symbol differen­
tial detection over time-correlated, time-varying channels needs further consid­
eration. The critical step is to model the time correlation of the time-varying 
channel process. Although Clarke’s channel model [33] is realistic and has been 
found to quite accurately match field measurements of physical channels [21], mu­
tual information performance in Clarke’s correlated fading model is difficult to 
evaluate, due to autocorrelation properties of amplitude and phase process [21], 
which makes it difficult to utilize the enormous potential of the forward-backward 
algorithm [79]. This is the main reason why, when analyzing differential detec­
tion over time-varying flat-fading channels, the literature limits attention to two 
extreme cases of modeling, either assuming fading channel gain time variations 
are not correlated, representing the most rapidly time-varying case [58], or the 
time-variations are sufficiently slow that they are virtually time-invariant over 
the observation interval as in the block fading case [58], [59].
While the independent fading model underestimates the channel information 
capacity, the block model does not enable an analysis of channel process time cor­
relation effects upon the mutual information performance. In addition, given an 
infinitely long block, the block-model degenerates to the time-invariant channel 
and, hence, an overall information capacity analysis when observation interval
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approaches infinity does not make sense. Thus, in order to analyze mutual infor­
mation performance related to channel process time correlation, one needs more 
realistic models which capture the channel time correlation properties (dynamics) 
such as in Clarke’s fading channel model, and at the same time enables utilization 
of the forward-backward algorithm.
In this chapter, we use AR(p) state-space model, designed to model statistical 
properties of the correlated time-varying channel process. Then we use forward- 
backward algorithm to analyze mutual information performance of differential 
detection of PSK signaling over time-correlated, time-varying flat-fading Rayleigh 
channels. We will show that the multiple-symbol differential detection, as a form 
of block-by-block maximum likelihood sequence detection, essentially achieves 
the channel information capacity [92]. Taking into account unavoidable capacity 
penalty due to noisy channel estimation, as shown in Chapter 4, the above re­
sult means there is a potential fundamental advantage of using multiple-symbol 
differential detection over channel estimation based detection for time-correlated, 
time-varying communication channels in the presence of channel noise [92-94].
Contributions- This chapter uses a model-based, state-space approach for mu­
tual information performance analysis of multiple-symbol differential detection 
over time-correlated, time-varying flat-fading Rayleigh communication channels.
1. An AR(p) state-space model is introduced, which is superior in modeling 
the time correlation properties of time-varying flat-fading channels than 
either the independent fading model or the block fading model. At the 
same time, it facilitates utilization of the forward-backward algorithm for 
mutual information performance analysis.
2. It is shown that the AR(p) model-based differential detection generates 
a sequence of innovations of the channel process time correlation and this 
sequence is essentially uncorrelated (i.i.d). It enables utilization of multiple- 
symbol differential detection, as a form of block-by-block maximum likeli­
hood sequence detection for capacity achieving mutual information perfor­
mance.
3. It is proven that the AR(1) model-based differential detection is information 
lossless, i.e., theoretically preserves the M-state, M -ary symmetric channel 
information capacity when the observation time approaches infinity.
4. It is confirmed by simulations that AR(1) model-based differential ML de­
tection of BPSK and QPSK practically achieves the M-state, M-ary sym-
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metric channel information capacity with observation times only on the 
order of a few symbol intervals. While symbol-by-symbol DBPSK achieves 
0.87 of the channel information capacity, at lOdB average received SNR and 
fading rate 10-3, 2-symbol DBPSK achieves 0.96 and 3-symbol DBPSK 
achieve 0.99 of the channel information capacity. For the same chan­
nel conditions, symbol-by-symbol DQPSK achieves 0.77, 2-symbol DQPSK 
achieves 0.88 and 5-symbol DQPSK achieves 0.98 of the channel information 
capacity. At low average received SNR (ldB) and fading rate 10-3, a 7- 
symbol observation interval is needed to achieve 0.98 of the channel capacity 
for DBPSK and an 8-symbol observation interval is needed for DQPSK to 
achieve 0.95 of the channel information capacity. Additionally, it is shown 
that the differential scheme is very robust to a fading rate increase (quite 
the opposite trend to coherent detection methods), due to fact that, at 
higher fading rate, the channel process entropy becomes predominant over 
the noise process entropy.
5.2 T im e-varying F lat-fading C hannel P hase and  
D ifferential M P SK  D etection
5.2.1 S ignal M od el
If a flat-fading process is slow enough, so that it is essentially constant over 
symbol intervals, the kth matched filter output at the receiver side, for MPSK 
transmission, can be represented as [77]
r k  =  9 kU k  +  n k (5.1)
where rk is the received signal, gk is a correlated channel fading process, uk is 
the transmitted MPSK signal and nk is an i.i.d. complex-valued Gaussian noise 
process (AWGN). The information symbol xk takes values in {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1} 
and is mapped to the transmitted MPSK signal as
u k — exp(j27TXfc/M) (5.2)
where Es is the energy per symbol. In general, the actual realization of flat-fading 
gain gk in (5.1)
gk =  X k + jYk = ak exp(j0k) (5.3)
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is unknown to the receiver a priori, ak and 0k denote the channel amplitude 
and phase, respectively. This leads to a statistical characterization of the fading 
channel.
Hence from (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) we can write
rk = ak\/£~sexp {j2n(xk + sk) /M ) + nk (5.4)
where
sk = M9k/( 2tt). (5.5)
represents the scaled channel phase process which takes values in [0, M)*.
5.2 .2  A R (p ) S ta te -s p a c e  M o d e l fo r T im e -v a ry in g  F ad in g  
C h a n n e l P h a s e
When analyzing differential detection over time-varying flat-fading channels, the 
literature limits attention to two extreme case of modeling, either assuming 
the gk are independent (memoryless) representing the most rapidly time-varying 
case [58], or the time-variations are sufficiently slow that they are virtually time- 
invariant over the observation intervals in the block fading case [58], [59]. The 
reason is that due to correlation properties of the gk, one cannot directly utilize 
the enormous potential the forward-backward algorithm [79]. Consequently, the 
mutual information analysis assuming less extreme degrees of correlation is rather 
difficult.
In order to use more realistic models, which are more consistent with real 
propagation conditions than independent or block fading models, our mutual 
information analysis assumes an autoregressive AR(p) Markov model to capture 
the correlated nature of the time variations of the flat-fading channel phase 9k 
(or equivalently sk). For the amplitude, ak, we assume it is an independent 
(uncorrelated) time-varying fading channel amplitude process. Our approach 
is supported by the BER performance analysis in [21] and mutual information 
performance in [95] which show that PSK receivers which rely on a simple MMSE 
symbol-by-symbol amplitude estimation combined with forward-backward phase 
estimation on the finite-state Markov phase model, perform only slightly worse 
then having perfect amplitude knowledge (amplitude CSI) at the receiver.
Based on (5.4) and (5.5), our AR(p) state-space model for MPSK signaling
*Under finite-state modeling assumptions sk is restricted to discrete values.
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over time-correlated, time-varying flat-fading channel is given as follows*
Vk = xk + sk + vk (5.6a)
=  H S j g  + vk (5.6b)
where
SkZp =  [sfc-i, Sfc-2 , • • •, sk- p]T. (5.7)
is a state vector!. In (5.6a), which represents the signal phase observation process 
yk at the channel output, vk is the symbol detection error sequence (phase noise) 
when the flat-fading channel phase is known to the receiver — under uncorrelated 
time-varying fading channel amplitude ak assumption, vk is also uncorrelated. In 
(5.6b), which is the autoregressive AR(p) state equation for time-correlated, time- 
varying flat-fading channel phase, H is the system vector, p is the Markov memory 
order and r/k is a i.i.d. (memoryless) innovation process which determines the state 
transition structure of the Markov process. It is important to notice that the time- 
varying channel phase state process (5.6b) introduces channel phase correlation 
into the signal phase observation process (5.6a). Further, by appropriate choice of 
H in (5.6b), one can approximate correlation properties of the gk with a discrete 
Markov process and this has been shown to capture the significant fading process 
dynamics [21].
5.2 .3  D ifferentia l C oding  and A R (p) D ifferentia l D e tec ­
tion
By assuming that the channel phase model structure (5.6b) is known at the 
transmitter, a generalized form of differential encoding can be defined through
Xk = bk + HX£_p, k =  1 , 2 , . . .  (5.8)
where bk G {0, 1, . . . ,  M — 1} is the kth raw information symbol. In (5.8) an 
arbitrary symbol vector
AT_p_|_i [•£()) l •> X - P+i ] T
^This state-space description is not strict but can be trivially converted to the conventional 
state-space form.
fln general, since sk represents the scaled channel phase process, the multiplication and 
addition operators in (5.6b) are not necessarily modulo operators. However, under finite-state 
modeling assumption (section 5.3), sk is limited to a finite set of discrete values and both the 
multiplication and addition operators in (5.6b) are modulo operators.
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serves as reference. In our notation, X^_p, V£_ *, etc, have an analogous form to 
(5.7).
By using (5.6b), (5.6a) and (5.8), a generalized differential detection scheme 
at the receiver can be quantitatively described in the following form:
4 = V k -  H Y &
=  {(H S£l+ vk)+(bk+ H X £l)+ vk) -{ H S tl+ H X tz l+ H V i £ )
= bk + vk -  H I  j* f ' +  ii,.
V  V
Ek
where is an effective noise to be described shortly. While the channel phase 
process s*, given by (5.6b), induces channel phase process correlation into the 
channel output phase observation sequence ?/*., given by (5.6a), the differentially 
detected sequence <4, given by (5.9a), is determined only by the innovation
nk = sk - H S kzl  (5. 10)
of the channel phase process s*., which is essentially i.i.d. (memoryless). This 
formulation enables the adoption of multiple-symbol differential detection [86] as 
a form of block-by-block maximum likelihood sequence detection for time un­
correlated channels. Multiple-symbol differential detection exploits the phase 
distortion correlation from the sequence by using a sequence
of TV + 1 samples to detect jointly N  transmitted symbols. It is important to 
note that channel phase time correlation modeled by (5.6b) is completely in­
dependent phenomenon from the phase distortion correlation from the sequence 
Ek =  Vk~HV^Zp- Channel phase time correlation is related to the time-correlated, 
time-varying nature of the (physical) channel but phase distortion correlation is 
introduced by differential detection [27] and exists independently of the channel 
process, even for time-invariant and time uncorrelated channels.
5.3 A R  F in ite-sta te  M arkov C hannel P hase M od­
eling
5.3.1 TV-state P hase  P artitio n in g  and  P hase  R o ta tio n
Under the autoregressive channel phase model developed in the last section we 
have a way of capturing more realistic fading correlations. Of course, the cor­
relation coefficients typically decay broadly governed by the fading rate, and
(5.9a)
(5.9b)
(5.9c)
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effectively only a finite number of correlations, those with the lowest indices, only 
need to be modeled. However, one further departure from the continuous state 
space implicit in (5.6) is explored in this section.
We further simplify (5.6) by essentially quantizing the channel phase to ob­
tain an autoregressive AR(p) finite-state Markov (FSM) model. This provides 
the following advantages: 1) simplification; 2) ease of computer modeling; 3) a 
simplified algebraic description of the channel phase dynamics; but most impor­
tantly 4) the model falls in a class for which one can facilitate the use of the 
forward-backward algorithm enabling significant information theoretic results to 
be brought to bare on the problem. The key result we show is that the form of 
differential detection developed in the last section provides a means to achieve 
information capacity for correlated phase flat-fading channels.
Assuming the phase-sensitive MPSK modulation, the time-varying flat-fading 
channel phase is modeled by using phase correction and FSM modeling technique 
[95,96]. Thereby, in order to perform the phase correction, the channel phase 
is initially partitioned into N  = p • M  equiprobable, non-overlapping intervals, 
where p = 1,2,.... By introducing phase rotation sequence 6rkot = 27rn/N, n = 
0,1,..., N  — 1 , the received signal rk becomes
rckor = rk exp(—jOrkut) = gk • exp( - j6 rkot)uk + nk exp(-jOrkot) (5.11)
Phase rotation 6kot is chosen to achieve the highest instantaneous SNR of the 
phase rotated/projected signal rkor [95]. Since |exp(— j0 kot)\ = 1 , the phase 
rotations do not change the statistics of the complex noise nkor = nk -exp(—j6rkot). 
From (5.3), the rotated/corrected channel gain becomes
5.3 .2  A R (1 ) M od elin g  C ase and M -sta te  M -ary S y m m et­
ric M arkov M od el for C orrected  C hannel P h ase
Since the phase rotation/projection scheme (5.12) cannot resolve remaining M  
phase ambiguity in the phase corrected (rotated) MPSK signal, the corrected 
(rotated) channel phase 6kor = 6k + 6kot is partitioned into M  equiprobable, non­
overlapping states. Each state corresponds to an FSM channel state which can 
be identified with m  6 {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1} as follows [21]
aCk T = 9k ■ exp(-j0[ot) = ak^£~sexp (j(8k + 8rkot)) (5.12)
(5.13)
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Figure 5.1: Time-varying M-state M -ary symmetric channel model representing 
the corrected time-varying flat-fading channel phase. At time /c, the channel state 
is sk = i: (a) channel input xk\ channel output yk; stationary/time-invariant, sym­
metric crossover probabilities pn,m(i); (b) FSM channel temporal state transition 
structure of channel phase process.
where 9ckor and sk G {0, 1, . . . ,  M — 1} are rotated channel phase and correspond­
ing phase state, at time instant k , respectively.
Assuming an AR(1) model for the corrected channel phase process provides 
limited degrees of freedom to emulate correlation properties of the gk, but still is 
superior assuming independent or block fading [97], [43], [98], [47], [96].
State transition probabilities of the AR(1) corrected channel phase process 
are obtained using (5.13), see Figure 5.1-b, as
Qi,j =  P{$k =  j \ sk- i  =  i) = M  / / f (0k, 6k-i) d6kdOk-i  (5.14)
J  Jn( i )xQ(j )
where i , j  £ {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}. The term f (0k,0k-i)  in (5.14) is the probabil­
ity density function of original time-varying channel phase at consecutive time 
instants k and k — 1.
Assuming M-state Af-ary symmetric Markov model for corrected channel 
phase, the state-space model (5.6a), (5.6b) simplifies to
Uk =  sk @xk ®v k (5.15a)
sk = sk- 1 ©% (5.15b)
where {pk} is an M-ary i.i.d. process with p(r]k = j  Qi) = , defined by (5.14),
© and © are modulo-M  addition and subtraction, respectively and vk is M-ary 
phase noise.
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The channel state law for each particular channel state z G {0, 1, Af — 1}, 
is modeled as an Af-ary symmetric channel (Figure 5.1-a). For a given channel 
state Sk = i at the time instant k , crossover probabilities pn,m(z), that = m is 
received if Xk = n is sent, n, m  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1}, is given by
Pn,m{i) = p(Vk = m\xk = n ,sk = i )
= p(i © vk = n 0  m) = p(vk = n Q m Q i )  (5.16)
The crossover probabilities pn,m(z) do not depend on time instant k by stationar- 
ity.
The information capacity of the Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channel can be 
calculated based on Gallager’s formula (3.11), Chapter 3, as
C = lim Cn (6-17)
N — r OG
where
CN 4  max ^ - I ( X n ; Y n ) (5.18)
v(xN) N  v ’
The Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channels belong to the class of uniformly- 
symmetric, variable-noise FSM channels [20] and the channel information capac­
ity is achieved with an input distribution p{X)  that is uniform and i.i.d. [20].
5.4 D ifferential M P SK  over M -state  Af-ary Sym ­
m etric M arkov Channel
5.4.1 D ifferentia l E ncoder as a M -sta te  M arkov Source
AR(1) differential encoding of Af-ary sequence Xk is given by
xk = bk ® x k- 1 , fc =  l, 2, 3 , . . .  (5.19)
where bk is kth. raw information symbol belonging to alphabet B and Xq is the 
reference symbol. Thus, assuming an input distribution p{B) which is uniform 
i.i.d., the differential encoder (5.19) is essentially a symmetric Af-state Markov 
chain, with the state transition structure given by
p[dj = P(xk = j \x k-i  = i )  = 1/Af (5.20)
where z, j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1}.
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However, let us assume a Af-state Markov source with all valid state transition 
probabilities, i.e., p^ f- ^  0, z, j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1}, which is transmitted over 
the Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channel. We fix the channel transition structure 
(5.14) and calculate transition probabilities p[dj of the source which optimizes the 
achievable mutual information rate over the channel, by repeating until conver­
gence the following step [99]
Ajj
m ax
z, j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M -  1} (5.21)
where A tj = A ij(p\<1-) is the noisy adjacency matrix with its maximal eigenvalue 
W max and the corresponding eigenvector [f0,fi,
The transition structure (5.21) converges towards the differential encoder 
structure (5.20), i.e., p\dj  —► 1/M, for z, j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M — 1}, and the cascade 
which consists of the M-state source and the Af-state, M-ary symmetric channel 
achieves the channel information capacity (at worst, a tight lower bound) [99]. 
Thus, the expectation-maximization version of the Arimoto-Blahut algorithm, 
for Markov process transmitted over a noisy finite-state machine channel (5.21), 
shows that the differential encoder (5.19) is an optimal Af-state Markov source, in 
a mutual information sense, which preserves the capacity of the Af-state, Af-ary 
symmetric channel.
5.4.2 Differential M PSK D etection
The differentially encoded sequence xk (5.19) is transmitted over the Af-state, 
M-ary symmetric channel, given by the state-space model (5.15a), (5.15b). Dif­
ferential decoding of the received signal yk is performed as follows:
dfc Vk © Vk—l
— [sfc-i ® yk  © bk © X ic - i  © Ufc] © [ s k -1 © X k ~ i  © Vk~i]
=  bk ®v k G v k-i®r]k = bk ®£k ®r)k (5.22)
Although the channel phase process is assumed to be correlated (5.15b), se­
quence dk from (5.22) is determined by the innovation yk =  sk — of the 
channel process (5.15b), which is essentially i.i.d. (uncorrelated). It enables the 
adoption of multiple-symbol differential detection for the case of time uncorre­
lated channels, which exploits the phase distortion correlation from the sequence 
Sk = Vk — Ufc_i, by using a sequence of A^ + 1 samples to detect jointly N  trans­
mitted symbols.
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5.4.3 Equivalent FSM  M odel
In order to analyze mutual information performance of the differential encod­
ing/detection scheme, we define an equivalent FSM channel for a cascade which 
consists of the differential encoder (5.8) which simplifies to (5.19), M-state M- 
ary symmetric channel and differential decoder (5.9a) which simplifies to (5.22). 
The equivalent FSM structure is based on the state-space model (5.15a), (5.15b) 
for Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channel and expression (5.22). This is shown in 
Figure 5.2.
The equivalent channel state at time instant k , can be defined as
sk ] = cij = ivk = i,v k-\  = f], i , j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M  -  1},
with a total number of Af2 states. The transition structure of the equivalent FSM 
channel is given by
a[e) = n( s(e) =  c(e) ls(e) = r (e)l"(M-i+j )  ,(M ■m+n) P \ ö k Lm, nP fc -1 c i,j  )
= I  P{vk = m) for i = n ^  ^
I 0 otherwise
where i , j , m , n €  {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}.
The transition structure (5.23) (and its memory) is not determined by the 
original channel phase process correlation, but by the phase noise sequence dis­
tribution p(vk = m).
Additionally, the equivalent FSM channel state law, given by
P m , n ( c \ j )  =  P ( 4  =  «I  h  =  m , 4 e> =  4 j )
= p{r]k =  n 0 m  0 i © j)  (5.24)
is determined by the distribution of innovation 7% =  s^ — Sk-i of the phase process 
of the original channel.
Figure 5.2 shows the Af-state M -ary symmetric channel and the equivalent 
FSM structure, and Figure 5.3 shows the detailed structure for M = 2 and AR(1). 
For M = 2 the Af-state Af-ary symmetric channel becomes the TV-BSC, pre­
sented in Chapter 3. Thus, the TV-BSC physically models 0 or 7r phase ambiguity 
of the received BPSK signal, due to channel phase time variations. For any other 
number of states M , the equivalent FSM channel, with Af2 states, can be easily 
designed, by straightforward implementation of (5.23) and (5.24). Differential 
detection over the AR(p) Markov channel, described in Section 5.2, results in
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Differential
Encoder
Differential
Decoder
A /-state, M -ary 
Sym m etric Channel
bk
' w
Equivalent A/p+ '-state, M-ary dk
' W
Finite State Markov Channel
Figure 5.2: Equivalent M -ary FSM channel with M p+l states, for an AR(p) 
state-space model, which is the cascade of the differential encoder given by (5.8), 
channel and the differential decoder given by (5.9a).
M p+1-state equivalent FSM channel, with the structure given by straightforward 
modifications of (5.23) and (5.24).
For the equivalent FSM channel, Gallager’s formula (5.17) for the channel 
information capacity becomes
C^  =  lim C ff =  lim max —I ( BN;DN) (5.25)
N->oo 1 N ^ o o V ( B N) N
where V ( B N) denotes the set of all input distributions of B N. Since the equiva­
lent channel is uniformly symmetric variable noise channel [20], the information 
capacity is achieved with an input distribution p(B) that is uniform i.i.d.
Theorem 5.1. The information capacity of the equivalent FSM channel, which 
is the cascade of the differential encoder, M-state M-ary symmetric channel and 
differential decoder, is equal to the information capacity of the original M-state, 
AI-ary symmetric channel
C(e) = lim max f l ( B N; DN) 
N-+ooV(BN) N
=  lim max
1
■I(Xn+1; Y n+1) = C
N —>oo V (X N+1) N  + 1 
i.e., the differential encoding/detection scheme is information lossless.
(5.26)
Proof. The M -state M -ary symmetric channel is uniformly symmetric, variable 
noise channel [20] and assuming an input distributions p(X)  that is uniform i.i.d., 
the channel information capacity is given by [20]
c =  log2 |y |  -  lim f . H { Z N)
iV—► oo TV
= log2 M -  lim f H { Z N) = log2 M  -  lim - f - H ( Z N+1) (5.27)
N—>oc iv  TV—► oo iV +  1
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(a) Original 2-state channel
(b) Equivalent 4-state FSM channel representing the cascade of differ­
ential encode, original 2-state channel and differential decoder
Figure 5.3: AR(1) M = 2 channel (TV-BSC) and the equivalent FSM channel. 
The equivalent FSM for p = 1 has M p+l =  4 states
where y  is output signal alphabet.
Similarly, the equivalent channel is uniformly symmetric, variable noise chan­
nel and the channel information capacity is
C(e) =  log2 \T>\ -  lim ^ H ( Z ^ N)
N —> OO iV
= log. A / -  lim \ - H ( Z [(5.28)
N-+OO N
for an input distribution p(B),  that is uniform i.i.d., and V  is output signal 
alphabet. Z N+1 in (5.27) and Z in (5.28) are error functions [20], for the 
original and equivalent channel, respectively and i , j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}.
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For a stationary stochastic process [4]
(5.29)
where is the Nth. error symbol.
By the chain rule [4], H ( Z N) =  Y ljL i H (Z i \Z l : ), we have
N N - 1
J im  H { Z „ \ Z S- 1) =  ~  E « W * '1))
1=1
N —>oc
Ihn ( H { Z N) -  H ( Z n ~1)) (5.30)
Combining (5.29) and (5.30), expression (5.27) becomes 
C =  log2 M  -  lim  ( H ( Z n+1) -  H ( Z n )) (5.31)
Similarly, the information capacity of the equivalent channel (5.28) can be 
expressed
Lemma D .l in Appendix D proves that H ( Z N+1) =  log2 M  +  H ( Z ^ N). Con­
Due to existence of the symbol Xo, serving as a reference for the differential 
codec, 7V-symbol observation interval for the M-state, M -ary symmetric channel 
im plic itly  assumes a JV +  1-symbol observation interval for differential detection 
and the equivalent channel. However, the reference symbol Xo represents a negli­
gible amount of information for the actual information transfer.
Thus, the differential detection scheme preserves the information capacity of 
the M-state, Af-ary symmetric channel, as the observation interval N  —> oo, 
(5.26). Here it is important to emphasize a fundamental advantage of our ap­
proach over the block model approach, which is usually (im plicitly) assumed 
in literature, for correlated time-varying channel analysis. Although (5.26) still 
holds assuming a constant channel phase during the observation interval, block 
fading model w ith an infinite observation interval im plic itly  degenerates to the 
time-invariant model. Thus, in that case, the analysis does not make sense. How­
ever, we assume AR channel phase time variations during the observation interval
C (e) =  lo g , M -  lim  ( H ( Z (e]N) -  H [ Z {e)') )  (5.32)
N —>oo v x
sequent ly,
H ( Z n+1) -  H ( Z n ) =  H ( Z (e)N) -  H { Z ie)N ')  (5.33)
Thus, C  =  C (e). □
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and, consequently, the N  —> oc assumption does not induce a degeneration of our 
model.
A special case implementation of above analysis should also be mentioned. 
By assuming the channel transition probabilities qitJ in (5.14) equal zero, the 
channel stays forever into initial state and becomes a time-invariant, M-ary sym­
metric channel. According to (5.26), one can conclude that differential MPSK 
detection over an unknown time-invariant Af-ary symmetric channel achieves the 
channel information capacity (and so the performance of optimal coherent MPSK 
detection). However, the qij = 0 assumption means that the channel is constant 
indefinitely. From the information theory point of view, the indefinitely constant 
channel assumption is equivalent to the channel state information assumption. 
Thus, if the channel is time-invariant then there is no fundamental advantage of 
using the differential MPSK over coherent MPSK and vice-versa.
5.5 S im u la tio n  A nalysis
Simulation analysis provided in this Section assumes Clarke’s fading model [33] 
for the fading channel gain (5.3) correlation.
5.5 .1  C larke’s M od el for T im e-vary ing  C hannel G ain C or­
relation
Clarke’s fading model is one such widely accepted statistical model for non- 
dispersive wireless fading channels [33]. By assuming absence of line of sight and 
a continuum of scatterers in the vicinity of the omnidirectional mobile receiver 
antenna, the flat-fading gain (5.3) can be written as complex-valued Gaussian 
process
gk = X k + jY k (5.34)
where X * and Y* are mutually uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian processes, each 
with correlation properties determined by the Doppler frequency fjy, as fol­
lows [100]
Pn = E[XkX k+n] = E[YkYk+n\ = a2 J0(27mfD T,), = 0, 1, 2, . . .  (5.35)
where a1 is the fading gain variance per dimension, Jo(-) the zero-order Bessel 
function of the first kind and f o T s is the normalized fading rate and Ts is the
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symbol period. This autocorrelation gives rise to the well-known [/-shaped nor­
malized power spectral density from Jakes [101]
Sx x ( f )  = Sy y (J) — -----------  ------ ---  (5.36)
If X k and Yk are zero-mean, the marginal distributions of the magnitude ak 
and the phase 9k in (5.3) are Rayleigh and uniform respectively, hence the term 
“Rayleigh fading” [77].
5.5 .2  M u tu a l  In fo rm a tio n  P e r fo rm a n c e  for D B P S K  a n d  
D Q P S K  over M -s ta te  M -a ry  S y m m e tr ic  M a rk o v  C h a n ­
nel
Here we provide performance analysis of the maximum mutual information rate 
versus the average received SNR per bit, y*, =  2a2£b/No, where £b is the bit energy, 
for iV-symbol differential detection of BPSK and QPSK. We assume Clarke’s 
model for the fading channel gain gk correlation, with normalized fading power 
2cr2 — 1. Thereby, the probability density function f (9k,9k- i ), which determines 
the state transition probabilities (5.14), is calculated in the following form [100]
f(0k, 9k-1)
1 — pi y/(l -  S2) +  S(n -  cos 1(S)) 
" 4^2  7 ( 1 - 52)3
(5.37)
where 6 = pi cos(9k—9k-i), and pi = a2 Jq{2tt f DTs) is the autocorrelation function 
of the fading process. Furthermore, probabilities p(vk = z), z G {0, 1, . . . ,  M — 1}, 
which determines the channel state law (5.16), are calculated in [77], based on 
AWG channel noise assumption and Rayleigh distribution of uncorrelated fading 
amplitude a*,, in the following form
2
/ ^ K )  = ^ exP ( -  ^ ) ,  0 < ak < oc (5.38)
For example, for BPSK signaling, the probability of error p(vk =  i), averaged 
over all possible values of a, is in a familiar form [77]
p(vk =  1) (5.39)
The maximum mutual information rate, for iV-symbol, multiple-symbol dif­
ferential MPSK is given by
max 4  I ( B n ; Dn ) 
V{ BN) N (5.40)
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Mutual Information Performance for Differential BPSK
DBPSK
Normalzed fading rate: fDTs =0.001
■a 0.7
<d z  0.6
-  -  Channel information capacity
------ 1 -  Symbol-by-symbol diff. detection '
------ 2 -  N=2-symbol diff. detection
------ 3 -  N=3-symbol diff. detection
------ 4 -  N=5-symbol diff. detection
-2 0.2
yJdB] -  average received SNR per bit
Figure 5.4: Mutual information rate Cjy (5.41) vs. the average received SNR 
per bit, 75 = 2cr2^ /7V0, for symbol-by-symbol and TV-symbol differential BPSK 
(TV = 2,3,5) over A/-state Ai-ary symmetric channel; M  = 2 (TV-BSC); nor­
malized fading rate foTs = 0.001
Assuming an input distribution p(B) that is uniform i.i.d., can calculated 
as [20]
c t f  = log, M - ± H ( Z ^ N) (5.41)
where Zn  ^ = dn Qbn is the error function [20].
In order to calculate the entropy H ( Z ^ N), the distribution p ( Z ^ N\s^)  is 
calculated recursively by using backward iterative procedure formulated in [12]. 
This procedure is an implementation of the forward-backward algorithm [79] for 
hidden Markov models. Additionally, we use (4.30), Chapter 4 to calculate the 
information capacity of the Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channel. The capacity 
formula (4.30) is based on a recursive formula (4.1), Chapter 4 for calculating 
state distribution conditioned on past input/output pairs which is derived in [20].
1. Figure 5.4 depicts the mutual information rate C $  (5.41) over average 
received SNR per bit, 7 for symbol-by-symbol and TV-symbol differential 
BPSK (TV = 2,3,5), over M -state M -ary symmetric channel for M  = 2 
(TV-BSC) and normalized fading rate foTs =  0.001.
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Normalized mutual information rate performance DBPSK
DBPSK:
Yb[dB] -  Average received SNR per bit 
f T „ -Normalzed fading rate
*  -T(Yb=10dB;fDTs=10_J); 
—  x(Yb=10dB; fDTs=10“4);
-  -T(Yb=1dB;fDTs=10"3):
—  x(Yb=1dB; fDTs=10"4):
Observation interval N [number of symbols]
Figure 5.5: Normalized mutual information rate r — Cf f  /C  for multiple-symbol 
differential BPSK detection, for fading rates foTs = 0.001 and foTs =  0.0001, 
average received SNR per, 75 =  ldB and 75 =  lOdB, M  = 2
• N  = 2-symbol differential detection of BPSK can already provide a 
noticeable improvement in mutual information performance in com­
parison with a conventional symbol-by-symbol differential detection 
(N = 1 in Figure 5.4), especially at high 75. Some performance degra­
dations are noticeable at low 75 values.
• Mutual information performance is further improved by implementing 
multiple-symbol differential detection with a longer observation inter­
val (N =  3, 5 in Figure 5.4).
• Practically, the channel information capacity is approached with ob­
servation times only on the order of a few additional symbol intervals. 
That is, N  =  5 symbol differential detection practically achieves the 
channel capacity at moderate and high SNR levels.
2. In order to analyze how quickly C ^ \  given by (5.41), approaches the chan­
nel information capacity C , given by (5.17), by increasing the observation
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interval, we define the normalized mutual information rate§:
T  = (5.42)
Figure 5.5 shows the normalized mutual information rate t of differential 
BPSK for two different normalized fading rates, foT s — 0.001 and foT s — 
0.0001, and two different average received SNR per bit, 7b =  ldB and 
7b =  lOdB.
• At average received SNR 7b = lOdB and fading rate fo T s =  0.001, 
symbol-by-symbol DBPSK achieves 0.87 of the channel information ca­
pacity, 2-symbol DBPSK achieves 0.96 and 3-symbol DBPSK achieve 
0.99 of the channel information capacity.
• At low average received SNR per bit (7*, =  ldB in Figure 5.5), £*. in 
(5.22) is more dominant over 7 ,^ compared to the higher 7b value (75 = 
lOdB in Figure 5.5). Thus, a longer observation time (more symbols for 
detection) is needed to approach channel information capacity (75 = 
ldB vs. 7b =  lOdB in Figure 5.5). For instance, at 7b = ldB and 
fo T s = 0.001, 7-symbol observation interval is needed to achieve 0.98 
of the channel capacity.
• If the channel is faster ( /dTs =  0.001 vs. foT s = 0.0001 in Fig­
ure 5.5), some mutual information performance improvements are no­
ticeable, relative to the channel information capacity. Thus, the differ­
ential detection scheme is very robust to a fading rate increase (quite 
the opposite trend to coherent detection methods). The reason is 
that r/k in (5.22) becomes more dominant over e*. for faster channel 
( /dTs = 0.001). Consequently, the mutual information penalty of com­
pletely or partially ignoring the phase distortion correlation from £k (by 
using symbol-by-symbol detection, or a short observation interval for 
multiple-symbol differential detection) is smaller (relative to the chan­
nel information capacity) compared to slower channel ( /dTs = 0.0001).
3. Figure 5.6 depicts mutual information rate C ff  (5.41) vs. the average re­
ceived SNR per bit, 7b, for symbol-by-symbol and iV-symbol differential
§Since C ff  in (5.42) is normalized by the channel information capacity C, the normalization 
factor is different for channels with different capacity. Thus, a greater r  means that mutual 
information rate approaches closer to the channel capacity, but it does not mean a higher 
absolute mutual information rate.
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Mutual Information Performance for Differential QPSK
DQPSK
Normalzed fading rate:
-  -  Channel information capacity
------ 1 -  Symbol-by-symbol diff.detection
------ 2 -  N=2-symbol diff. detection
------ 3 -  N=3-symbol diff. detection
------ 4 -  N=6-symbol diff. detection
yJdB] -  average received SNR per bit
Figure 5.6: Mutual information rate C j/ (5.41) vs. the average received SNR 
per bit, 75 = 2cr2£b/No, for symbol-by-symbol and TV-symbol differential QPSK 
(N = 2,3,6) over M-state M -ary symmetric channel, M  = 4; normalized fading 
rate foTs =  0.001
QPSK (N = 2,3,6) over M -state M-ary symmetric channel for M = 4 and 
normalized fading rate foTs — 0.001. Multiple-symbol differential QPSK 
with 6-symbol observation interval practically approaches the channel in­
formation capacity, at moderate and high SNR levels Figure 5.6.
4. The amount of performance penalty of interleaved (symbol-by-symbol) or 
fragmented (few symbols observation) differential MPSK compared to that 
of coherent MPSK increases with the number of phases M  [86]. Conse­
quently, normalized mutual information rate performance results of differ­
ential QPSK, in Figure 5.7, shows some additional performance degradation 
compared to differential BPSK in Figure 5.5, for the same observation inter­
val (same number of symbols N). A few more symbols (longer observation 
interval) is needed to achieve channel capacity.
• At average received SNR 75 =  lOdB and fading rate foTs — 0.001, 
symbol-by-symbol DQPSK achieves 0.77 of the channel information ca­
pacity, 2-symbol DBQSK achieves 0.88 and 3-symbol DQPSK achieve 
0.98 of the channel information capacity
• N  = 6-symbol differential detection practically achieves the channel
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Normalized mutual information rate performance DQPSK
DQPSK:
Yb[dB] -  Average received SNR per bit 
f T -Normalzed fading rate
*  -T(Yb=10dB;fDTs=10_J); 
—  x(Yb=10dB; fDTs=10-4);
-  -x (Y b=1dB;fDTs=10"3);
—  x(yb=1dB; fDTs=10“4);
Observation interval N [number of symbols]
Figure 5.7: Normalized mutual information rate r  =  C ff/C  over the obser­
vation interval for multiple-symbol differential QPSK detection, for fading rates 
foTs =  0.001 and foTs =  0.0001 and average received SNR per, 75 — ldB and 
7b = lOdB, M =  4
capacity at moderate and high SNR levels
• At low average received SNR (75 = ldB) and fading rate foTs =  0.001, 
8-symbol observation interval is needed to achieve 0.95 of the channel 
capacity
• Robustness to a fading rate increase is preserved ( /dTs =  0.001 vs. 
JdTs =  0.0001 at the same 7b)
C h a p te r  6
C onclusions
6.1 Sum m ary of Approach
Research from this thesis looks largely at information theoretic and signal process­
ing aspects of the information transfer over time-varying communication channels. 
This thesis informs the current research about what is theoretically possible and 
suggests capacity achieving detection strategies for communication systems over 
time-varying channels.
6.2 Innovation and Significance
In order to determine performance bounds for communication systems over time- 
varying channel, one has to be able to exploit information of the propagation 
conditions, in addition to the channel output observation. If the propagation con­
dition information is incorporated in a form of a predetermined channel model, 
the concept is called model-based approach. This thesis shows through theory 
and simulations the superiority of the model-based approach compared to the 
observation-only-based approach, which considers only the channel output obser­
vation process. Furthermore, in Chapter 2, adaptive model coefficient identifica­
tion is performed which further adapts the model to real propagation conditions.
In Chapter 3 system analysis oriented approach to channel modeling is demon­
strated. This approach enables significant model complexity reduction focusing 
on essential attributes of general time-varying channels. By using this approach, 
the TV-BSC model is developed. The TV-BSC possesses two essential attributes, 
simplicity and nontriviality, which make complex phenomenon related to non­
stationary nature of the channel much easier to understand. As such, the TV-
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BSC should play a key role for the information theoretic analysis of time-varying 
channels.
Chapters 4 and 5 examine different detection strategies for information trans­
fer over time-varying channels. Significantly, and counter to this experience, this 
thesis shows, under a reasonable set of assumptions, that there is actually a fun­
damental advantage of model-based differential detection over channel estimation 
based detection when the channel is not static (time-varying) and when there is 
noise. This is established by showing a differential scheme which is capacity 
achieving, in contrast to the channel estimation case we have the fundamental 
findings by Gallager that time-varying channel processes are not completely ob­
servable given channel noise. Imperfect knowledge of the channel, due to noisy 
channel estimation, essentially affects mutual information performance of the 
communication systems over time-varying channels. This thesis proves that the 
maximal mutual information rate, assuming the optimal blind FSM channel esti­
mation of an unknown, time-correlated channel in the presence of channel noise, 
is strictly below the channel information capacity.
6.3 Future Research
While this thesis provides valuable insights into mutual information performance 
bounds of the model-based approach for communication systems over time-varying 
channel, it clearly identifies and motivates a few further research directions. We 
emphasize the following major interrelated research directions, all in space-time 
information theory and model-based signal processing:
1. Information theoretic aspects of communications over time-varying channel
• As outlined in Chapters 1 and 3, non-stat,ionary mobile communica­
tion channels violate some basic assumptions of the classical (Shannon) 
information theory. It is shown that the real difficulty in establish­
ing capacity results for time-varying channels stems from imperfect 
knowledge of the channel and that the time variations in the presence 
of channel noise render channel estimation difficult. Thereby, opti­
mal estimation, decoding and detection solutions, developed assuming 
time-invariant channels and perfect channel knowledge, need to be re­
evaluated when applied to time-varying channels under a new set of 
assumptions.
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• The TV-BSC, developed in Chapters 3 provides a strong starting point 
for the information theoretic analysis of time-varying channels analo­
gous to the role the binary symmetric channel for the classical (Shan­
non) information theory. However significant research efforts are still 
needed to develop a fully consistent fundamental theory which would 
provide an essential background for practical implementations.
2. Time-varying channel modeling
• The model based approach usually opens a conflict about biases and 
prejudices (which are independent of the data), because researchers 
believe in different models and they typically use their ” favorite” model 
to verify their approach through simulations. Thus, development of a 
parsimonious, application independent model for the space and time 
correlations of time-varying communication channels should be a focal 
point of further research.
• The idea of adaptive model coefficient identification elaborated in 
Chapter 2 adds a completely new dimension to the model-based al­
gorithm design. While this idea has a very strong theoretical founda­
tion, there is a need for further development and generalisation of this 
concept beyond AR(1) model used in this thesis.
• As demonstrated in Chapter 3, an alternative to modeling a commu­
nication channel at the physical level, model design can be formulated 
for the purpose of system performance analysis. Taking into account 
complexity of the real propagation environments, this approach en­
ables significant model complexity reduction which is better suited 
to providing insight into fundamental theoretical communication is­
sues. However, there is a work to be done to determine an appropri­
ate trade-off between the model complexity and essential attributes of 
the time-varying channels that the model should capture. This work 
should provide a fruitful background for further generalization of the 
TV-BSC model.
3. Generalized model-based differential detection
• Model-based differential detection, presented in Chapter 5, has a much 
more general meaning than the conventional (multiple-symbol) differ­
ential detection. The idea of generalized model-based differential de-
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tection leads to the design and implementation of signal processing 
algorithms which are able to exploit channel process innovation in or­
der to provide capacity achieving performance.
While the AR(1) model-based differential detection still has the con­
ventional form, more complex channel models (such as AR(p)) presup­
pose more complex, generalized forms of the model-based differential 
detection. However, to fully exploit space-time correlation properties 
of time varying channels, there is a need to incorporate more complex, 
parsimonious time-varying channel models and to develop even more 
complex generalized differential detection algorithms based on these 
models. Therefore, there is a significant amount of work to be done to 
fully develop the theory and to formally prove the capacity achieving 
performance of this promising approach.
More generally, the major outcome of the proposed further research would 
be a systematic model-based design of computationally and spectrally efficient 
adaptive channel coding techniques which would successfully address the demand 
for higher user mobility and higher data rates in future mobile wireless commu­
nication systems.
A ppend ix  A
D esign of V ector A R (1) 
G odard -K alm an  A dap tive  
M odel-B ased  A lgorithm s
A .l  S ta te -sp a c e  M odel
In order to capture the dynamics of the time-varying channels by the state (pro­
cess) equation, we use vector AR(1) model for the time-varying filter coefficients 
<jjn as follows
where H is the system matrix and q is process noise modeled as a zero mean 
white noise process whose correlation matrix is defined by
Furthermore, the filter output observation equation can be defined as
where y n is the filter input sequence and en is the observation noise sequence 
whose correlation matrix is defined by
^n+i — Hu)n +  qn (A.l)
Zn =  <*>n V n  +  ( n (A.3)
(A.4)
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Expressions (A.l) and (A.3) make a state-space system. One wants to es­
timate the unobserved stochastic signal ujn from the related observations x n = 
[x\,X2 , •••, Xn]1 • An estimator u>n is a random vector that is a function of x ni i.e. 
CJn k^n(*®n)>
We assume that the observation noise sequence en and process noise sequence 
qn are statistically independent of each other, the observation process x n and 
filter weights process u>n.
A .2 M M S E  S ignal E s tim a tio n
MMSE estimator is the estimator Q =  cjopt among all estimators u>* that mini­
mizes mean square error:
Q = argmin E\\u> — u>*||2 (A.5)
where || • || is the vector square norm function.
Theorem A.l .  (MMSE estimator Theorem) MMSE estimator is given by
lj = E[u)\x] (A.6)
Proof. Let us assume uE =  u)*(aj) is any other estimator. Then E ||a> — o)*||2 can 
be calculated
E  j|cj — cD* ||2 =  E\\u> — tD + cD — u)*||2
= E\\lj — £j \\2 +  2E[(Q — u>*)H (u> — cD)]
+ £ | |£ - £ * | |2 (A.7)
However, the middle term in the second equality vanishes, since by iterated 
conditional expectation
E[(u> — uj*)h (u: — a))] =  E[E[(Q — Q*)H (u? — u))|cc]]
=  E[(u> — uT)H E[lj — uj\x ]]
= E[(Q — Q*)H (E[u>\x] — a))]
=  E[(Q — u>*)H (Q — cD)] = 0 (A.8)
Continuing
E\\u -  £*||2 =  E\\u> -  £ | |2 + E\\Q -  a)*||2 (A.9)
and clearly the right side is minimized when cD* = Q. □
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T h eo rem  A .2. (Orthogonality condition) The MMSE estimated error is uncor­
related with any function of x ,  i.e. no information about u> remains in 4>(x)
E[cf)(x)(u) — u>)H] =  0 (A .10)
Proof. By iterating conditional expectation:
E[<j)(x)( u) — Cj )h ] =  E[E[</>(x )(lj — cD)77 |a?]]
= E[(/>(x )E [(lj — oo)H \x}]
=  E[<j>(x)E[((u;\x) — Cj )h ]\ =  0 (A .11)
□
Combining (A .l) and (A.6), one can get
+ Qn(A. 12)
which is the hrst order Markov or vector AR(1) model for the time-varying op­
timal ( “true” ) hlter coefficients Q =  u?opt, which are calculated to minimize the 
expected mean squared distortion of the hlter output.
A .3 G aussian Signal E stim ation
Theorem  A .3 . (Gaussian signal estimation theorem)
I f  ia and z are jo in t ly  Gaussian with the zero mean, then
E[u>\z] =  u  =  RwzRz xz 
var(u; — Q) =  var(cj|z) =  Rw -  RwzR ~ 1Rzu
where
R  =
P<jJ Ruz =  E
u;
\ > H zH '
' E[lju>h ] E[ujzh ]'
Rzu) R-z E[zuih ] E[z z h ]
Proof. Conditional distribution p(u:\z) can be calculated as
p (u \z )
p (v ,z )
p(z)
(27r)2 \R\2ea
where
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
a ~[ ujh z h ' ° ~ l 
2
r}R- H  o - l  iT_
2
4- - z n R- ~z
z
(A .16)
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By partitioned matrix inversion
A-1 - A -'RuzR-1
- R ~ lRzu A " 1 R ; 1 + R z iR :uA~ 'RvzRz1
(A.17)
where
A = Ru -  RuzRz lRzu (A. 18)
Therefore, the exponent (A. 16) becomes:
(A.19)
However lj and z are jointly Gaussian and, thereby, p(u)\z) is Gaussian. Thus, 
the exponent (A. 16) is also
A .4 Innovations Process
A arrival observation from the Gaussian signal estimation theorem is tha t the 
estim ator is linear in the data. Knowing this one can derive the estim ator directly. 
Let us suppose u) = A- z  with A to be found. The optimal estim ator must satisfy 
the orthogonality condition, i.e. estimation error is uncorrelated with the data, 
th a t is
a = -  E[u\z])HR„l(u-  E[u>\z}) (A.20)
Combining (A. 18), (A. 19) and (A.20) proves the theorem.
□
E[(lj — lj)z h ] =  0
=>E[(u> — A • z ) z H] =  0 =4> E[ljzh] — A • E[z zh] =  0 
=>Ruz — A • Rz = 0 A = Ruz R~1 (A.21)
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Furthermore, by using the Gaussian signal estimation theorem one can directly 
develop the algorithm to predict (forecast) 0Jn+\ from x n = [x\, X2 , xn}7 as 
follows
UJn+l\n  = E[un+1\xn] = E [ u n + l X ^ ] R ~ l X n (A.22)
where Rx = E[xnx%]. While (A.22) gives the desired result it is not suitable for 
real time operation. It requires all previous data values of Xk ,  k  = 1,2..., n — 1 to 
be stored. Furthermore, it requires matrix inversion at each time point and the 
dimensions of these matrices grow with time n.
Fortunately the Markov structure of the stochastic model allows the recursive 
least square calculation [25,52], so that only limited memory is required and real 
time computation is possible.
In order to develop the filter one should first whiten the data using the or­
thogonality property of the MMSE estimator, given by (A. 10)
E[(ujn+i -  a>n+1|n) * q  =  0 (A.23)
The innovation process can be introduced as follows [25,52]
V\  =  X i
vs xs ^s|s—ii 5 2,3... (A.24)
where xs|s_i is the prediction of xs from a?s_i =  [xi,x2, ...,xs_i]T
The innovation process (A.24) has several important properties [52], described 
next.
Property 1. The innovation vn (A.24) associated with the observed random 
variable xn is orthogonal to the past observation Xi,X2 , ...,xn_i, as shown by:
E[vnx*k\ = 0 1 < k < n — 1. (A.25)
Proof. This is simply a restatement of the principle of orthogonality (A. 10). □
Property 2. The innovations iq, •••> vn are orthogonal to each other as shown 
by
E[vnv*\ = 0, 1 < s < n — 1 (A.26)
Proof. This is a restatement of the Gaussian signal estimation theorem and the 
fact that the MMSE estimator is linear in the data, Section A.3. □
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Property 3. The innovation process and the original data carry the same infor­
mation, i.e. given x n one can generate z/n =  [i/1} v2, • ••, vnV and given vn one can 
recover x n, as
{rc1,X2, - , x n} {ui ,u2 , . . . ,un} (A.27)
Proof. To prove this property, one can use a form of the Gram-Schmidt orthog- 
onalisation procedure [52].
(?) V\ = X \  => X i  =  l>i
(ii) V\ = x 2 -  x2\i =  x2 -  A 2 \X2 => x2 =  u2 +  A2,iXi =  v2 +  A 2^vx
(in) v3 = x 3 -  x3\2 =  x3 -  A3A
Xi
%2
X3 — V3 + A3\
X\ — v3 + B3\ Vi
X2 V2
(A.28)
Confirming (A.28) by induction proves the Property 3. □
Furthermore, combining (A.13), (A.23) and (A.24)
E[(ojn + 1 -  u>n+1|n)i/*] = 0, 1 < 5 < n 
=>E[(cjn+1 -  a)n+1|n)i/(,/] =  0
^^n+lln = E[u)n+il/n \ i^/ Vn (A.29)
However, based on (A.26), Ru is block diagonal. So, with
v8 -  EWsK]
one can get
(A.30)
wn+i|„ = [E[u>n+iv],E[a>n+1!/*]]> r ‘ -  '
... v - 1 n^
= ^ E \un+lul\Vs
S — 1
(A.31)
which is the innovations representation.
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A.5 G odard-K alm an F ilte r D erivation
A .5.1 Linear O bservations o f S ta te-sp a ce  M od el
Based on the observation equation (A.3), the prediction xn+i\n of the xn+\ from 
x n can be expressed as
xn\n-\ — ^  n\n—\y  n (A.32)
Furthermore, based on the definition of the innovation process (A.24), vn = 
xn — xn|n_i one can get
yn = Xn ~ ^ n \ u - \ V u  (A -33)
A .5.2 U p d a te  Form ula
By splitting the sum formula in the innovations representation (A.31) into two 
parts one can derive the update formula as follows
n —1
£ n + l | n  =  Y  E [ ( ^ n + i V l ] V ~ l Ua +  E [ u n + l V*n] V - l Vn 
s=  1
^ n + l \ n — 1 T AnZ/n (A.34)
where
K n  ±  E l U n + ^ V - 1 (A.35)
is the Kalman gain and
71— 1
ü ) n + l | n _ l  = Y ^ n + l ^ V s ^ V s  
s=  1
(A.36)
M arkov property  and M arkov based u p d ate
The update formula (A.34) can be calculated recursively, based on the Markov 
property of a)n+1|n_i, i.e.,
n —1 n —1
U n + l \ n - l  =  Y  = Y  E K H u J ri + tfnKlK“1*'«
s = l  s = l
n—1
= [E[(Huny s]V .- \  +
S =  1
—  H ^ n \ n - \  +  0 (A.37)
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where the second equality follows from the state equation (A.l) and the last 
equality follows from (A.29) and the fact that the process noise sequence qn is 
statistically independent of the observation process xn_i, i.e.,
=  0 =  0
E[qnis*\ = 0, 1 < s < n — 1 (A.38)
S ta te  u p d ate  equation  for K alm an filter
Combining (A.34) and (A.37) gives
^n+l|n Hu}n\n— 1 T E nUn (A.39)
The expression (A.39) represents the state update equation for Kalman filter.
A .5.3 E stim ation  E rro r V ariance
Filter coefficients estimation error can be expressed as follows
<^n+l|n =  <^ n+l ~  ^n+l|n (A.40)
Furthermore, the estimation error variance is given by
P n + \\n  =  E[u;n+i|nu;n+1|n]
=  E[(ujn+i -  a;n+1|n)(u;n+i — u>n+i\n)H]
— E[(ujn+i -  u;n+i|n)a;^+1]
=  n n+i -  E[ujn+i\nu>n+i\ (A.41)
where IIn =  var(ujn) =  The last two equalities in (A.41) are based on
orthogonality property.
However, again by using the orthogonality property, one can write
E[u;n+l|n^n+l] =  n + l \ n ^  n+ l\ri\ =  -^n+l|n (A.42)
where Pn+i|n =  E[Qn+i\nu>%+1]n\.
Thus, combining (A.41) and (A.42)
P n + l\n  n n + i  P71+I |n (A.43)
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A .5.4 K a lm a n  G a in
Using the linear observation of the state-space model (A.33), the Kalman gain 
Kn can be expressed as follows:
Kn =  E[un+l K K 1
= E[wn+1(xn-  J/"£„|„-l)*] = £[u„ti(«n +
E\u)n+\(j}n^n_i\ynVn
= E[(Hu>n + Qn)^n\n-\)ynVn l
=  HPn]n- iynV - '  (A.44)
where the last three equalities follows from the fact that the observation noise 
sequence en and process noise sequence qn are statistically independent of the 
observation process xv and hlter weights process ujn. Furthermore
v„ = E[vni<]
“I“ ^ n |n —l V n )  (U* 3“ ^n |n— i V n )  ]
=  <U2 + Vn pn\n-\yn (A-45)
Thus, combining (A.44) and (A.45)
Kn = HPn\n_xy n((jl +  Pn\n- i y n)~l (A.46)
A .5.5 S ta te  V arian ce  U p d a te
Update of the state variance IIn = var(u)n) = E{(jjnoj%] can be calculated from 
the state equation (A.l) as
n n+i -  HUnHH +  a p  (A.47)
Furthermore, from expression (A.34), the variance Pn|n-i =  E[Qn+i\nLJ^ +l n^] can 
be calculated as follows
P n + l|n =  H P n \ n - l H H  +  KnVnK,"  +  o \ l  (A.48)
Finally, combining (A.43) (A.47) and (A.48), the state variance update can be 
calculated
Pn+ l|n  =  HH -  + (A.49)
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A .5.6 G odard-K alm an  F ilter  Sum m ary
Godard-Kalman filter consists of:
1. Innovations equation (A.33), i.e.,
Vn — x n ~  ^ n |n - l 2 / n
2. State update equation (A.39), i.e.,
^ n + l\n  H iü n\n—1 3“  P riori
3. Kalman gain equation (A.46), i.e.,
_  H  P n \ n - \ y n
cr€2 +  y * P n\n-\Vn
4. Variance update equation (A.49), i.e.,
Pn+1]n = H P ^ H "  -  ,K "  + o p
= H H-  K Ja'l + y " P „ | „ _ i 3 +
By substituting (A.44) and (A.46) into (A.49), one can get the Ricatti equa­
tion update for Pn+1|n [25].
A ppend ix  B
P erfo rm ance analysis of LM S, 
RLS and  M odel-based  adap tive  
a lgorithm s
In the following Appendix we follow the treatm ent given in [25,52] unless other­
wise stated.
B .l  A R (1) M odel for T im e-varying W eights
For the purpose of this analysis we consider an AR(1) model for the time-varying 
“true” filter weights
= H u > T  +  Qn (B.l)
where H  is the time-invaiant system (state transition) m atrix and q n is process 
noise modeled as a zero mean white noise process with var(gr;) =  a * I .
In order to simplify this analysis, we assume without loss of generality tha t 
H  — <f) • / .  Thereby, based on (B .l), one can write
< 5 < P* =  < P‘ -  « Ä  =  " ( I  -  +
Furthermore
var(u>°pt)
cr2Q
1 - ( f ) 2
I
(B.2)
(B.3)
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and
va r(& j°pt) =  (1 -  (j))2var(u;0np\ )  +  o \ l
* + a 2] I  =  I a 2J
_ f 0 _ -  0) V 2 
[ ]
=  Ia 2
1 -  (j)2
,2 - 2  0
1 - 2  </> +  02 
^  1 - 0 2 + 1)
1 - 02 =  /a
2(1 -  </>) 2/a,2
9 (1-</>)(!+ 0) l + 4>
(B.4)
Thus, the amplitude of fluctuations of the filter weights is of order O[oqj  \ J  1 — 02) 
and the speed of change of the “ true” filter weights is of order 0 ( a qy/2/y/1 +  <£), 
where a =  0 ( y m) means a (y ) / ym —> const, as /i —> oo. One can introduce a 
parameter 7 as
72 =  1 — 0 (B.5)
and parameter as <77 =  707, where 07(7) =  0(1). Expression (B.2) thus 
becomes respectively
ScjT  =  - f f a Z i  +  m n  (B.6)
where 7yn is a rescaled noise process w ith var(7n) =  a2I.  Assuming a small 7 (i.e. 
7 <  1), expressions (B.3) and (B.4) become
var K pt) I  =
72(2 — 72) 2 — 7
I  « (B.7)
var(<5u>°pt) =  (B.8)
Thereby, for 7 <C 1 the amplitude of fluctuations of the filter weights is of order 
0(1) and the speed of change of the “true” filter weights is of order 0(7).
B.2 LMS Algorithm
The Least Mean Square (LMS) is instantaneous MSE, steepest descent algorithm. 
Idea of the steepest descent algorithm is to change of the filter weight vector u  
in the direction of the gradient of the error surface en(uj) =  xn — y j } u  as
UJn =  w„_i -  I  [2 j£ [e 2 (w)]] (B.9)
where a is the algorithm step size and y  and x are the filter input and output, 
respectively.
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The LMS algorithm is the instantaneous MSE approximation of (B.9), by 
replacing E[e (^uj)\ with e^(cj). Thus, the LMS algorithm can be expressed as:
ct d
— ^ n — 1 — 9" [ ^ J eri(^)]w=u)n-i =  ^ n —1 T ^ V n ^ n  (B.10)
where Qn is the estimation of cj at the time instant n.
B.2.1 LMS Error System  with Stochastic Time-varying 
Weights
To carry out the LMS performance analysis, we introduce the weight error vector:
Wn =  W r , - < '  (B .l l)
where is the MMSE estimator of u)n at the time instant n.
Combining (B.10) and (B .ll), the filter output observation error en can be 
expressed:
Vn^n—l
=  X n ~  y W n - 1 ~  V n i ^ n - 1 ~  ^ n - 1 )
=  €n ~  V n ^ n - 1 (B.12)
where
en = xn -  y Tn^n-i (B-13)
is the “true” noise.
Furthermore
< 5 tD „  =  LD „  -  « „ _ !  =  u > „  -  -  ( u > „ _ x  -  u f , )
=  &Dn -<5w** (B.14)
Expressions (B.12) and (B.14) represent the LMS error system with time- 
varying weights.
Combining (B.10), (B .ll), (B.12) and (B.14) one can derive a time-varying 
stochastic difference equation in the following form
üJn = {I ~ a y ny l ) v n- i + a y nen -  öu** (B.15)
The stochastic difference equation (B.15) incorporates two forcing terms, a noise 
driven forcing term a y nen and a weight driven forcing term S u The weight er­
ror u)n in (B.15) depends on signal and weights histories (by induction). The over­
all signal history is denoted Hn = {Y~, E~,W~), where Y~ = (yn, y n_^ .... y Y),
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E~ =  (en, en_ i , ei) and W~ = (w ^ , ..., u ;^ )  are the signal and weights
histories.
Without loss of generality, we make the following set of standard assumptions 
about signal characteristics in order to make the analysis simpler.
1. y n i s W G N ^ R y )
2. en is WGN(0,(j2e)
3. y n, q , <jj°tpt are statistically independent for all n, £, t
where WGN(m , a2) denotes the white Gaussian noise sequence with mean m and 
variance a2.
B .2 .2 L M S  F ir s t  O rd e r  C o n v e rg en ce  A n a ly s is
Convergence analysis deals with the behavior of the algorithm absence of noise 
(en =  0). Under this assumption, the convergence analysis discovers if u)n in 
(B.15) converges to 0 and if en in (B.12) converges to 0.
To consider the convergence in mean of cDn, the mean value rhn =  E[u>n\ 
has to be calculated. By using the property of the conditional expectation 
E[E{X/Z)] — E{X )1where X and Z are random variables, the mean value of 
ujn can be calculated:
m n = E[ujn\== E[E[vn\Hn-i]\ (B.16)
Furthermore, since y n is WGN and so independent of the past, the conditional 
expectation E[ujn\7in-i] can be calculated using (B.15) as
E{u)n\Hn-i] = E[(I -  a y nyl)u > n - 1  + a y nen -  6uopt\Hn-i]
=  E[u) n - 1  -  a y ny^u:n-i  + a y nen -  Suj^ H n-i\
= u)n- i - a E [ y ny l u n- l \Hn-i\+E[aynen\Hn-i\-E[8u(%t\'Hn-i\
=  wn_ i-a£ ;[yni/3w n_i -E[öu°npt\Hn-i\
= Ljn-x-aRyU)n- l-E[5u%>t\Hn-\\ (B.17)
where Ry = E[ynyl\.
Iterative expectations of (B.17) are taken to get the mean value m n = E[ujn\ 
as follows
rhn =  E[ujn]
= E{cDn_!] -  aRyE[u>n_i]
—  ( /  cxRy  ) m n _  i (B.18)
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since E ^ cj^ }  =  0 for the AR(1) process (B. 11). The expression (B.18) is a first 
order vector difference equation and unless ( I  — aR y)rh n- 1 is stable then output 
of the system w ill explode. The eigendecomposition of Ry is given:
p
Ry — 'y  ^XUVUVU
u — 1
RyVu XUVU (B.19)
where Xu and v u, u =  1 ,2...p are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ry) respectively 
and p is the filter length. In addition, by denoting
Vu,n  =  v l r h n (B.20)
one can get
vu,n =  v l r h n - 1  -  a v TuRym.n^ i
Vu,n—1 ( l  Oi\u)vun^ i (B.21)
Since vUtn is a scalar, the equation (B.21) can be iterated to get
vu,n =  (1 -  a K ) nvu,o (B.22)
For convergence to 0, (B.22) needs:
|1 -  <aAu| <  1 <^> —1 < 1  — aXu <  1
Xmin > 0 A otXmax < 2 (B.23)
for u =  1,2, ...,p. Condition A > 0 means that Ry has to have fu ll rank.
Speed of convergence depends on closeness of 11 — aAu| to 1, i.e., how close 
1 — aXmin is to 1 and 1 — aAmax to —1. The maximum speed is when they are 
equally close
2
1 aXmin =  (1 aXmax) =$> 0iOpt =  — x (B.24)
A m in  t  A max
In addition:
A rnin 1
2Amin XmnT Xmin
^o p t^m i
^ m in  T  ^7 X m in  +
K, — 1 
K, +  1
(B.25)
where k =  4““ * is the condition number of Rv.
Since
(1 -  «opta™ ,)* =  (B.26)
ft +  1
the time constant r  =  ^ r j  can be recognized. As the condition number gets
hi -{-1
larger the time constant for convergence get larger.
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B.2.3 LMS Second O rder S tab ility  and  Tracking A bility  
A nalysis
Stability and tracking ability analysis deal with the behaviour of the algorithm 
in the presence of the noise and when the true weight vector cjn is dynamic, 
i.e. time-varying. Under these assumptions, although the convergence criteria 
(B.23) are provided, noisy adaptation still leads to an inflation of MSE called 
misadjustment, which can cause the algorithm to blow up.
In order to find out the second order adaptive algorithm stability criteria, one 
has to analyse the second order statistics of ujn in (B.15), which is given by
Vn =  var(cjn) =  E[(ujn -  rnn)(ujn -  r an)7]
=  E \ ü J n  -  Z Tn ] -  m Tlm ^
= r n -  rhvrhl  (B.27)
where Tn =  E[u)n—LJ^ \. Assuming that the first order convergence criteria (B.23) 
are satisfied, m n —» 0 as n —* oo and one needs only to analyse Tn. In order to 
calculate Tn, based on (B.6) and (B.15), u)n and are treated jointly as [25]
CJn +  wJJ* I I "
(jjopin O
------1
h -\ u optn
I -  a y „ v l  1
o / ( 1 - 7 2)
---
--
1
e; s 1 __
_
1
+
^ V n ^ n
opt(jj ‘ ,w n —1 7 Vn
Furthermore, from (B.28)
(B.28)
I - I
0  I
1 -  ay„y
o
i  -  o y ny'n 1 
0  / ( I  — T 2)
; 72/
/ ( 1 - 7 2)
We denote
W„ 4  E
Wn- 1
n —1
+
I - I  
0 /
Un - 1
+
Uyn£n ~  77n
optUJ r n n—1 7
c l
_A r  cx n
. C n F "  .
Furthermore, for the unforced term of (B.15) one can calculate
a y nen 
7 Vn
(B.29)
(B.30)
E[{I ~ aynvDüJn-iiv l^I  -  a y nyl) \Hn-i\
=E[ün- lü l _ l- a y ny l ü n- lü l _ l- ü n- lü l _ ly ny l a W y ny l ( y l ü n- l )2\Hn-i]
(B.31)
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The property of the conditional expectation E[E(X/Z)\  = E(X)  applied to 
(B.31) gives
E[(I -  ~ <XVnVZ)\]
— Tn^aRyTn-! — Yn_iRya + a2[2RyY n_\Ry + Rytr(RyYn_i)]
— {I — oiRy)Yn- i ( I  — aRy) +  a~[RyYn_iRy + Rytr(RyYn_i)] (B.32)
where tr(A) is the trace function or the sum of the elements on the main diagonal 
of a square matrix A.
Therefore, combining (B.15), (B.27), (B.29), (B.30) and (B.32), one can find 
[25]
= +  a 2fi„; (B.33)
where
Tn Cn
c l  p„
A =
I -  aRy 72/
0 / ( 1 - 7 2)
Fn + I!,, a; + ^/(T2 -
Yln
Fn — [RyYn-]Ry  +  RytY(RyYn-i)]
_ r i Ter2a2lCJrj
Oi2~~'n
Now we look for a steady state solution (n —► oc) which obeys
W  = ( I -  a-  aR) +
where
R = ' Ry
. 0 - P  .
W =
o
--1
O__
I
o  _ F  T  RyOr2 +  iL^Zj e 1 a2 Va L —
l a 2
F = RyYRy + Ryti(RyY)
From (B.34) one can write
a R W  + W R a  = a 2[fi + RWR]
(B.34)
=> RW + W R  = a[fi + (B.35)
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So one can define
w = aZ  =  a G0 D0 
D l Qo
(B.36)
to get
RZ + ZR = tt + aRZR  (B.37)
Assuming the speed match conditions a = 0 ( 7 ) [25], (B.37) can be solved by 
perturbation expansion [25]
R — Rq T OlR\ 4-...
Z — Z() d- olZ\ -(-...
Q = n 0 + aQi + ... (B.38)
Matching powers of a leads to
RqZq +  ZqRq —
Ry 0 ’ G0 Da ' + Go Do Ry 0 Eyae + ~ b I( j2 e 0
0  0 D q _ D l  Qo _
1--
---
-
O O
1
O O
=>Dq =  0; Qo =  0;
/ _2RyG0 +  GoRy — Ry^e H----2 Vyl'i
Go“ T / + ^ T Ry ’
Based on (B.34), (B.36) and (B.39) one can get
(B.39)
2 2 2
r  =  a ^ /  + ^ ^ f l - 1+ 0 ( a 2) (B.40)
2 a  2 y
Furthermore, one can write
En = E(e2n) = E{en -  y ^ - i ) 2
=  cr2e + E(u^_xRyu)n. i )  = a2 + tr(Ry r n_i) (B.41)
Thereby
£oo =  lim En = a2 + t i (Ryr)
n —*00
2 2 2
= + a - ^ Y tr(RyRy 1) + ° ( ft2)
<a<72 G2 o2
= (T2 H— + ^ ( a2) (B.42)
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Thus, noisy adaptation to time-varying “true” weights leads to an inflation of 
MSE called misadjustment, which can be expressed in a non dimensional way as
M = a , ^ .= 2 tr(Ry) + 2 a2a
p + 0 (a 2) (B.43)
where Em[n — min(E'n) =  a2 and p is the filter length.
Furthermore t r (Ry) — a2 -p, where a2 is the variance of y n, expression (B.43) 
can be re-scaled:
M = yp  + + (B.44)
where ao = a a 2 is the normalized step size.
Apart form an inflation in MSE due to noisy adaptation (ao/2)p, there exists 
an additional inflation in MSE due to the time varying weights (72cr2a2p)/(2a2a0).
B.3 RLS Algorithm
The Recursive Least Square (RLS) is the Newton’s method based algorithm. The 
Newton’s method algorithm uses the second derivation or curvature information 
to speed up the iteration:
where
and
u>„ = u „ _ i -  H £ [ c2(u)„_i )] (B.45)
H(lj) - Hessian (PE[e2(ui)\
duxlui1 (B.46)
e(ui) =  xn -  y lu j (B.47)
Since the second derivative (Hessian) of the instantaneous MSE approximation 
e2(cv) of E[e2(u)] has rank 1 and is not invertible, the Newton method (B.45), 
(B.46) cannot use the instantaneous MSE approximation. Instead, the recursive 
least square criterion is used, which includes previous values of e2n(u) but discount 
them as follows
Jn(u) = \ E  V-rerV )
r=l
= 2 +  V^_i ( w)  + A2e^_2(o)n_2) + ...) (B.48)
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where A is the forgetting factor and
er (u>) = X r - (B.49)
By using recursive least square criterion (B.48) the RLS Newton’s method 
algorithm becomes
U>n — W n - 1  ~  [ H n { U n - 1)] P n ( ^ n - l ) (B.50)
where
9n{v) = 
Hn(u) =
dJn
duj
d2Jr,
dujduj1
Combining (B.48), (B.49) and (B.50) gives [25]
du)n = UJn ^ n —i = din y n en
& TI % T l U n ^ T l — 1
Hn = \H n_i + y ny Tn (B.51)
Furthermore, introducing Rn = Hn 1 and using matrix inversion lemma, 
(B.51) can be rewritten into a more familiar form [25]
R n - l V nöu>„ = -------— ------- en
A 4“ y ^ R n—\Xn
en = xn -  y lQ n - 1
p  _ I o  1 R n —iVn y'n ddri—1 
n A - 1 A (A + yTRn- 1y n)
(B.52)
B .3 .1  RLS P erform ance A nalysis
By introducing Ln = y 0Hn, where /^ o = 1 — A, one can rewrite the RLS algorithm 
(B.51) as
du)n = y0 L~ly nen
Ln = ALn_i +  yoVnVn = i1 ~  Po)Ln- l  +  HoVnVn (B-53)
Therefore
dLn Ln Ln—\ /ioTn_i T yoyny n (B.54)
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Solving difference equation (B.54) gives
Ln =  £ (  1 -  VsVTs +  IC = 5 3  + IC (B.55)
S = 1  S =  1
where IC stands for the initial conditions.
Furthermore
n n —1
E[Ln\ =  ^^(1  — MoT 'MoR y  — MoR y  A'
s = l  r= 0
= MoR y \--- 4 -  =  MoRy---- — =  R y ( l -  An) (B.56)t — A Mo
Thus limn^ 00 E[Ln] = Ry and Ln fluctuates about the value of Ry. In order to cal­
culate the variance of Ln fluctuations var(Ln), one needs to calculate var(aTLß) 
for a, ß arbitrary constants
n
var(aTLnß) = v a r ( ^  An~V0q7 y sy Ts ß) =
s — 1
=  ^2{n~s)^ ( a r y sy Ts ß ) y l  (B -57)
S = 1
Furthermore,
var(or Jl sVTsß)  =  E\(a'  y sy Ts ß f ]  -  [E[aTy ay J  ß ]]2 
=  E[(aTy s) \ y Ts ß f }  -  (aTRy0 f  
=  a7 Ry a ß TRy ß  +  2 (a7 Ry ß)2 — (a 7 R y ß ) 2 
=  a T Ry a ß 7 Ryß  +  (a 7 Ry ß)2 = Vaß (B.58)
where the third equality follows directly from the Gaussian moments theorem [25]. 
Combining (B.57) and (B.58) gives
v&r(aTLnß) = Vaß^ \ 1[n s)Mo =  Vaß
s = 1
1 -  A2" 2
ha/3Mo
1 -  A2n
(1  -  A ) ( l  +  A) =  Vra ß
Mo
Mo( 2  — Mo)
(1  -  A2n ) (B.59)
Thereby lim^oo var(aTLn/d) = (mo/(2  — Mo)) • It means that the size of 
fluctuation L about the value of Ry is of order y/JIo, which is small if Mo <<  1. 
In that case one can approximate RLS replacing L by Ry . Furthermore, by
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considering the “small ^0” approximation, the weight estimation update in (B.53) 
becomes
6u>n =  ii„By ' y n<’„ (B.60)
By a judicious matrix scaling
j.
Ry^n
y n =  ^ v 2yn (=>Ry =  I ) (B.6i)
one can reduce (B.60) back to an LMS algorithm, as follows
/ioynen
6n yn^n (B.62)
Since we have an LMS algorithm for weight vector sequence CJn with regressor 
sequence y n, we can now use previous LMS results for the performance analysis.
B .3 .2 R L S  F ir s t  O rd e r  C o n v e rg en ce  A n a ly s is
Combining (B.18) and (B.61), one can write
rfin =  E[Qn] = E[ün-i] -  y 0RyE[ön-i] -  6rfi°npt 
= (/ -  noRy)rhn-i - 6rhopt
=  (1 -  y 0)fhn-i -  örhopt (B.63)
where
SrhT 4  r h f  -  rnZ\  =  £ [ « ? ]  -  E[0* J  (B.64)
and
(B.65)
The last equation in (B.63) follows from the fact that Ry =  /, (B.61).
Furthermore, combining (B.63) and (B.23), RLS first order stability condition 
is given by
0 < yo < 2 (B.66)
It is important to notice that (B.66) does not depend on input signal statistics
(Ry)-
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B.3.3 RLS Second O rder S tab ility  and  Tracking A bility  
Analysis
Combining (B.43) and (B.61), the RLS misadjustment, due to noisy adaptation 
to time-varying “true” weights, is given by
M
2 2 2
7  ° r , ° y
2(7e2/i0 P + 0(/io) (B.67)
B .4 A R (1) G o d a rd -K a lm a n  A lg o rith m  P e rfo r­
m ance  A nalysis
Under the assumption that H = <j> • I  in (B.l) (Section B.l), the Kalman gain 
equation (A.46) and the variance update equation (A.49) become
and
(f>Mn- \ y n
1 +  2 / n M n - l 2 / n
(B.68)
Mn = 02(Mn_! Mn-lVnVn Mn-11 +yH M n_xy n
(B.69)
respectively, where Mn =  Pn+1|n/crf2 and p = cr2/ a 2. Furthermore, by rescaling 
iUi = ^ rL, for p 1 and </> «  1; the “small p” AR(1) Godard-Kalman equations 
(A.39) and (A.49) can be approximated by [25]
p R n —lV n ^ m
&Rn pRn—lUnVu ^ n — 1 "F  p i
=  p(I ~ R n - iy ny lR n - l )
— p{I — Rn-\RyRn-\) (B.70)
where p = cr2/cr2.
As with the RLS if p <C 1 then Rn makes small fluctuations around a steady 
state value R which obeys [25]
0 = 1 — RRyR =>• R = Ry *
_ i
where Ry 2 is a symmetric square root.
(B.71)
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So we approximate the AR(1) Godard-Kalman algorithm by replacing Rn by
R = Ry 2. The “small p” Godard-Kalman state update equation becomes
_ i
tön = pEynen = pRy2y nen
and the error system is given by (see (B.15))
= (/ -  p R yny l)u ) n - 1  + p R ynen -  R~^6u>T
Thus, by rescaling as follows
ü n =  R ^ u ) n
ü ° p t  =  R - ^ ( j j opt
y  =  R^y
Ry =  Ry
one is able to get a LMS error system as follows
ü n =  (I -  p y ny l ) u n - 1  +  p ynen -  
and use previous LMS results for the performance analysis.
(B.72)
(B.73)
(B.74)
(B.75)
B .4 .1  F irst O rder C onvergence A n a lysis  o f th e  G odard- 
K alm an a lgorith m
The first order convergence analysis of the Godard-Kalman algorithm can be 
performed using the scaled LMS analysis. Based on (B.18), one can find rhn = 
E(iJn) obeys:
rhn — E [ü n\ =  ( /  -  pRy)fhn- \  -  6rh
= (I -  pR$)fhn-i  -  Sfhff1 (B.76)
Thus, based (B.23), the first order convergence criteria are given
0 < pXlax< 2, A =  A (B-77)
Thus convergence speed depends on eigenvalue spread but much more mildly 
than for LMS.
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B .4 .2 Second O rder S tab ility  and  Tracking of th e  G odard- 
K alm an algorithm
Combining (B.43) and (B.74), the RLS misadjustment, the steady state MSE can 
be calculated as
E n c  —  o\ +
1
2 , 2 , 72 2N(pae + ,)
2 —
The relative excess MSE (misadjustment) is then
— o1M = z ^ i ±  = ^ (p+t al )
2 p
(B.78)
(B.79)
where cx =
A ppend ix  C
M -state M -ary Sym m etrie  
C hannel and Equivalent C hannel
Here we elaborate some important properties of the M-state, M-ary symmetric 
channel and the equivalent channel, which is the cascade of the differential en­
coder, M-state M-ary symmetric channel and differential decoder. Then we use 
these properties to prove Lemma D.l in Appendix D.
1) At-state At-ary symmetric channel -  The transition structure of the M- 
state, Af-ary symmetric channel is determined by the state transition probability 
matrix Q = [iq^j], with probabilities qij given by (5.14). By expressions (5.13) 
and (5.14), due to constellation symmetry, we have
Qi,j = qk,m, for Ij  - i \  = \ m -  k |; (C.l)
where z, jr, k, m G {0, 1, . . . ,  At — 1}. Thus, matrix Q has At/2 degrees of freedom 
and one can simplify the notation, as follows:
tm =  qij, for I j  -  i\ = m ; (C.2)
Additionally,
M —1
qm = q m - M / 2 ,  for At -  1 > rn > At/2, and ^  qm = 1 (C.3)
m=0
The initial channel state distribution vector
Qo =  [p(s0 = 0), p(s0 = 1), . . . ,  p(s0 = At -  l)]7
can be found by solving Q1 - Qo = Qo. It ensures stationarity of the state process. 
However, more simply, Q0 can be found by balancing probabilities [4]. For the
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stationary distribution, the net probability flow across any cut-set in the state 
transition graph is 0. Due to symmetry (C.l), applying probability balancing to 
the Af-state, Af-ary symmetric channel gives
Q o= [l/M , 1/M, 1/M]t (C.4)
The channel state cross-over probabilities for the Af-state Af-ary symmetric 
channel are given by (5.16). Since the Af-state Af-ary symmetric channel is a 
variable noise channel [20], one can define the error function Zn = Yn Q X n. The 
channel state law (5.16) can be rewritten as
P i,j  = P ( z k = i\sk = j)  = p(vk = i Q j ) (C.5)
Due to channel state symmetry,
P i, j  =  P k ,m ,  for I j  - i \  = \ m -  k |; (C.6)
Thereby, channel state law matrix P = \pij\ has M/2  degrees of freedom and one 
can simplify the notation as follows
P m  — P i j , for |f -  i\ = m\ {C.l)
where i , j ,m E  {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}. Additionally,
M —1
Pm =  Pm-M/2 , for Af -  1 > Tn > M/2  and ^  pm = 1. (C.8)
m=0
2) Equivalent channel (the cascade of the differential encoder, M-state M-ary 
symmetric channel and differential decoder) -  The state transition probabilities 
for the equivalent channel q '^\ are given by (5.23), where k = M - i+ j , £ = M-m+n  
and i , j ,m ,n  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1}. Since the transition to the new channel 
state sJj+j in (5.23) does not depend on past noise value vn-\ = j , each row 
in channel state transition matrix Q ^  = [q^j] is repeated Af times (i.e., rows 
indexed k = Af • i + j  are identical, for fixed i and j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1}). 
Furthermore, combining (5.23), (C.5) and (C.6), expression (5.23) becomes
(e) _  I P m  for i =  n
~S Q otherwise (C.9)
To ensure the stability of channel process, the vector of initial channel state 
probabilities Q = [p(sge) = c-ej)], i , j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  Af — 1} is the solution of
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the equation Q ^ T • Q^  — Qq\  However, by balancing probabilities [4], the 
(M ■ i + j ) th element of Q can be found as:
[Codwi+j = P(soe> = c\ej )  =Pi-Pj  (CIO)
where i, j  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}.
The channel state cross-over probabilities of the equivalent channel are given 
by (5.24). However, the equivalent channel is variable noise channel [20] and one 
can define the error function =  Dn Q Bn. Elements of the channel state law 
matrix P ^  = [pm?n], given by (5.16), now become
Pm]n = p(z{e) = m \sk ] = ci j)  =P[Vk = ( i e j ) e m ]  = qt (C .ll)
where n = M-  i +  j , £  = (i 0  j) 0  m and m, i , j  = {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}
Based on (C .ll), the channel state law matrix P ^  = \pm,n] can be derived 
from the state transition matrix Q = [qij] of the original channel.
A ppend ix  D
D ifferential D etec tion -C apacity  
P reserv ing  T heorem
Lem ma D .l. For input distributions p(X) and p(B), that are uniform i.i.d., 
the entropy H ( Z ^ +l) of the M-state, M-ary symmetric channel and the entropy 
H(Z [e> ) of the equivalent channel are related as
H(Zn+1) = H{Z(e)N) +  \og2M  (D.l)
where Z ' = 0{X  v, Y  v) and = <f>(Bare the FSMC error functions 
[20], for the original end equivalent channel, respectively.
Proof. By using expression (C.10) for the initial channel state probability and 
expressions (C.9) and (C. 11), the distribution of the error function sequence 
of the equivalent channel, after N  time instants can be expressed
M - 1 M - 1
p ( Z ^ N) =  £  £ p ( Z M N|4 ‘> =  e g )p (sg  =  eg )
z=0 j = 0
M —l M —l M - 1 M - 1
= E  E  [ £  £  $  = egl4e) = eg)]Pi ■ ft
z=0 j —0 k=o £=0 
M —l M - l  M —l
= £  Pi[ £  [ £  P(Zle)N’ SN] =  egl4e) = cg)]] (D.2)
z=0 k—0 0
where the last equality follows from the fact that the transition from the initial 
channel state =  c\eJ = cjjj does not depend on j  by (5.23) and Xljio1 Pj = 1- 
However, expression Y l e L ö = c-^ J) in (D.2), can be 
calculated by using backward recursion, based on (C.9) and (C.ll). The recursion
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starts
M —1 M - 1
J2p(Zle) =cw|4e) =Ci,o) =  J2p(ZN}’Z{e) = cwl4e) = cto)
^=0 £=0 
M - l  M - 1 M - l
=  p ( z i f ) N sSv-i = 4eji4e) = cS)■ K-zgisg = 4'i)■ p(cmIcS)
^=0 n=0 i=0
M - l  M - l
= p* ■ E v«>ic<«>) ’ ^  p ( ^ l c ) N ' 1 1 4 - i  = c«  i4e) = 4'ö)
£=0 ’ t= 0
(D-3)
and ends by
M - l M - l
E r f > 4 e) = cwl4e) = cg) = E Kde)l4e) = 4> (4e) = 4:>i4e) = cg)
e=o £=0
= p (^ g |« g  = cg)p(sg = cg  k g  = cg) = Pt ■ 9(Z(.)|c(«)) (D.4)
where <Z(Z(e)|cO)) — p (Z (e) |s ^  =  cj^) is the equivalent channel state law for the
channel state cjjf], given by (C .ll) .
Combining expression (D.2) with (D.3) and (D.4), one can write
p ( ^ (e)" )  =
M - l  M - l  M - l M - l M - l
-  q{Z(e) leg) 'Pi Y l  q(Z(e)\4e)t ) ‘Pt' - - - ' Y l q(Z(e)\c%V)'PV‘q(Z \^cl*l)
i=0 fc=0 (=0
M - l  M - l
v=0
M - l M - l M - l
~  <3,(^< -) |4 e>) ‘ P £ Y l  q (Z(e)\c[e)t ) ' P t ' ’” ' ^ 2  q (Z(e) \c^v ) ' P v ^ 2 P i -  ^(Z(e)|cieJ)
fc=0 ^=0 t = 0 ’ t;=0 z=0
(D.5)
By using (C.2) and (C.7) for the original (M-state, M-ary symmetric) channel:
M - l  M - l  M - l
Y ]  p { z N + 1 =  m, Z N\s0 = i) =  p(^jv+i =  ra, Z N, s n  = A; I So =  z)
2=0 fc=0
M - l  M - l
= X] ; ^lso = *) • p {zn+i =  m \sN = k)
2 = 0 /c = 0
M - l  M - l  M - l
=  p (z Nisn =  A:|s0  = i) p{zN+i =  m\sN+i= £) -p (sN+i= £ \ s N =  k)
2=0 k— 0 t = 0
M - l  M - l  M - l
 ^ y   ^ 5 $n A:Is0  i) y   ^P|m— fc|
2=0 /c=0 ^=0
M - l  M - l  M - l
=  p (z N ’ =  ^i50 =  *)] (D-6)
£=0 fc=0 2 =  0
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However, expression J ^i=01 p ( Z N ,Sn =  fc|so — z) in (D.6), can be calculated by 
using backward recursion. It stars 
M - l  M - 1
p{ZN,sN = A;Is0 = z) =  p(Z7v,ZjV_1,5N = fc|s0 =  i)
i= 0  z=0
M —1 M —1
=  y ^  p {Zn , Z n ~1, sn =  k, SN - 1 =  n |s0 =  z)
i= 0  n=0  
M —1 M —l
= ^ 2 ^  p ( Z N~1^ SN- 1 =  n |s0 =  z) • p{ZN \sN = k) • =  k\sN^  = n)
i= 0  n=0
M —l M — l
=  P(z,fc) • 9 |fc-n | p (Z jV_1, sat_ i =  n |s0 =  z) (D.7)
n—0 z=0
and ends by
M — l M —lyy p(Zi,si = k\s0 = z) = yy p(Ziisi = ao/K^ i = fc|s0 = z)
z=0 z=0
M —l
= Piz,® yy 9ifc-«i= P(z,k) (d.8)
z=0
where P(z,/c) =  p (Z |s  — fc) is the channel law at the state s = k, defined by (5.16). 
Combining expression (D.6) with (D.7) and (D.8), one can get
M  — l
yy p(zN+1= zTz, z^iso= z)
z=0
M  — l M —l M  — l
y  ^P\m—£\ y  ^Q\i—k\ ' P(Z,k) ’ ••• ‘ y  ^9|r—v| ' P(Z,v) (D.9) 
e=o k=o v=o
for any m  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — l}.
However, due to constellation symmetry (expressions (C.6) and (C.8) for pi 
and (C .l) and (C.3) for qit i € {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}), (D.5) and (D.9) are the same 
combinations of the same pi and q3 multiplications. It leads to the following 
equality
M —l M —l
yy t yy p^ + i = m> z n \so= o • iog2 ( yy p(zN+1= ™, z n \s0=*))]
ZN i—o z=0
=  [p(Z{e)N)log2p ( Z ^ N)} (D.10)
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for any m  G {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}.
Consequently,
M - 1 M - 1
E  [ 51 p(zA+1is° = *) • los2 (E  jp(-zrA+1iso=*))]
Z N+i  i=0  i=0
M - l  A /-1  M — 1
=  X ]  X !  t X ]  =  m ’ zA lso =  «) • log2 ( ^  pC^iv+i =  m, Z N\s0 = z))]
m = 0 z N i = 0 i= 0
M - l  M - l
= E  E  [p (2 (e,A')log2p(ZW N) ] = - ^ / / ( Z W A' ) = - M - / / ( Z <e)A') (D. 11)
m = 0 Z (e)N m —0
Finally, since by (C.4) the initial channel state probability p(so = i) = 1/M 
for any m E {0, 1, . . . ,  M  — 1}, we have:
H(ZN+') = - J 2  p(z n+1) ■ log2(p(ZN+1))
Z N+ 1
M - l  M - l
= " X X m  X ! p(zN+1\s° =  *) • l o §2  I ]  p{ZN+1\s0 =  z))]
Z N + 1 i= 0  z=0
1 1 A/- ‘
= ~ M  ‘ log2( M } ' ^  ^  p(ZN+] |s° =  z) i=0 z N+1
= M
M - l  M - l
-  M E [ E p(ZN+1\so =  0  • log2 ( Y P(ZN+' I So = 0)]
Z N + 1 2=0 2—0v ^
V
- M - H ( Z ^ ) N ) by (D .ll)
= log2(M) + H(Z{e)N)
□
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